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A study of the effects of changing raw material prices and
VARYING INTEREST RATES ON THE STOCKHOLDING DECISIONS OF A 
SI.1ALL LTANUFACTURING CGT̂ IPANY

C.S. FRASER

A study is made of the inventory control procedures in a 
manufacturing company with an annual turnover of around 
£5M. The study is made at a time of fluctuating prices and 
varying interest rates in order to determine both their 
effect on, and ways of improving, the control procedures.
The study concentrates on one of the many stock items 
carried, peppermint oil, it being fairly typical. The 
study lists the main costs of establishing and growing 
peppermint in Washington State. The study reveals the 
importance of price forecasting in the determination of 
timing and quantity of purchases. Various price forecasting 
methods including that due to Box and Jenkins are tested 
and found wanting for one reason or another. The ordinary 
economic order quantity formula is modified to take account 
of fluctuating prices and varying interest rates. It is 
then tested with an assumption of perfect price forecasts 
against the performance of the firm’s buyer over the years 
I97I-I978. The results indicate that the buyer possesses 
faculties which cannot yet, if ever, be emulated by machine 
based formulas. Normally economic models are devised with 
the assumption that the purchaser is at least risk-neutral 
if not risk-averse. This study reveals a pronounced bias in 
the opposite direction, namely risk-preference, in the case 
of essential oil traders. The study, in examining the market 
structure, also shows that there are peppermint farmers in 
the western United States who are both willing and able to 
make direct contracts with importers in the United Kingdom 
in order to eliminate the risks associated with dealing 
through second and third parties. The absence of a formal 
controlled market for the particular oil studied is noted 
together with the buyer’s inability uO ’hedge’ except with 
purchases of other equally risky oils. It is recommended 
that the possibility of such a market being organised be 
further investigated.



CHAPTER I
A SEARCH FOR THE DOOR TO RESEARCH 

1«1 Irxtroduction

The direction taken by the research reported in this thesis and the 
perspectives from which the inter-related problems have been examined 

have, very naturally, been influenced by the writer's experiences in 

the period over which the material was bein^: gathered. It is not 
inappropriate, therefore, to preface the work with a brief personal 

note which nay serve to orient both the reader and the researcher

himself.
A Personal Note
In the autumn of 1974* after some six mcnths* search, I found a
manufacturing company willing to allow me to investigate their stock
control procedures. The company was interested in my examining their

stock control, initially for three months, because they felt that.my
computer experience might help guide their undoubted need for a more
efficient system. They did not at first appreciate the complications

surrounding any changeover to a computer aided system and they did not

realise the extent to which changes would be necessary in order to
achieve their aims. They put a certain amount of trust in my ability
and in return I promised not to disclose any confidential material in
future publications. As a conseq.uance, throughout this thesis no liâmes
are given to the growers, dealers, manufacturers or end users. However,
those in the trade who should chance to read this thesis may be able

«

to recognise themselves, their fellows and competitors in some of 

what follows.
The company investigated imported essential oils and conseq.uent3.y this 
thesis is concerned with essential oils. It will be explained that t ^s  

is not an eccentric choice. It has been most useful to concentrate my



attention on just one oil out of the many essential oils imported into 

this country. It seemed strange at first that I could not look at the 

stock control procedure as an entity and try to produce plans to 

improve it. It seemed likely that the experiences of other workers in 

this field might provide valuable hints. The reality seems to have been 

more complex. A great deal of information is available on the topic of 

stock (or inventory) control. The way in which people use this inform

ation in their practice of stock control has not been examined in much 

depth. At one tine I found myself questioning the point of trying to 
penetrate'further into this area where so much is o'bscure, intangible 

and unquantifiable.

I cannot claim that any solutions have been found because, in ray opinion, 

the problems that seem to trouble one individual are not problems to 
everyone and hence only partial solutions exist to be found. The 
•problem' that I have concentrated on for the sake of this thesis has 

proved to be an aid to me. It has been something at which to aim my 
attention and as one aspect of the situation is illuminated, new 

shadows are cast and the nature of the problem seems to change. The 
process of concentration on an object produced by the mind is no less 

real than that of concentrating on a physical object, but concentration 

on neither the object nor its shadow will reveal the source ô  -̂ iÇ- - 
which slone makes observation possible. In the same v/ay with our stock 

control problem it is all too easy to be engrossed in the tangible 

physical detail of records and prices or in the morass of man s 
motivations and expectancies, but at the end of the study we shall 
have missed seeing the day to day way in which people cope with the 
•problem'. That is to say that the overall picture will have been 
distorted by continual swings of concentration from one aspect to another 
of the problem. The foresight and judgement exhibited by many of those with



whom I have been in contact over the laat three years can only be 
described as uncanny* No amount of formulating on my part oan ever 
hope to describe from whence their decisions came* I oan only sit 
back in wonder at the abilities of these men and hope to describe their 
talents to you, whilst isolating one or two practices that might profit
ably be structured in algozitfams* There will be equations for the 

mathematically minded to peruse and there will be learned references 

for those interested in the history of the debate* There will be 

descriptions of my visits to a peppermint grower, to two competing 
buyers and to two blenders and manufacturers*

1*2 Peppermint Qilt The 3ub.1ect of the Study

The distinctive aroma and flavour of peppermint are familiar but hard 
to define or describe* This flavour is derived f^om a blended oil which 

may come from one or many sources but is always from the soil in the 
first instance* Mint flavoured toothpaste, chewing gum and toffees 
contain mint oil which has been extracted frcm peppermint or spearmint 
plants nurtured by the farmer in fields all over the world* The way in 
which mint flavouring reaches us frcw the mint fields is considered in 

detail in Chapter 3«
To return to the subject of why only one oil is considered, let me add 

that there is no reason why what is attempted here should not be 
repeated for each of the many hundreds of essential oils used in the 
industry* However, it will soon become apparent that in a limited time 
it would not be feasible to attempt to examine oils grown under widely 
differing conditions* I propose therefore to concentrate on peppermint



oil arid hope that the concluaiona I have drawn in (3hapter Eight will 
be applicable to other oila and oomiodltlea. Certainly the price 
forecaatin^ methoda diacuaaed in Chapter Pour, with modificationa, 
will be auitable for moat oila and indeed the expert may aee waja to 
adapt then to iron ore buying or wheat exchange dealings. It aeema 
to me, thou^, that theae methoda are endowed with a certainiminoaity 
by the operator of the methoda. I contend that the same method can 
give different reaulta depending on the uaer. It may be permiaaible 
for the writer to claim some akill in forecaating the price of pepper
mint oil after only three years of working on the subject, but I could 

not hope to do the same with Eucalyptus Oil or Almond Oil unless more 
time was spent them and gaining experience of their peculiar

characteristics. Experience plays a great part in the process of 
price forecaating but there is something more, idiich it is not appro
priate to discuss here, that provides the forecaster with hia intuitive 

feeling for future events. This I hope to discuss more fully in 
Chapter Six where a game is played to illustrate the strategy 
developed.
I have written little so far about the dealers who buy oil from the 
grower and sell it again to the manufacturer. They play a vital part 
in closing the circle which will be discussed in some depth in Chapter 
Five. Suffice it to say at this stage that without them the industry 
could not have reached its present stage of development.

1.3 Background to the Study
This chapter will continue with a general background to the subject 
covering the period from Roman times to the present, followed by a more 
detailed background covering the last twenty or so years. A summary of 

the chapter can be found just before the references at the end.



Prom written records it is possible to imagine the early examples of 
inventory control. The Roman legions as they spread the Bap ire, East, 
South, West and North, had a second army of clerks, cooks, baggage- 
minders and armourers following in their wake. Caesar's writings 
show m  the oace with which records were kept of arms and other spoils 
oaptured in this process. It is not hard to recognise the methodical 

at work nor the obvious efficiency with which those le|;ions 
operated. An a m y  marches on its atomaoh and immediately the need for 

provisions arises. Lines of communication were set up with staging 
posts and depots as they are today by large international companies.

War and peace are little different in this respect. The so called 
Barbarians also had their stores, but Caesar does not help us much here. 
Archeological remains show us that some form of rud 1 mentary control must 
have existed. In organisation that can bring together Stonehenge is not 
to be despised. Yet, when writing about stores control in those tines,

I cannot overlook the fact that the price of goods was not a large 
factor. The small holder who wanted to retain his o<Mm» simply put to 
the sword whilst the iron for forging the swords was taken by territorial 
gains. Money was used hy the more enlightened generals, particularly 

those with astute political sense.
In Roman times, earlier, the huntsman was a prcnninent figure bringing 
home fresh meat for the family | whilst at home the householders would 
fetch fuel for fires grow other foods to supplement the meat. How 
can one ensure a steady supply of vegetables to the table? Grow your 
own vegetables and you should encounter at first hand the stock 
controller's problems. Have you ever found yourself with a glut of 
gooseberries a dislike of frosen foodstuffs? The most careful



planting of lettuce cannot stop those planted to mature in two months 
time arriving two weeks late imd those planted to mature in three 
months time arriving two weeks early. Soil conditions, weather and 
other factors play their part in determining the atyply available at any 
given time# We all, naturally, either go without, on certain days, or 
supplement our store from the market place# Slmilar/ly with the fuel for 
heating# Wet weather means wet wood and hence the need for a wood 

store#
A biblical example of stores control is provided by Noah# In the best 
modern tradition he prepared a store that could brave all the elements, 
the ark# He gathered in pairs of every species available to ensure a 
future supply of those species# He did all of this before the elements 
struck! in three words he was prepared# To live up to the motto 

- "Je suis prêt" or "I am ready" is the first requirement for a good 
stock controller# The floods of former times can be compared with events 

like the crude fuel oil price increase in 1973# Presumably the writing 
was on the wall since the tine of Sues for those who could see it| but 
how easy it is to be wise after the event# In what follows we shall 
see how the price of peppermint oil soared with just about every other 

commodity# Very few were ready! that is history#
In January 197^» Just before I left the Ihiited Kingdom to visit a pepper
mint grower in the Yakima Valley of the Cascade mountains in Washington 
state, the department under the auspices of which I gathered the 
material for this work requested me to give a talk about my research 
up until that time# It was clear to ay colleagues that the data presented 
on peppermint oil prices were far fr«n adequate# They had a number of



suggestions to help me with my task* One asked me to examine import 
and export figures for the commodity in order to obtain a usage figure* 
This apparently sensible and praotioal suggestion is typical of many 
that have been urged on the researcher* Countless hours have been 
spent talking to customs officials and perusing trade figures* The 
suggestions have all been food for thought but there are many difficult
ies in carrying out logical procedures where specific markets are 

involved*
Peppermint oil is imported to this country by ship in bulk and by air 
in small, usually sample, lots* It is exported untouched or blended 
with other oils* Here a technicality must be considered* The pepper
mint oil with which we are concerned is derived from the plant mentha 
piperita* This is largely produced in the Ihilted States of America* 
There is another plant, mentha arvensis* produced largely in Brasil 
and China which yields a different grade of oil and has little to do 
with this study* However, the oil from mentha arvensis is much less 
expensive and consequently is often used to dilute or blend with oil 

frc» mentha piperita to produoe a hybrid oil* The point here is that 
blended or diluted oil is not reoorded in the export figures under 

peppermint oil (piperita)* It is lost under a different blanket 
category of manufaotured goods and so the suggestion to obtain a usage 

- figure oannot, even if it were desirable to do so, be persned* While 
it would no doubt be oonvenient to have more oonoise figures, it would, 
perhaps, be more appropriate to ask whetìier the detailed figures are 
really neoessary for the study* A conventional reply would be that 
usage figures are needed in order to determine demand* Demand, however, 
will consist not only of manufaoturer's demand for current production



but also of his demand for stock and this, in turn, is likely to be 
related to expectations concerning: supply* In any case, the OTerall 
demand in the United Kingdom (DK) and British Isles is limited by the 
fact that only so much gum is chewed and so many sets of teeth cleaned* 
In the literature this is called a ‘deriTsd* demand* Sweet eaters 
account for only a few per oent of the total oil used* The true annual 
usage is therefore a figure proportional to the population with some 
percentage added each year for growth* This leaves us with the diff* 

icult question of exports* Naturally overseas demand fluctuates with 
the world economy as does the price of the raw oil* In no time at all 
we find ourselves back with supply, in the price of oil* Demand, 
supply and price are closely inter-related| in our investigation of the 

supply of peppermint oil, we understemd more of the nature of the 
demand for it, and in considering demand we discover the nature of 
supply* No doubt this could be taken as a oomionsense instance of the 

*paradox of identification**
The prioe of the oil is the key to gaining an overall picture* Since 
price reflects both supply and demand, it may be possible to begin by 

considering prioe movements direotly*
Anyone who has tried to guess the prioe of oranges next January or July 
will realise immediately the nature of the prioe forecaster's dilemma*
An abundant crop usually means lower prices but what if everyone decided 
apples or asoorblo acid tablets were better? There is another element* 
When you and I go to buy oranges we are faced with the stallholder, be 
he enemy or friend* He has brou^t frcmi the central market in compet
ition with the other stallholders* The central market, in turn, has

8



purchased from the individual grower. It is at the grower*s level 
that weather, crop health and simiUr factors become of some importance. 
Let us leave aside for the time being the latter considerations and stay 

with the central market.
The elementary models of economic theory provide a basis for 
analysis, but give little insight into the dynamic processes involved 

in the formaticm of price. In the present context a simply analogy is 

offered.
Price may be considered as being formed in the way that a raindrop 
collects. The atmosphere becomes dense as activity begins. The mois
ture thickens into droplets which condense into globules of water which, 

becoming too heavy for their supporting medium, fall. A commodity is 
produced and the buyers move into a ring. One offer is matched with 
another to be supplanted by a third. The bids flow around the ring 
(the atmosphere thickens) until is formed a final bid (the globule). 
This holds and is taken from the ring (the supporting medium). This is 
today»s price and will hold until the ring is filled again to fix a new 
price. Each purchaser can now go forth with his holding and become a 
supplier to the next ring in which is fixed the second level price.
The number of levels will depend on the market and in the case of 
»piperita» is sometimes three and sometimes four. The grower to the 
dealer is the first level. Thm dealer to the wholesaler is the second 
level. The wholesaler to the blender is the third level. The blender 
to the manufacturer is the fourth level. In Chapter Three will be 
given a full description of each of these stages detailing the function 
of each person concerned. At this stage it has been my intention to 
outline the way in which the oil acquires a price as it moves along



from producer to customer. Supply and demand are ever present faces on 

the Janus of price.

Tt is clear that there is no infallible method by which price can be 
forecast. A method, if it existed, could not be kept secret for longj 
once common knowledge then surely everyone would be attempting to make 
their fortune out of commodity dealing or playing the currency exchange 
markets. The very success of the method would make it invalid since 

speculation depends, for its success, on superior knowledge or a 
superior intuition about market conditions. I am envisaging here the 
perfect market with perfect competition, which means perfect information 
for all dealing in the market. This would need all relevant factors to 
be quantifiable. Can the grains of sand on a beach be divided and 
counted? Enclose the sand in a six faced box and the answer is yes| 
but the beach is open to the influence of wind and tide so how can we 
talk of a quantifiable world. Change is ever present in life and so with 
the factors affecting price. One day it may be the lack of water, caused 
by low snow pack in the mountains, that causes concern to the farmer.
The next day it may be the prevalence of weeds, caused by a rainy grow

ing season. This may appear unduly pessimistic to the embiyo price 
forecaster, but it is not intended so. Prices are forecast daily by 
industrial buyers but not by the way of division and counting. I^ter 
it will be seen why I am leading away from the quantifiable world of 
theoretical economics, and I hope that this gentle introduction will 
provide a cushion from the impact of the more awesome picture that the 

industrial buyer presents when in full regalia.

In presenting this general background I hare written hardly a word about 
the end users, you and me. When we brush our teeth tonié^t there will

10



be a little piperita in the squeeze of paste# Without us the industry 
would not exist# We hare brought it into being with our demand for gum 
to chew and with our love of peppermint sweets# This is neither good 
ncr bad but a simple truth hardly worth mentioning except to bring us 

that bit closer to the earth» mother to the plant#

1.4 The Problem and its Context
The inventory problem» if it is a problem» is only one aspect» isolated 
artificially» of a very complex situation involving natural forces» 
human decision and a variety of events» some controllable but most not 
so# The writer is aware of a conflict between the rational and irration

al forces at work and must emphasise that a severely rational approach 
to the inventory i>roblem can only secure a harbour» as it were» at the 
mouth of a turbulent ocean» but this harbour is the point of departure 
into the real situation# At a later section of the work» random walks 
and their application to forecasting are discussed# Perhaps» following 
the analogy above» these are the rope tying the ship to the wharf| they 
are the last point at which a strictly logical approach or assumptions 
of rationality» can constrain the problem. Beyond this point is the 
world which we do not eagerly explore for our rational mind can gain no 
footing and the lifetime's habitual mode of thought is challenged# How 
is not the time to dip too far into these waters for the discussion 
begins on terra fima» we hope» by considering the strictly rational 

approach to the inventory decision#

1.5 The Rational Basis for Ihventonr Decisions 
Inventory control is the science based €urt of controlling the amount of 
stock held» in various forms» within a business to meet economically the

11



demands placed upon that business. The stocks are held in such a way 
as to meet the management criteria for profitability and capital in
vestment as will be seen later in this chapter. Inventory control 
becomes an art when judgement has to be exercised on the various facts 
and figures provided, very often in probabilistic terms, by scientific 
methods. The decision on how much to purchase of a certain commodity 

and when to purchase it will depend in part on uncertainties. The 
estimate of future prices may be affected hy past prices, about which 

there is no uncertainty, but a probablistio element has to be intro
duced. There will also be available data on storage space, spoilage 
rate and all the various costs associated with acquiring and holding 
stocks of the commodity. The art is in applying a stock controller's 
experience together with an element of Informed guesswork to the data 
available and thereby hopefully arriving at a best solution.
In an ideal world, where the demand upon a business is known exactly 
and well in advance and where suppliers keep to their delivery dates, 
there would be little need to hold any fora of inventory other than a 
limited amount of work-in-progress stocks which are caused naturally 
by the manufacturing process. The only problem in this situation would 
be one of scheduling which, although possibly OMBplioated, would be 
ocMipletely deterministic because all the problem parameters would be 
exactly defined. In practice, however, demand is not known in advance 
and suppliers will often be late, seldom early, in delivering. In this 
practical situation, stocks can act as a buffer between the vagaries of 

supply and demand.

12



1,5»1 Principal Reasons for Holding Stocka
The principal reasons for holding stocks are as follows« Firstly to 
act as an insurance against a higher than expected demand. This helps 

to ensure that customer demand will more often than not be met^ result
ing in satisfied customers and oonsequeatly oontlnued demand« Secondly 

to act as an insurance against longer than expect supplier delivery 

times, this usually being termed in the literature as 'leadtime'« 

Customers reordering their usual amount of goods are unlikely to be 
impressed by the excuse that one's supplier is Inte in delivery, 
especially if they can obtain the same goods elsewhere« Thirdly to 

take advantage of quantity discounts« It may be advantageous to 
purchase more supplies than are Immediately required and to incur the 
slightly higher holding and storage costs if these increases in costs 
eû'e more than offset by the reduction in an Item's unit cost as a result 
of the large quantity purchased« Fourthly to take advantage of seasonal 
and other price fluctuations« The consumer who buys coal during the 
summer months calculates that the consequent saving in material costs 
more than outweighs the small increased storage and investment costs«
On the side of the coal supplier this seasonal price reduction 
stimulates demand in an otherwise slack period and so reduces produc
tion costs by levelling demand over the year« The type of stocks 
referred to in the first reason are finished goods whilst in the 
other oases it is raw materials« The fifth reason for holding stocks 
refers to work-in-progress stocks« These are held to minimise delay 
in production caused by lack of parts« With products comprising 
many oompcments and subassemblies, it is administratively nearly 

Impossible to ensure that one of each of all these parts 
arrive simultaneously at a final assembly point« In this situation,

13



stocks of conponents and subassembli«« at assambly points aot as a 

buffer within the production system to absorb the demand that the 

system exerts on itself.
1,5,2 Categories of Stocks
Inventory is usually broadly classified into three categories of raw 

material, work-in- progress and finished goods,

1,5,2.1 Raw Materials
By holding stocks of raw material a business creates a buffer 

between its primary production sections and the raw material 

supplier. This allows primary production to be initiated in 

a shorter period of time than the raw material supplieras 

delivery titw, a facility always required for urgent items 
some of which tend to occur in most production programmes.
Where the price of a raw material fluctuates considerably 
such as in the case of tin, a speculative purchasing policy 
can, to a limited extent, insulate an organisation from these 
price changes. The holding of raw oiaterlal stocks also allows 
bulk purchases to be made and the consequent discounts to be 
obtained. Raw materials represent about thirty-five per cent 

of UK investment in stock,
1,3«2,2 Work-in-Progress
The holding of both raw material stocks and finished goods 
is generally a planned activity, in so far as such stocks 
should not exist unless they are planned for. Work-in-progress 

stocks however, are likely to exist in any manufacturing 

organisation whether or not they are planned for. This is 
because the function provided by this category of inventory
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is to buffer the demand of a later eta«e in the production 
process from the supplj of an earlier stage, a function 

essential for anj production prooess. As an example, a 
final assembly section, requiring three sub-assemblies fron 
three stages ooourring earlier in the produotion process, 
must hare arailable in-progress stocks from all three sub- 

assembly sections if the assembly section is not to be 
inrariably held up by a shortage of one or other of these 
sub—assemblies« Also the sub—assembly sections require a 

buffer between themselres and final assembly, not only so 
that they can continue production when sub-assemblies are 

not immediately required by final assembly but also so that 
all three sub-assembly sections need not operate synchronously 

with one another«
It is evident, therefore, that production systems can rarely 
function without work-in-progress stocks« These stocks, 
because they are essential tend to be a by-product of any 
production process| but as such it is important that they 
are closely controlled in order to prevent proliferation« 
Work-in-progress represents about thirty-eight per cent of 

UK investment in stock«
1«5«2«3 Winiahad Goods
The stocking of finished goods provides a buffer between the 
customer demand *«d the manufacturer *s supply« In many 
oases the sise of the customer's order is smaller than can 
be supplied by the manufacturer and a wholesaler can act as
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an intermediary between the two. \7hen this happens a larger proportion 
of finished goods may be held by the wholesalers than by the manufact

urers. Finished goods represent r.bout twenty-seven per cent of Uli 

investment in stock.

Fig.1.5.1 Stocks and flows in manufacture^

1,5,5 The Inventory Decision as Compromise 

The amcur.t of inventory ox stock a busintos plans to hold snould bo a 

compromise between several conflicting interests, consequently it is 
essential that the management decides at the highest level what the 
overall objective of the business's stockholding policy should be. 
This statement of the stockholding policy should then be communicated 
to all interested parties to prevent ary one particular interest over
riding the others. For instance, if the overall policy is to offer 
high level of service, this can only be achieved by holding large 
stocks. Hence the firm's accounting interest,• although in general
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desiring a low lewel of atooUioldin^ and thus a mlnlaum of inreated 
capital» knowing the polioj of high lerela of ouatomer aerrloe ahould 

accept and underatand the reaaons for the Inerltahly large atook- 
holding inourred* lltematiYely» ahould the f i m  have a apeoifio ahort- 

term policy of releaaing Inweated capital» then informed of thia the 

production intereat ahould appreoiate the need for the reaultant 
irregularity and dlaruption to their production aohedulea oauaed hy a 

reduced atookholding* There are dlaadTantagea both in holding too 

little or too much atook and acme of theae are now Hated* Some die- 

advantagea of holding low atook lerela aret-
1* Cuatomer demand can often not he aatlafied* Thla can 

lead to an immediate lose of huaineaa and to a loaa of 

repeat ordera due to ouatomer disaatiafaotion*
2* Often» aa a reault of trying to aatlafy the ouatomer» 

ooatly emergenoy prooedurea auoh aa apeoial production 
rum upaet aohedulea are reaorted to in an attempt 

to maintain ouatomer goodwill*
3* In order to maintain a reaaonahle aervioe it will be 

neoeaaary to place replenlahment ordera more frequently 
than in the oaae where higher atook levela are kept*
Thua higher repleniahment ordering coata are incurred*

Of theae three diaadTantages the firet la probably the moat aerioua*
The diaadTantagea aaaooiated with high atook lewela aret*

1* High atorage ooata are incurred* Theae ooata oorer buildinga» 

labour» heating and almilar thinga and they alao contain an 

element to oower deterioration and apollage*
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2« High amounts of capital are tied up in stock« This capital 

might have been used elsewhere in the business or it mi^t 

hare been invested outside to earn interest«
3« Where the stored jnroduct becomes obsolete, a large stock 

holding of that item could, in the worst case, represent 
a large capital investment in an unsaleable product that 

has to be written off at scrap value«
4« When a high stock level of raw material is held at a tine 

of fluctuating prices a sudden drop in the going market 

price of the materials represents a cash loss to the 
business for having bought at the h i ^ r  price previouslj 
existing« (a cash benefit is derived in the converse case)«

As a general rule it is better to hold hi^er stocks in a 
period of general inflation than in a period of deflation«

The subject of speculation is treated elsewhere at some length in this 

work« Here it is worth noting that the decision to speculate in any 
commodity is separate from the inventory decision but, onoe made, it 

can be used to the advantage of the everday stock control« This is 
because lover stocks of that commodity can be held for day to day use 
in the knowledge that an emergenoy stock is close at hand in the ease 

of a stock out«
1«3*4 Stock and Jluotuations
Both the economy as a whole and most sectors of industry are affected 
by trade cycles« Periods of low activity are fellowed by periods of 
increasing activity then periods of great activity and so on until the 
period of low activity is reached again« Clearly stock levels have to 
be adjusted to the changing trading circumstances of the firm« The
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extent of the changes will be partially governed as before by the 
expected future demand. The future demand will depend on the position 

within the trade cycle which the firm judges itself to hold. Thus in the 
transition from low to high activity stocks reach their peak, whilst in 
the transition from high to low activity stocks reach their lowest level. 
Apart from the trade cycles there are also seasonal factors to bo taken 
into account. For example, a manufacturer of overcoats probably has his 
highest stocks in the summer in preparation to fill orders from retailers 
in the autumn. The relationship between stock levels and the economic 
situation in the country as a whole is examined in the next chapter.

1,5.5 Conflicts in Managerial Attitudes
It was mentioned earlier that the amount of stock held must be a com
promise between several conflicting interests. Inventory management 

specifically affects the operations of numerous areas of a business. By 

looking at those relationships and seeing the different objectives of 

each area we obtain a better understanding of the role of inventory 

management.
There is a relationship between product design and inventory management. 
For example, if a product design change is contemplated, the leadtime for 

its implementation should consider the stocks of the item that is to be 
made obsolete. The design itself might help to reduce inventories by 

efforts to design products with standard parts and components.
The marketing management is usually ooncemed that the customer is kept 
satisfied, and this inevitably means pursuing a policy of high finished 
goods inventories. The cost of customer dissatisfaction is easily measured 
when he goes to a competitor for the unsupplied service and is simply the 
profit that would have resulted from the unfilled order. However when the 
customer becomes so dissatisfied as to never return with future orders 
the cost becomes more difficult to assess. The question of costs will be
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considsrGd in inorß ¿©"feftil flt s ls1j©r stfig©*
Th© manufacturing management pr©f©r to hav© raw mat©rial inv©ntori©s at 

a high l©v©l. A production d©partment can conduct its operations most 

efficiently, and at lowest cost, by planning lengthy production runs, 
which build up substantial inventories. Set-up charges for new production 

runs are reduced and higher quality work produced. The operations of the 

manufacturing area can be predicted on the plans developed by the 

inventory control system. The labour requirements, and the plant and 

machine loading for each period, can be a result of the inventory plan. 
Purchasing management is similar to manufacturing management in that the 

achievement of purchasing objectives also tends to increase inventory 
levels. In order to minimise the expenses of purchasing, a few large 
orders of materials are preferable to frequent orders of small amounts. 
There are three main classes of expense which will be incurred in the 
purchasing area if inventory levels must be kept at less than desirable 
levels. Savings are foregone if quantity discounts cannot be realised! 
with a high number of orders for materials, salaries for additional 
purchasing staff will be incurred! and when stockouts occur extra

ordinary transport costs and employee time are needed.
Physical storage facilities can limit ordering quantities just as special 

storage requirements influence inventory policy. The expense of storing 
goods is usually proportional to the inventory level. The warehouse, in 
order to minimise their expenses, would like to see general inventory 
levels reduced. When high stock levels or perishable items are held, 
there is the risk of obsolescence charges increasing. Labour relations 

are at their best when the company's employment level remains 
steady. The only way to achieve this in the face of the usual
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fluctuating demand is by manufacturing for inventory* This, of course, 

increases inventory levels*
The financial management's function is to create a control system aimed 
at providing the greatest possible return on assets invested* A major 
element of any company's assets is usually represented by inventory*
The return generated fr(»n that asset is a dual function, composed first 
of the amount of capital invested in inventories and its related turn

over and, second, of the measure of profitability* That is, a better 
return is generated from £X of capital turned over eight times making 
13p on each £1 of capital than on the same capital turned over four 

times making 23p on each £1 of capital* Financial managsiBent need to 
recognise that, while a low inventory will raise the return on the in
vestment carried, this is true only if profit levels are considered to 

be unaffected no matter how low the inventory level is set* This 
assumption tends to be incorrect, because profitability of operations 
is materially affected by the respective expenses of acquiring versus 
carrying inventories* In a sense the finance department has to act as 
an arbitrator between the conflicting objectives of the various dei>art- 
ments* They do this by evaluating the relationships and quantifying 
the objectives of each department, as they are affected by inventories, 
so that a 'best economic balance' is created* The creation of this 

balance is the purpose of inventory planning and control 

systems*
In the next chapter we shall examine the history of inventory control 
in economics and trace the gradual introduction of risk and uncertainty 

into the subject*
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1 ,6  Perspectiveg
The writer of this study has oeen much concerned that the foregoing 
discussion has been conducted as if the problem existed only at the 

level of the single firm. Not only is this a partial analysis, many of 
the aspects of the problem be^g suppressed in the interest of simplicity, 

but in considering only the delimiters of the essential, that is to say 
the detail, the nature cf the whole disappears. In attempting to show 

ho*̂  the etar^point tak«n I'-Pfects perception of the -rhole, the 
writer intends to end this chapter by reverting to a personal note 

once again.
An art critic might declare that a portrait can only be described by
reference to its various features and I might agree with him if I were
a scientist interested in reproducing the portrait brush stroke by 

0

brush stroke. No polite artist would condemn outright such an aim, but 

most would laugh into their sleeves at the foolishness of such an 
endeavour. What of the numinous intensity poured into the canvas by the 
artist as he strives hour after hour to capture the soul of his subject? 

Hoa will this be reproduced? The point I keep repeating is that no 
amount of analysis will ever capture the beauty of a scene. No amount 

of analysis will ever capture the experiences that go into giving a 

craftsman the feel for his tools. No amount of analysis will capture

the art of price forecasting.
In this thesis I do not aim to show the essence of the inventory problem 

because to do so would be merely an expression of personal beliefs 
about humari behaviour which would not be easy to support withou. much 
philosophical argument. However some discussion on these lines xs maae 

in Chapter Six after the game is played out, and in Chapter Sevon.

For.the time being I shall circle around the essence with facts and -
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fl^ires which will «11 he open r.o dispute because of the nature of such

things. This is not to decry them for the circle can only he drawn
with their aid. The essence would be indistinguishable from all else 

without such delimiters.
The distinction has been made between the rational and irrational parts 

of the mind. This is of course an artificial division because the two 

carts are inseperable, together making up the whole which is ourselves. 

•However the distinction is necessary in order to make a completely 
human understanding of any situation. To support this view I shall 
relate an occurrence in ry own life. I was standing on a small wooden 
footbridge spanning a highland river. The water tumbled across the 
rocks catching the sunlight as it swept on. Every pebble was visible 
Oil the bed of the river and the sun brought each colour and shade into 
fj glorious medley of motion and stillness, xy companion ivaa Cc»ught for 
a moment in the spell of that beauty, then began to analyse some of the
parts of the scene. I was called upon to look at a particular rock or
an area of shade where a trout may have lingered. The switch of attention 

from the whole scene to a part thereof caused a dulling of the senses 
as the rational mind exerted a control on the information reaching :r.e 

through eyes, ears, nose, mouth and touch. The sixth serioe whereoj 
the five senses unite into a whole was overcome and I was left looking 
at this or listening to that. The magical boauty fled the scene, .»nst 1 am calling here a sixth sense cannot he defined except by tne sort 
of example above. It Is not unusual to feel the presence of this 
sense in our daily lives. It is that which senses the gaze of someone 
across a busy room, that makes the hair prickle at the base of the skull or
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that causes us to predict successfully the toss of a coin. I shall re

fer again to this sixth sense later.
There is one other aspect of perception that I wish to mention before 
the close. I hare often taken a photograph of a scene and then wonder

ed why I did not obtain a picture of what I had seen. Recently I cane 
across a reproduction of a painting by Erhard Jaoohjr^. The oamras has 

a grey background outlined against which are yisible a wo«m, a man and 

a child. Where the flesh of the people should be is a street scene so 

that in effect one is looking through each cf the three people at the 
saiw seen«, th. palntliw d«plot» tta •oen. differently in the eaee of 
eaob person. A camera would hare recorded a ear in the foreground 
and a group of people, waiting to cross the street, on the other side 
beside a traffic signal. Behind them are some pedestrians strolling 

past a shop window which has the letters OOIDEM written show. it. 
the window abow. the shop is the lettering HEStlORAHT. Seen throng 
the woman the 'golden' is clearly Tieible but only RES and I are dimly 

seen, the oar in the foreground is dark and the people on the other 

side central in her wlew. Throu^ the nan BE3IA and n are clearly 
Tislble but the 'golden' is only dimly risible, the oar in the fore- 
ground is a lighter shade and a way round it to the right is risible.
More of the strolling pedestrians are in rlew whilst a second small 
oar on the other side of the street is gllapsed to the right. Seen 
throng the child all the foreground is blocked by the oar whose 
ohr— work 1. highlighted. lone of the writing orer the .hop is rlelbl. 

rtillet the people on the other side of the etreet see. small.
To this on. seen, therefor, there -re four riewa, on. through ..oh of the 
peopU and a fourth throng the photograph. In the solution of any 

apparent probl«. there nust first be agreement Miongst the interested 

parti., a. to i*.t the .t.t.s»nt of the probl«i Indlrldual
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will inevitably see it in a different light and a conmon ground needs 
to be found* Even this comaon ground will not be a whole answer to the 
question *what is the problea*| nor would agreement between the three 
watchers in Jacoby's painting as to what they oould see be a complete 
answer to the question 'what is there'. Alongside the reproduction of 

the painting referred to above are the following words by von Frans, 

a colleague of Jungt
'this painting illustrates the fact that each 
of oSf perceiving the world throng an individ
ual psyche, perceives it in a slightly different 
way from others. The man, woman and child are 
looking at the same viewf but, for each, differ
ent details become clear or obscured. Only by 
means of our oonoious perception does the world 
•xist 'outside'. We are surrounded by something 
completely unknown and unknowable (here represent
ed by the painting's grey background).'

I do not like the idea that the something by which I am surrounded is 
completely unknowable. I would like to see added to that last sentence 

the words '... with the five senses'. The grey area is also perhaps 
a representation of my ocean of the irrational mind mentioned above.
The mind's Î ye will be needed to see into the greyness, to steer the 
ship and to chart a course. Each individual will choose a different 
course though our destination is the same. This is why I have written 
of no methods existing in the problem of price forecasting. Any method 
I care to examine here has an element in it that depends on the Judg
ment of the individual concerned in using the method. The Judgment of 
the individual will depend on how he 'sees' the problem. As I have 
emphasised above, each individual 'sees' the problem differently and 
so necessarily his method will more often than not be different from

that of the next nan.
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In conclusion let me reaffirm my lack of pessimism when faced with a 
price forecasting problMi* The problem is as large or small as I care 

to make it, a mountain or a molehill* The solution that holds for me 

today will hopefully be the best solution for those affeoted by it 

including myeelf. That my solution will differ from that of someone 
else is an inevitable fact of life and should encourage rather than 
depress me. The question of who is right and who is wrong simply does

not arise.
1.7

Th« Chapter opena with some remarks on the approach taken by this 
researoher to the proposed research topic. The topic is then preeented 
in outline and a general background to the field of inwentoiy control 
is glwen, without any detail, ranging fro. Caesar to the present day. 
Indloatlons are giwen as to i*loh of the future Chapters will oontsln 
more detail on any subject which I consider worth more attention. A 
more detailed background of the imrentory control methods generally in 
use throu^out industry follows the opening remarks. The way in which 
stock is generally dlwlded in different areas of a plant, together with 
the dlTlslons in the management that control the flow of materials, is 

described. The Chapter oonoludes with s oM more general comments on 
the way in which an Indlwldual approaohes a problem and how a solution, 
satisfactory to one Indiwldusl, can dl*r trcm that produced by .«-one 
else without thers bsiog oauss for conflict.
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CHAHER II
A REYIEi OF THE UTERATUBE

2.1 TT̂ f̂e■rrx̂ net̂ n̂ln

The ptirpoee of this chapter is to proTide a path for the reader through 
the maze of literature that exists on the subject under ccnsideraticn.

A bibliography is proTided at the end of the chapter* Any criticisms 
aade necessarily reflect a personal appraisal of the works concemed, 

for the field is a complex one and it is seldom possible to take an 
absolute position* The mathematics involred belongs to the field of 
Operations Research whilst eoonosdsts hawe been writing since the early 
sewenteenth century on related topics. This century much work has been 
done by both mathematicians and economists on the subject, with concern 

tending to narrow to increasingly detailed points of the so-called 
»inventory problem*. Frequently the mathematical methods employed have 
seemed disproportionate, in both power and complexity, with the probl m 

to be solved and the solutions produced have lacked applicability in 

practical situations*
The fonal literatur« on InTantory control boglns, on 1» »0 often tho 
oaso, with Ada. Smith. An aarllar approach at tha beglimlng of tha 
sarantaanth oantury waa attamptad hy ThoMS Hon. A diraotor of the 
Seat India Ccp«iy, *ritin« fro. a •marcantiliaf position, ha tended 
to be eonosmsd with aoquisition rather than with use. *hara are aany 

layers of in what a nan writaa. For aiampla, whan Itan writes

of 'brin«tn« trwaaura Into England, a country which has no ninaa of 
its own*does ha refer solely to tha Jewels and precious metals fro. tha 

East? Ha looks to tha East, tha source of so much of our fastsm 
ciwillaatioB for treasure and while, physioally, he brings hoM gold
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and accumulated wealth this may symbolise, for Mun and the men of his 

time, a renewal and reinforcement, from the Orient, of cultural and

spiritual values«
2.2 The Earlier Literature

The East India Company was flourishing when Thomas Mun^ became a 
director. He was b o m  in 1571 and, during a lifetime of seventy years, 
wrote much that is today classified under the heading •Economics'. He, 

together with the other writers of his time, is classified as a mer
cantilist. He writes about wealth a portion of which generally takes 
the form of money. This portion he suggests should be employed as 

•stock'I that is in such a way as to yield a surplus. The method 
typical of the age, and the man, was that of foreign trade. Stock,
Hun argues, is wisely employed in foreign trade when it secures a 
favourable balance» this is the only way of bringing treasure into 
England, a oountry which has nc mines of its own. We next hear of 
stock from Sir Dudley Horth^. He seems to have been the first econ
omist to have had a clear idea of capital, which he called stock. He 
made the lending of stock-in-trade, by those who lack the ability to 
use it or avoided the trouble of doing so, equivalent to the letting 
of land. The interest which lenders received was a rent of money akin 
to the rent of land, landlords and 'stocklords' were in effect the 
same. Worth presermd no traces of ths mercantilist love for treasure. 

He echoed ths parable of the burled talents in condemning those who 
did not employ their wealth. Only those whose possessions were bearing 

fruit all the time by either being lent out or employed in trade In-

ormasmd thmir ««alth«
Ad«. Smith’, b o m  in the strife t o m  times of 1723 «»d
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years« derelop« the same thena telling us hoe 'in that rude state of 
society in which there is no diwision of Ubour stock is unneceseary'. 

Once, howewer, that the division of labour has occurred a nan can pro

duce only a part of i*at he needs for himself. The greater part of 
his needs is satisfied by other men's produce which he purchases with 

the price of his own produoe. First, however, a stock of goods must 

be built up sufficient to maintain him and to supply him with the 
materials and tools of his work. Smith tells us how the accumulation 

of stock and the division of labour advance together» also how the 
accumulation of stock causes the same quantity of industry to produoe 

more. He goes on to show how a nan's stock consists of two parts, 
namely that part from which he eipeots to derive a revenue, called 
his capital, and that part which supplies his immediate needs. Hs 
then specifies two different ways in which capital can bs ussd to yield 
a revenue, namely oiroulating oapital and fired capital. The first is 
employed in raising, manufacturing or purchasing goods and selling

them again with a profit*
'The eapital employed in this mamer yields 
no revenue or profit to its employer, while 
it either remains in his posaesaion, ot 
continues in the same shape. The f
the merchant yield him no revenue or prof it 
till he sells them for money, and the money 
yields as little till it is exchange 
S r  goods. His oapital is oontin^lly g o ^  
from him in one shape, and returning ^  
in another, and it ie only ¥oirculation, or sucoessi^ exchanges, that
it can yield him any profit.

Aftsr dsfinlng flrsd ospltal hs goss on to show how different ocoupatio 
rsqulr. diffsrsnt proportions bstwsn the fixed and clrcuUtlng capitals

employed in them.
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la all of this we can see contained the so called 'inrentoir prohlem' 

without its e-<rer actually being specifically mentioned. ‘The stock 
of goods....stored up....to supply him with the materials and tools 
of his work* embraces the inwentory with which we are concerned, whilst 
the remarks about the proportions of fired and circuUting capital in 

different trades might have been developed to a discussion of how 
these proportions oan be changed in a particular trade throu^ inventory 

control, this type of detail is not entered into by Adam Smith, nor 
indeed does it receive significant attention from any of the classical

writers.
2 ,3  Precursors of Mo^ega Thonrfit.

The neo-classical school of economists added nothing of great signifie 

ance. Marshall (1842-1924) only in g.n.r.1  terms of the stock
of capital, m  one example on wages and profits he mention, stock, 
in the sense In which we wish to use the word, but the subject of .took, 
or inventory, control is never examined. Hé «rites that •manager, «.d 
dealers, knowing that larger aupplle. than before are being made, will 
not hesitate to sell freely fro. their stocks*. It is not really until

the work of J.M. Keynes^ 1» the 1930*. that we find an awareness of
.. a. u  In ths «undans sense. In W . ®  Treatisethe problems of stock control m  tne

on Money, be devote, a chapter to fluotuation. in the rate of invest

ment rtiioh deal, with liquid
A time we see mention of carryingin the trade cycle. Here for the first time we aw

costs of stocks.
The costs he describes in four waysi

 ̂required when demand recorers;.
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2* Warehouse and Insurance charges 

3« Interest chargea
4. Remuneration against the risk of changes 

in the money value of the commodity dur
ing the time through which it has to he 
carried by means of borrowed money«*

The discussion is about how our present economic system makes no

normal provision for looking after surplus liquid capital which he

equates with stocks. In the event that such stocks do come into

existence them
*the price of the goods continues to fall 
until either consumption increases or 
production falls off sufficiently to ab
sorb them. In no ease can surplus stocks 
exist alongside of normal production.
Recovery - broadly speaking - cannot begin 
until stocks have been absorbed, with the 
result that the process of recovery cannot 
be much facilitated by the existence of 
stocks.*

The conclusion that he comes to Is that the economic system Is hostile 
to surplus stocks and as soon as they appear strong forces come Into 
action to absorbe them, m  a slump the efforts to get rid of surplus 
stock aggrarate the slump and the success of those efforts retard the 
eventual recorery. Thus a factor of Instability Is introduced Into

the economic system.
* Industry is extraordinarily sensitive to 
any excess or deficiency^ «ren a s ^ t  
one. in the flow of available 
ready to be fed back into the productif 
proems. If there is a deficiency, f ^ l  
employment ie impossible at the existing 
î ^ î ^ f  real wage.i if there is an excess,
equally, thou^ for quite .
reason, full employment is impossible at 
the existing level of real wages. In tto 
event of a deficiency the means for full 
employment ie laokingf in the event of an 
excess the incentive is lacking. 5
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All of this is a discussion on the grand scale of the econc»ics of a 
country hut a parallel can be seen between this and the level of the 

individual fins which we are going to be examining.
A highly relevant description of the trade cyele, which can bear 

repeated study, is given by R.G. Hawtrey^ in his •! Century of Bank 
Rate* in which he explains the role of Bank rate in the econoaio system. 

He writes I
•A rise of Bank rate is expressly intended 
to restrain activity. It does so by making 
traders less willing to hold stocks of goods 
with borrowed money. When traders become 
less disposed to buy end more disposed to 
sell, manufacturers receive less orders, 
pay less wages and make less profits.
There is a shrinkage of incomes which is 
reflected in a shrinkage of demand. Sales 
fall off and the retailers and wholesalers 
find that after all their stocks resist 
reduction. The decrease of their purchases 
has failed to attain its full effect in that 
direction because it has been followed by a 
decrease in sales. But just because their 
stocks have not fallen off they will cut down 
their orders to manufacturers still more.
Similarly a reduction of Bank rates makes 
traders more willing to hold stocks of goods 
with borrowed money, and more disposed to buy. 
Manufacturers receive more orders, pay more 
wages make more profits. The consequent 
expansion of incomes and of demand results in 
increased sales, and dealers find that their 
increased orders have failed to produce the 
desired increase in stocks. And because of 
the increased sales they aim at a great 
Anorease in stocks than before.*

Anticipating a little the later sections in this work, it is instruct

ive here to see how he goes on.
tfhen activity has taken hold, an apparently

rate may fail to check it. To be successful, 
the rate aurnt be high enough to counteract this 
intensified desire to increase stocks. And when 
demand outstrips productive capacity, there
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will be an accumulation of forward orders^ 
which will keep producers busy ewen after 
the demand has begun to fall off* When 
the demand for the product of a particular 
industry increases to such an extent that 
the industry’s productive capacity is 
strained, the first sympton of strain is 
delay in the delivery of the goods ordered.
When producers find that they cannot keep 
paoe with orders, they raise their prices, 
and, if they are satisfied that the increase 
in demand is not merely temporary, they take 
steps to expand the capacity of the industry.
At a time of expansion of general demand all
industries, or nearly all, find themMlves
in this position. They cannot all extend
oapaoity at the same time except to the very
limited extent that the productive resources
of the producers of capital goods will allow.
Therefore they have to rely
prices to keep demand within
rise of prices always lags some time behind
demand. When the expansion of
wressive. so that a succession of price rises
S  “ S d  ?or, the majority of industries ^
likely at any given time to be working through
i i ^ l S u i u l ^ o T o f  past orders.
is then applied throu^ a rise in Bai* rate, 

j tMdera wish to hold smaller stocks of-111 b. f.it f i ^  0 ^
in a raduoad roluin* of fo'-ar'^ 2 ?of prodocara -111 b- littla if ^  all
dia^lahad. Th«-
^  thSiaf^ ba a o o n a l d ^ b U
tto corner la r-alljr tumad and tha apiral of
inflation broken.’

Ha-tra, alao ha. quit, a lot to a«r on th. aff-ot of prloa. on .took 
holding., or at la..t on for«ird quotation, «.d on tha ooat of holding 
.took, of good, in addition to th. aff«.t. of oi-ng.. in Bank Intaraat 

rat. on .took holding.. All of th... topic, ar. oonald«^d in -or.

detail at a later stage in this work.
2.4  Tlaoent Awslysis

« . f u r ’, -rlting in 19^ ,  di.o«aw. th. aff.ot on th. trad, ojrol. of
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different polioiee towerde Inrentory. He finds that an eoenoay in which 
businessmen attempt to recoup inrentory losses will always he likely to 

undergo cyclical fluctuations when equilibrium is disturbed. His in

terest is, howerer, in broad general effects on the economy rather than 

the specific effects on the Indiridual fir- of different inrentory

policies•
but* and Lut.® in their seminal work on the inrestment decision (1950)

consider investment in raw material inventory!
•The motives for holding raw material invento^ 
a ^  stailH to those for h o l d ^

a^inputs of raw -aterUls into the pr^uctire 
process, and (b) expected increases in raw 
material prices*
The oase of speculative raw material .
la simpler to analyme than the oase of speoulati^ 
i m S d  goods inwentory. If rising r » « t e r i a l
prices are expected, the wjointwofit by buying in advance up to the

oharges*

price o ha^s* ^  limited by one or

^ i S r T s i u i S ^ S  to fall). (3) •
S S ! s i  iaii^afth. firm borrows incrsaslng 
amounts*

Ths buying of ” ’ ."^j}i^*hieh**li*iM*psnd-
ssparat# souros ^  produotiw* opsrations. •nt of the entrepreneur px affectTha fact that hs has bou^t ahead will now
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the optimum output of any future short period; 
for in order to maximiae his total profits, he 
must elwuy® oharge the raw materJsLs to ouj^ent 
operations at their current market price Cor 
the discounted value of the expected future 
market price if that is higher than the current 
price), since the raw materials have an alter
native outlet in the market*
In times of rising raw material prices, if 
the materials are valued at original cost 
instead of market price, the coot curve of the 
current period will be set too ^®w, and Pro
duction will be in excess of that which would 
maximise profita. In other words, the entre
preneur will realize for some of raw 
Mterials less than he could have obtained for 
them by selling them in the market.
In times when raw material prices are 
and are expected to go on
pay the entrepreneur to sell out the ^
M s  raw material inventory in excess of wtot 
he needs immediatiy for 
What he takes forof course, be valued in the cost c ^  at the 
present market value even thou^ that J®1"®
U  below the original oosti .?!
will be sotting the coot curve too hi^. 
production will be below the optimum level.

Whil. Lutz and liutz may hare mada a clear th.ore«cal anaXysis,
there *111 he many practical eituatione In which their eesentia y
neo^laeeical approach 1. not helpful. The adrice which they giwe i.
eound provided that the entrepreneur know* which of the two sltuatlone
he i. in, namely one of ri.in« or of fallin« price.. It i. the aheenc.
of thl. information which r««l.r. both the n.0H,la.elcal approach to

economic deciei,» -hin,. -^oh ... d i .«»-* ^
and the conventional inventory d.olelon.^l«<rM-. whioh are referred

to later, of very limited practical uee.
Brid«.5 (1971). . cc««,t.tcr on econometric etudiee, ccneider. that
inventorie. are ,«rtioul.rly difficult to handle to econ-ic theory.

^  * on. of the reaaona for the eiietenoe of inventorieeHw points out that ona of tns rwa»o«w
s factor to which attention atema from the preeeno. of uncertainty, a raozor
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has already been drawn In this study. Plrma are not sure when their 
goods will be required and henoe hold atooka In order to eatiaiy demand 

as It ooours. SimiUrly, firms may hold stock of raw materials beoauae 

supplies are not eertain. ilthough some stoohastlo theory Is aralUble 

uncertainty le more often allowed for by ad hoc dewloee beoauae the 

theory Is difficult to put into praotioe. One dewlee which has been 
extensively used in Inventory analysis le the concept cf the desired 
level of stooke*. This la assumed to be proportionate to the expected 
level of sales or output, m  this, however, we have an Inventory-out- 

put ratio which pUya the same role in Inventory atudie. a. the capital- 
output ratio does in investment etudlea. The traditional accelerator 
theory was used in early econometric studies because inventories are 
easily run down. Later work introduce, mere variables, such as price., 

the rate of intere.t and the level of unfilled order.l but, almoet with
out exception, these model, depend upon probability theory and contain 

factor, which must be 'set* to obtain a result.
Many of the econometric etudle. are concerned with inventorie. at the 

level of the national economy or that of an industry taken -en bloC. 
some dleawregation would appear to be deeirable. mventorie. are 
usually thought of a. three types, finiahed goods, werk-in-progr...

and raw materials. Brid^ commentsi
•We would expect each of these to be 
mined bj different factors and this a DMsible form of disaggregation. Om  might 
thSk that it is an easy matter to 
whioh goods are raw materials and 
#4wt4aVi«H «nods from published statistics. 
i S i  51 n S i ^  f“  S i  intermediate good. c«.
I f  thiSght to be either a finl.hed good «
: x i S l f  eSft eteel -ay be the fin-
ished good of the or a raw
material of the motor industry .
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There is a further important distinction oonoemin« the role of unfilled

orders. This is the essential dissimilarity of InTsntory behaTiour
between firm, which produce to order and those which produce tc stock.

Bridge holds that disaggregation to a Isrsl which will allow this die-

tinction to become apparent is Uport«»t in inrentcry studies. Also,
he write, it is important to emphasise that aggregation through tine of

an inventory function, because of the possibility of negative inventory

Change, is rather different from that of a demand or Investment func
tion whether dealing with monthly, quarterly or annual data.

•That is to say inrentory
aaaentially short run phenomena which w y
not he recorded in dataperiods, m  the «hört run thewfore we

«  “a ^ ^ r s Ä l e m e n t  
of the study of inventories.

2 .5 c...4:<cal Appro-"»-“" b" mvantory Decisja»

A discussion of the literature, such as this chapter, may further the 
reade*. understanding of the subject, but the problem of providing 
practical advice for the decision-maker remains. The work so far re

viewed does include studies intended to discover and outline con 
under which optimum inventory decision, might be made, but much of the
discussion i. in general rather th«. in operational ter«, -any of the

. model, lie not within th. literature of main-more effective •normative* models xx
4-na-fe literature of management and stream econclos but in the specialist literatur

af economic lot siseeiiuation
operational research, the ear as „inimlse

» - This expression aimed to minimise
was developed in 1915 KX ^  ^ _____

«»1 set-up costs in the case of known the sva of inventory carrying and s P......... w 1 « “ •“ : ‘t:..
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requisitions by B.C. Davis“ . G.P. and H.S. Oaan“ . The con-
Jecture has been raised that the costly inventory liquidations resulting 

from the depression of 1921 responsible for stinulating this
interest. The following decade saw numerous publications including work 

R.H. Wilson”  and W.A. Mueller”  «.d H.«. MoOill” . The period frc.

1955 to 1950 witnessed a gradually inoreasing interest on the part of 
economists, etatistioians. mathematicians, and students of management.

in the problems of the firm.
The problem of optimal safety allowanoee under oondition. of uncertainty 

was reconsidered b, writer, such a. T.C. Fry”  and C. Bi.«*art . 
Eisenhart reasoned along similar line, to those of Blgeworth-s but con- 
sidered a Poisson distribution for demand rather than a Hormal one a. in 
the case of Edgeworth. E. Schneider and B. Jessen“  strived to reach a 
higher level of generality, and showed their awareness of the concept, 

of overall vereu. sub^ptimleation. The probl«. considered wa. a 
manufacturer., sale, forecast a. a functicn of time, initial inventory, 

productive capacity constraints, carrying charges and productl 
the optimal production schedule ... tc be determined ec that the combined
cost of production etorag. needed to meet .ale. re,uir»..nt. would

g. out to oomplsts optimisstion
be minimised. This work was not oarri

•«idoitlT stated. A graiAiioal method was althou^ this limitation was explioitly saaxe
1 nroduotion curre bounded by the sales curreused to find the oumulatiwe proauo-sxoB

on the one side and plant capacity on the
m  providing a f r - « o r k  for di.ou.sing the -or. recent literat^
the prlncipel result, produced by worker, slno. the Seccnd Worl «r,

fhese are *How much
it may be useful to return to t«, baaio question.. Thee.

. _ 4^91 The amount bou^t is termed the lot 
to bi:̂ ?* and »When to buy it" •
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size and the anount still in stock when the new order is placed is called 
the safety stock(s). The (s,S) poUoy, described and used by nost writers 

on this topicf prescribes ordering (S-x) if x ^ s  and not ordering if 
x ^ e  where x is the current inrentory lewel and S is the maxiau*

stock lewel*
A gr«at d#al haa baan writtan on tha optlMl inrantoir poUey ainca 1950 
notably by Arrow, Harria and Maraohak^’, D*oratilgr,H.afar and Wolfowlti.
A good s m a r y  of thair work la eontalnad in a book by Hadlay and 

Whittin^’- (1963). irrow at al.(195l) «>d I>worat«ky at al.(1952 «»d 
1953) oonaidarad tha Intardapandanoa of daaand in tba warioos tlaa 
parloda, aa wall aa oaaaa whara tha probability diatrlbntlon of danand 
la not conplataly known, plua aiwiltanaoua dananda for aewaral itana.
Ihe continuona dynanle approach waa a fraah oontrlbntion in tha eaaa of 
both gronpa. Tha aaooid group awan inolndad probablllatlo raplaniahaant 
eyclaa and aarially-oorraUtad danand in their aUborata aiuationa.

Vaara of thaaa probabillatio nodaU will find aneh aynpnthy with tha

following ooBBents froa Olyna?*
•Other things being equal, the argument 
goes, randoB ewents tend to occur in a 
distinct and well studied pattern* If 
there are enou^ of them they increas
ingly approach this pattern and their 
likelihood can be forecast Bsthematically 
with increasing precision* This forecast 

can be used to calculate the reorder points 
which w ill giwe a ooe-in-ten, one-in-a- 
hundred or one-in-a-thousand or indeed any 
other probablUty of mmiiig out. That 
is as long as the ewents continue to 
follow this randoB pattern. The matheml- 
tios are quite well known and short outs 
hawe been pubUshed to simplify the labour 
of the routine calculations, which anyway 
a ooBputer can take in its stride.
The arguBent is correct but the dangers 
lie  in the basic assuBption that the
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Inoldenoe of demand orders is genuinely 
random. It rarely is or at least it 
takes a lot of searching to find a 
situation that comes usefully and relia
bly close to it. More often than not 
external STents like the Budget ̂ a sunny 
tutiV Holiday, a oompetitor closing dosn 
or a new product entering the market 
produce distinct distortions - »assignable 
causes of dsTiation* - which breach the 
basic assumption of random pattern. De
tailed reordering formulae based on 
probability have been published and are 
available to all. The use of these is 
unwise especially in the hands of the 
sMi-tkilled. Also the potential benefits 
from using them are relatively small since 
the main coots of stock keeping arise not 
froa. the m1 **•»"**”" stock but from the average 
stock level, which is controlled not from 
the reorder point but by the reorder 
quantity.'

Th. adjective random is used as in the Penguin English Dictionary, i.e. 

"made or done without oalculation or mothodi left to ohanoe."
Wist Olyne -is trying to say here is aetually anticipated by sons of the 
writers isMitlonsd earlier beoaus. they hedge their solutions about with 
restrictions on use in such a way that one night as well toss a coin 
decide the next step. To understand the type of aotivity that relies 
on guesses, which are rationalised ae «probabilities', it is best to 
leave the twentieth century and return to one of the governor, of the 
Bank of »»gland. Mr. Bdg««orth*’ (1888) was interested in the «problem« 
of safety allowance, (oautiou. bulker) in the fsoe of uncertainty with 
respect to the determination of reserve ratioe for banks. He uses the 
example of catering for a olub. The manager does not know each night 
ho- muiy member, -ill turn out for dlnn«r u»d the method, he uiploy. ure 
parallel with those of . buiker in meeting the uncertain dumuid. Bankurs, 

catering menegsre, shopkeep««. end i»o.-ccur.. book»d»r. are all in 
effuit eondueting the aem. bueinese. The uioc..ful are those -ho
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manage to keep their oustomers satisfied. A personal story illustrates 
the point. The other day I needed a hearing for one of my motor van's 

wheels. I found myself at a small village garage which was run hy the 
owner who lived on the opposite side of the road. This garage might have 

been expected to oarry a few fan belts, the odd tyre and a sslsetion of 

nuts and bolts. Hs had the bearing for my van. I asked him how this 
oame about and hs told how hs always liked to have 'a few odd things la 

stock for they are sure to corns in handy.'. A professional stock 
controller should throw up his hands in horror at suoh a principle being 

applied to his stocks and with good reason» but reason, it will be 
recalled, is only half of the story. I need only say that I am now most 
favourably diapossd towards that garage owner and my custom oomss his way 
on every oooasion. One U st thou^t orosaes my mind regarding thla 
incident. There are two garages in this village. That took me to t 
one that had the spare part? The other garage is a large busy place 
with an apparently better hope of finding my spare. However, subaequent 
investigation diaoovered they had stopped carrying spares for that model

owing to its age*
work on inventory problems was carried on at many different levels during 
the sixties. At one extreme a considerable amount of work was oonoemed 
strictly with praotioal application. i*ile, at the other extreme, work 

was done on the abstraot mathematloal properties of Unentoiy model, 
without regard to Immediate praotioal applications. A oomprehsnslve 
survey of the literature on reordering stock item, was produoml by Leonard 

Fortuln=^ in 1977. Hi. paper deaU with Haterlal Hequlrement. Pl«u>lng 
(HHP) and Statistical Inventory Control (SIC) techniques both of which 
are used in industry. However, these teohnlqus. ere only useful in period.
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of price stabiuty and are as.ial3y used In Industries «here no ele»ents 
of speculation are present in the stocks held.2 .6  A Categorisatioi] Qi* Systems
A,B. Thoinas^^ outlines the main systems in practical use. They fall into

one of two categories»- J
1) Fixed order quantity systems (Table 2.6.1)

2) Periodic review system (Table 2.6.2)

- though there are some special systems shioh must he considered 

separately as not falling conveniently into either of those.2,6 .1 Fixed Order Quantity Systems
One basic characteristic of the first category of systems is that the 
stock level is monitored continuously, (or each time a withdrawal from 

stock takes place), against a preset reorder level, and when the stock 
falls to or below this reorder level an order is placed. The reorder

levsl is usually made up of two parts»-
a. The quantity expected to be used in the

period which lies between the time when 
the stock falls below the reorder level 

the time when the replenishment 

quantity is received into stores, the 

(lead-time usage *•
b. An extra quantity in case the lead-time 

usage should exceed the estimate, either 
because the rate of usage increases or 

because the delivery is late. This 

quantity is »the safety stock*.

When an ordsr is placed, the order is for a pre-detormined quantity
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calculated by an appropriate method.
It is here worth recording^ before proceeding to the second category 
of systems outlined by Thomas, a commonly used method of classifying 
stock items. It is possible to diride stock items into three oUsses 

A, B and C suoh thatt
A items are the top 10?̂  of the items and account for

of the Wage-walue

B items are the next 30?̂  of the items and account for
309̂  of the wage-value

C it«BS are the remaining 60^ of the items and account for
only 109̂  of the iBage-ralue

2.6.2 Periodic Review Systems
Periodic review systems are usually one of three types.

a. Regular reviews. In these systems, 
the position of each item (stock, out
standing orders and requirements if any) 
is reviewed at regular interrals of time
weekly, fortnightly, monthly or even less 
frequently, depending on the classification 
of the item. Most computer based stock 
control systems, at the present tine, 
owse under this heading, 

b. Review periods by classification of items. 
The determination of the most appropriate 
review period for each class of item is 
a basic step in designing and installing 
a system but in general it will be found
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that A items tend to be reviewed 
fairly frequently (perhaps weekly),
B items less frequently, and C items 
at infrequent intervals some months 

apart*
0* Variable Order quantity. It is oharact- 

teristic of this type of system that the 
order quantity varies from period to 
period and is not predetermined*

Consider computer stock control systems* Usually they are arranged so 
that the user intervenes at various stages to supply information, to 
daold.* what infomation to gin th. next program rten he hae etudied 

the reeulte of a previoue program. The eulte of oomputer progreme 

usuallyt
1* Reviews all safety stocks and levels 

affected by them (e*g* reorder levels).
2* Explodes the forward program one level 

giving requirements, period by period, 
for all parts and sub-assemblies needed 

for the final assembly stage*
3« Adds any requirements for direct sales, 

speures and so on of parts at this level*
4, Compares the total requirements, period 

by period, with current stocks and due 
deliveries from orders already placed, 

taking into account any safety margins 

specified*
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5* Identifies any shortages or potential shortages,
6, Calculates any necessary order quantities,
7, Explodes these into their requirements for 

parts at the next level down period by period 

and so on,
Tarious computer systems have different conditions calling for aotiony 
and different possible actions. These can be drawn up as »logic 
diagrams' or as »decision tables», A separate run through the 

stock record file may be used for analysis purposest
1, To produce an ABC breakdown,
2, To report any dangerously imminent shortages,
3, To identify any slow moving or obsolescent 

parts,
4, To identify any excess stocks of current parts, 

or 5, To evaluate the inventory periodically.
To conclude this section on stock control systems I should mention that
a computer can be used to simulate a manual stock control system in
order to test, modify and improve it and to determine what kind of
control it is going to give. Unless done on a very small scale,
however, simulation can be very expensive and unreliable,

2,7 Price Fluctuation and Interest 
Rate Changes in the Literature

In recent years, as in the post-Oreat War period, it has been increasingly 
necessary to take inflation into account when making economic decisions.
By inflation I shall mean a general and persistent rise in price levels.
An inflationary situation is chaoterised \xj a rise in most prices and 
by a tenden<^ towards continuation of increases. Hot all prices go up 
at the same rate, and the differences between the increases in several
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sectors of the economy end in the different components of costs are of 
some importance in a study of the effects of inflation on inventory 
managementt similar factors must be taken into account at times of a 
general and persistent fall in prices. To be precise let p(t) be a 
suitable measure of prices taken over tiwt sector of the economy in 
which we are interested. An inflationary situation is said to pertain

at epoch t«(0,«») if, and only if, "
deflationary situation is said to pertain at epoch t«(0,Oo) if, and oniy 

¿ £ < 0, The rate at t in either situation expressed as a percentage 
per time unit is |l00(||/p)| . The interest rate also affects this 
discussion -because it is a large component of the holding cost of

inventories#
2.7.1 Real and Apparent Interest Rate_s

An amount of currency will, at the beginning of a period of n years, 
have the same purchasing power as the amount C » C^(l t d/lOO) , at the 
end of the period, if an inflation rate of & per cent per 'jqrt io 
anticipated. Therefore before even considering the return on money 
lent, an increase of d per cent of the amount loaned would have to be 
asked by a lender after one year just in order to maintain the purchas

ing power of his capital.
Irving Fjsher^^ held that, in times of inflation, it is necessary to 
distinguish between the real interest rate, corrected for inflation, 
and the apparent interest rate, which is the nominal or stated interest 
rate. The lender, if he were able to anticipate the inflation rate d 
exactly and if the real interest rate were i, would have to charge the 

apparent interest rate r, such that

r = i + d (A)
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r

In order to protect himself against the erosion of the currency»s 

purchasing power« j

In a period of inflation, the lenders will charge more than the real 
Interest rate i, but it is not sure that they will be able to forecast 

perfectly the inflation d and charge, in consequence, the theorectical 

apparent interest rate r as in A above« As the desired real interest 

rate of the lenders, i, is also not known, it cannot be »proved* that 
the formula A holds in the real world« But it can be observed that, 
in general, in an economy, the nominal interest rate r and the inflation 
rate d are positively correlated in the long run, although they display 

lags in the short run, (see fig.2.1, pg.63)«
Hilton Priedman^*^ uses Pisher*s idea, outlined above, that the nominal 
or money rate of interest (the current market interest rate) d^ends on 
the real rate of interest and the expected change in the price lê •el«
He combines FisherJa idea with that of Keynes that the current market 
interest rate is largely determined by the rate that is expected to 
prevail over a longer period in order to develop the quantity theory 
of money. He contrasted monetarist and Keynsian views in a paper at the 
Sheffield money seminar (1970) and was followed by two discussion papers 
and a general discussion« his discussion paper Sir Roy Harrod pointed 
out that Keynes held that, although there were special occasions when 
the rate of interest was determined by the views of asset holders about 
the future, it was in general determined by the money supply and demand 
for liquidity« Harrod supported Keynes in denying Fisher *s view that 
pro8|)eotive inflation is added to what would otherwise be the money rate 
of interest« In the general discussion that followed it was argued by 
most of the discussants that both Keynes and Harrod were wrong on this 
issue«
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With appropriate modifications equation A abore applies also to rates 

of return, both before and after income tax. The stated rate of 

return, before or after taxes, should a 109̂  real rate of return be 

desired and if the foreseen inflation rate be 20^ should be 30^

Even in a non-inflat ionary econony, a difficult and unsolved problem 
is the choice of the proper rate to be selected as the financial 
component of the cost of holding inventories. The general consensus of 
opinion by -virtue of being the moot often used method is that the lowest 
limit of a possible range of candidate figures is the effective bank 
rate (after the effect of compensating balances) charged to the firm 
for its short term loans. This is actually the rate which moot com
panies adopt; it has the advantage of being a very concrete datum. 
Theoretically, however, a case could be made in faTour of some oppor

tunity coot such as the rate of return (before taxes) that the best 
alternative investment would yield. This solution mi^t be concep

tually superior from an economic standpoint but requires making a 
subjective decision and so is open to serious criticism by the practical 
manager. Other possibilities would be last year's rate of return on 

investment, the last five years' rate of return, some arbitrary rate 
of rettxrn or the industry's average rate of return.
In times of inflation, it is not the real interest rate 1 that should 
be used in o(»puting Inventory holding costs, but, instead, the appar
ent interest rate as in A. Assume that the firm borrows from a bank 
in order to finance its inventory. The bank, careful to protect the 
purchasing power of its principal, charges the apparent Interest rate. 
After ocmqpletlon of the manufacturing cycle, the goods leave the 
production department. The holding costs to be debited to the
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operations department are the interest charges incurred during the 
manufacturing cycle. This is an out-of-pocket expenditure. It could 
be argued that, if the firm were able to readjust its sale prices during 

the period, the sum received compensates for the sum paid as inflated 
Interest. But the loan is contracted at a time that the firm ignores 
its ability to readjust its prices. From a conservative viewpoint, and 

especially in periods in which the firm has no certainty of being able 
to readjust its own prices and »pass the increase to the customer», 

the apparent interest rate is, therefore, the proper cost of money to 

be adopted.
28Fisher »s work was reviewed and restated by J. Hirshleifer in order to 

illuminate two competing rules of behaviour proposed by economists to 

guide business investment decisions, namely the present-value rule and 
the internal-rate—of-return rule. He develops the case where borrowing 

and lending rates diverge to find that there is more support for the 
use of the present-value rule than the intemal-rate-of-retum as an 

investment criterion. This theoretical work has a basic assumption 
that the costs and returns of alternative individual investments are 
known with certainty, the problem being to select the scale and the mix 

of investments to be undertaken.
Dtaring an inflationary period, it becomes even more difficult than in 
non-inflationary times to decide what specific opportunity cost to 
attribute to holding inventories. This cost arises because money tied 
up in stocks might have been producing interest eliOThere. The effect 
of the inflation on the firm»s opportunity profits becomes a new 
factor with which to reckon. The opportunity costs debited to inventory 
should not be modified if the forecasted inflation will not affect

Pc V- business profits. This rule of thumb must, in Britifin, be balanced
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with tax allowances made on stock, profits# The apparent interest rate, 
if inflation hurts profits to the extent that the rate of return drops 

below the apparent interest rate, or some reasonable desired rate of 
return should be used, whichever is higher. In periods of rising costs, 

the relative increases in materials, labour and other prices and in the 

interest rates chargeable to inventories play a decisive role in the 

determination of the inventory policy of the firm#

2 .7 . 2  Price Increases and Inventory Accumulation
It seems likely that,if interest rate changes are ignored, an anticipated 

increase in prices will favour an increase in inventories# The econ
omic literature has provided some evidence to this effect# An early

reference to the topic was made by John M# Clark.29

'One other factor which may make merchants 
more willing to invest in considerable 
stocks is that a time of growing demand for 
some one ocmmodity, or a time of general 
increase in activity, are both times of 
rising prices for the intermediate products 
called for in the business affected# This 
makes these commodities a profitable invest
ment so long as credit can be had on easy 
tersw with which to enlarge one's holding# 
Merchants tend to assure their future 
supplies by buying either outri^t or for 
future delivery#'

Pisher^ gave two reasons for purchasing more in periods of rising 
prices t flight from money and the appreciation of inventories# As he 

puts itt
'We all hasten to get rid of any commodity 
which, like ripe fruit, is spoiling on our 
hands# Money is no exception! when it is 
depreciated, holders will get rid of it as 
fast as possible# As they view it, their 
motive is to buy goods which appreciate in 
terms of m<mey in order to profit by the 
rise in their value#'
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Hawtrey^^ presents two simultaneous reasons for the accumulation of 

stocky growing produotive aotirity and the rise of prices i
*If •••• the purchasing traders are led 
by the growing activity of the producers 
to exx>ect a rise of pricey they will give 
further ordersy in ezoess of their current 
requirementsy in order to take advantage 
of the market while the price is still 
low. In effect the traders will be 
acquiring an additional stock by way of 
speculation*•

During the two years that followed the First World War the following

events occurredt
•In every trade people anticipated a 
further expansion of demand and a fur- 
thur rise of price. And traders pro
ceeded accordingly to order additional 
supplies of goods with a view to adding 
to their stocks before the rise of 
price materialised..... The vicious 
circle of iiOation revolved merrily. 
Prices were rising at the rate of 3 to 
4 per cent a month. The forward buyer 
or the trader who bought commodities 
with borrowed money made an extra profit 
at that rate. It appeared to be worth 
while to borrow at any rate of interest 
not exceeding the expected rate of the 
rise of prices.*

Rotwein*s^^(1945) description of the same period might well be applied

to the 1973-1975 years.
•Inventory hoarding and speculation were 
r i f e .  Dealersy expecting further price 
increasesy were ordering vast quantitites  
of goods fa r  in advance. Acting as e 
stimulus to produotiony th is resulted in a 
great increase of outputy most of which 
ended up in storagey where i t  was held by 
speculators. A r t if ic ia l shortages were 
created and prices boosted s t i l l  hij^er*.

Chronic inflation exists in many eoonosdes including some of the less

developed countries. Many observers believe that a constant rise of
prices favours inventory accumulation but empirical evidence is lacking.
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34At the conference on inflation and economic growth in Latin America 

held in Rio de Janeiro in 1963» some members of the panel
•felt that the distorting offects (in price 
rises) should cause increases in inventories 
••••• Other panel members indicated that, 
in some countries, this type of distortion 
has not taken place despite considerable 
inflation*'

Dorrance's paper^^ presented at the same conference suggest that
•In Brasil, when the rate of irfLation rose, 
inventories were increased sharply* There
after, even thou£^ inflation mi^t be rapid, 
the rate of inventory investment reverted 
to a more normal level) when the rate of 
inflation was reduced, there was a tempor
ary decline in the rate of inventory 
investment*'

These quotations would seem to indicate that inflation causes an increase 
in stockholdings so long as buyers anticipate a rate of increase in price 

greater than the increase in their borrowing charges* However, the 
experience of Brasil does seem to indicate a limit beyond which the 
industrial will curtail his speculative activities* Perhaps the

limit is governed by storage capacity or factors associated with 
obsolescence* Anther reason may be senior management decisions on a 
strategic level overriding short term considerations of speculative pre

fit* Later in this work I shall show that the price of an individual 
commodity, namely peppermint oil, is not the only factor in decisions 
on whether or not to speculate in the coimodity* Interest rates have 
been mentioned in connection with inventory holding costs* We now 
consider the influence of interest rates on inventory accumulation more 

fully*

2*7*3 Interest Rate and Inventory Aocumulations
It was generally held in the literature of econooios that, prior to the
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slump of the 1930*s, variations in the rate of in terest exerted great

influence on the responsiveness of a l l  forms of borrowing including

inventories. Hawtrey^  ̂ declares that changes in the rate of in terest

govern the fluctuations of business a c tiv ity  to a considerable extenti

•...When a trader borrows from his bank in  
order to purchase goodsy either fo r  resale  
or use in manufacture^ his outstanding 
indebtedness w ill  depend on the quantity he 
chooses to be delivered at a time. He w ill  
not le t  his stock f a l l  below the minimum which 
he Judges necessary to guard against i t s  
being depleted by unexpected demands, but when 
the minimum is  reached, and he has to replenish 
the stock, he is  free to buy a week's supply 
or a month's or three month's. I f  he suddenly 
finds that he is  charged 8 per cent fo r an 
overdraft instead of 4» He can reduce the 
amount he has to pay in in terest at very l i t t l e  
cost of inconvenience by obtaining the goods at 
shorter in tervals and in smaller quantities.
That does not necessarily mean buying smaller 
supplies! he can order the goods fa r  ahead, 
i f  he thinks the moment favourable fo r a fo r
ward purchase, and can nevertheless stipulate  
fo r a series of deliveries at short in terva ls, 
so that at no tine during the period over 
which his order extends w ill  his stock be in
conveniently large.'

Hawtrey^Zontlnues i
*A r ise  of Bank rate makes traders less dis
posed to buy and more disposed to s e ll  and a 
f a l l  has the contrary e ffe c t....* #  The merchant 
can regard each purchase of goods as a 
seperate venture! p ractically  the whole capital 
Involved is  working cap ita l, the coot of the 
goods themselves. And by postponing his 
purchases he can reduce the amount of capital 
employed without curtailing the scale of his 
operation at a l l .  The additional charge 
imposed on him by e r ise  in the rate of 
discount a ffects  him like a tax on the holding 
of goods. The tax may be a lic^ t one, but the 
subject of the tax, the amount of goods held in  
stock, can be varied so easily  that i t  w ill be 
responsive even to a light tax.*
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Keynes^®, contrary to Hawtrey, believes that the borrower for the 
purchase of commodities is insensitive to the short term rate of inter
est that he has to pay for holding goods in stock. Keynes^^ considers 

the fluctuations in interest rate to be insignificant in comparison 

with other coats of carrying stocks, namely, obsolescence risks, ware

house and insurance charges, and price-level fluctuations!
» . . .  i t  is  evident that a fluctuation of 1 
or 2 per cent in bank-rate w ill represent 
so small a part of the to ta l carrying 
charges that i t  is  not reasonable to assign 
to the expense of high bank-rate a pre
ponderating influence on the minds of 
¿•u lers in stocks. In so fa r  as low and 
high bank-rates are regarded by dealers 
as symptons of impending rising  or fa llin g  
prices, i t  is  another matter.*

In th is we have a Keynsian blessing fo r some of the data-based predic

tion methods considered in Chapter IV.

Keynes does not look upon in terest-ra te  fluctuations as the fundemental

cause of changes in the leve l of business a c tiv ity , except so fa r  as

capital equipment is  concerned through investment and the m ultiplier

e ffe c t. A sim ilar position is  taken by Evans^  ̂ who contends that!

•other possible influences on inventory 
investment... are the possible cost and 
a va ila b ility  of funds as measured by in ter
est ra tes and cash flow. Only a few studies 
have examined the importance of these 
variables on inventory investment! most of 
these show no significant relationships.
There are several theoretical reasons for 
th is . As is  well known, a large percentage 
of the to ta l cost of fixed business invest
ment mmy represent in terest payments! this  
is  almost never true fo r inventories. The 
in ternal risk  factor on fixed investment is  
v ir tu a lly  absent fo r inventory investment, 
because firms are not committed to any long
term debt service. There is  more of a 
short-term teohnioal relationship between 
inventories and sales than between fixed  
business investment and production. A 
firm may work existing plant and equipment
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OYertime or add additional »an-houra in  
the short run; however i t  often cannot 
produce i t s  product without closely  
specified proportions of raw materials 
and goods in process# For a l l  these 
reasons, i t  is  not surprising that the 
in terest rate and cash flow are not 
relevant determinants of inventory 
investment#'

other economists do not bellSTe that the influence of monetary factors
41on inventory investment can be dismissed. Demburg and MoDougall ,

for example, write 1
•The demand for money is but one aspect of the 
general inventory problem# Weighed against 
the desirability of holding inventories is 
the coot of holding inventories ### a coot 
that is partly dependent on the rate of 
Interest# A hij^ rate of interest raises 
carrying coots and is apt to lead merchants 
to try to get by on a smaller margin 
inventory, while a low interest rate will 
have the opposite effect# It is in the rel
ationship between inventory costs and interest 
rates that Hawtrey found the source of indus
trial fluctuations#*

Gottfried Haberler"^^ reviews Hawtrey*s position at length and concludes 1
•Mr# Hawtrey is aware of the objection, which 
has been raised very frequently, that a reduc
tion of 1 to 29̂  in the interest on bank 
advances is too unimportant an item in the 
profit-and-loss account of the average 
businessman to induce him to expand his bus
iness and to borrow more# His answer to this 
objection is that there exits one class of 
business-men which is very sensitive even to 
small ohanges of the rate of Interest #•• 
namely, the merchants# The merchant buys and 
sells large quantities of goods compared with 
his own capital, and he adds to what he buys 
the relatively small value which represents 
the dealer*s profit# To him, a change in 
interest charges of 1 to 29̂  is not negligable, 
as it perhaps is to the manufacturer#*

Whitin^^ summarises Hawtrey *8 theory in the following wayi
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•Hftwtrey, although addressing himself prin
cipally to business cycle theory, wrote much 
that is pertinent to the theory of the firm,
.....  How much effect interest rate variations
actually have on inventories is an empirical 
question# Enough data have not yet been 
compiled to provide an answer which will 
either prove or disprove Hawtrey's theory##••
Changes in the interest rate should influence 
the rational entrepreneur to change his lot 
size, but two factors are present that help 
reduce the effects of changes in the 
interest rate# The first of these is the 
economic purchase quantity and the second is 
the set of components other than interest 
included in the carrying charge# In order 
to avoid this difficulty Hawtrey assumed 
that carrying charges other than interest 
were small and constant, an assumption that 
is ordinarily not realistic#'

44Two surveys were conducted for the Radcliffe Committee in 1957 and 
1 9 5 8 '̂ ,̂ which indicate that interest rates may not «ffeet the majority of 
businesses or the full amount of many loans, but they will affect some 
borrowers and the amounts involved in some loans# Forward inventory 
commitments and later the actual purchases may be curbed# A clear aware
ness prevails among some authors that the influence of interest rate is 

ultimately a question of degree, depending on the situation of the 
economy, the particular firm analysed, and the size of the interest rate

charges#
2#7#4 The Lag in Interest Rate Changes
The literature reviewed here seems to indicate that the changes in interest 
rate tend to lag behind the changes in price level# The collected histor
ical evidence confirming the existence of such a lag is considerable# 
According to Brown^^, writing of China over the period of the Second World 
War, it appeared that it required four years or more of price increases 
amounting to a doubling or trebling of prices each year to make the con
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Tiotion that this process would oontlnoe so strong as to he fully

reflected in interest rates. He goes oni
•to Hungary^ also» it required much 
exi>erienoe of price inflation to raise 
interest rates abnormally.••• The rate 
for day-to-day money rose to 5 or 6 
per cent a day by early April 1946. At 
that time the cost of liring index was 
rising at some 10 per cent a day. By 
mid-July, ... this interest rate was 
35-40 per cent a day, but cost of living 
was then rising at about 140 per cent 
a day...... In Oreece the commercial
banks during 1945 •••• lent at an
effective rate (including commission) 
of only 15-20 per cent, while prices 
were rising at some 900 per cent per 
annum.•

Hawtrey^^ writes of Britain in the period 1919-19201

•Bank rate was put up to 6 per cent in 
November, 1919# aad to 7 in April 1920.
The predominant rate for advances and 
overdrafts was perhaps 1 per cent higher.
Sven 8 per cent seems moderate in compar
ison with the rate at which prices had 
been rising. •

Summarising his extensive studies regarding the connection between inter

est rates and price changes, Fisher^® reaches the following conclusions

based on data from 1820 - 1924•
1, The rate of interest tends to be hirii

during a risimr price level and low 
during a falling price level.

2. The rate of interest lags behind the 
rate of price change, so that often 

the relationship
Apparent interest rate - Real Interest

rate + Hate of price change
is obscured when direct comparison is made.
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3# The rate of interest correlates very 
markedly with a weighted average of successive rates 
of price changesf representing the distributed 
effect of lag*

He also observes that the computed real rate is exceedingly erratic
during a serious inflation or deflation and that men are unable or

unwilling to adjust accurately and promptly the money interest rates to
49changed price levels. He concludes»^'

'These results and other evidence, indicate that, 
over long periods at least, interest rates 
follow price movements'.

The relevance of these latter passages to our study of peppermint oil 

will be shown at a later stage. It suffices to comment at this stage 

that the prices of individual commodities can sometimes lead and 
sometimes lag the general level of commodity price changes. Therefore 
lags in Interest rate are scnaetimes of no consequencej but, when a 
particular commodity leads the rise in prices the lag in interest rate 

becomes a factor of great importance to the buyer.

2.7*5 More Recent Literature
Popkin^^ (1974) notes that the surge in raw material prices was a

worldwide phenomenon that deserves careful investigation to sort out

the roles of various nations and of international ti*ade and monetary

relationships. An ambitious investigation indeed. Hathaway^ (1974)

refering to the Russian grain purchases writes
'...the key elements were the obsession of the 
developed country exporters with the 
carrying costs and market-depressing effects of 
major reserve stocks; and the failures to 
recognize the steadily growing world demand for 
grains, to reevaluate the stocks necessary to 
absorb shocks in world output, and to consider 
the potential price implications of inadequate 
stocks'.

Cooper^^ (1975) gives a general account of th 1972-1974 commodity boom 
with much of the work based on the metal price index which is heavily 

influenced by the price of copper. Where explanations are required 

'speculation' is invoked but no evidence produced in support fr<Mn
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primary souroea. Carglll^^ (1975) considers that commodity market 
behaviour is not explained aocurately by random walk whilst Sohmalensee’'' 

(1976) highlights the turning point periods in prioe series as ones of 

doubt. Clark^5 (1975) however holds to the view that the distribution 
of prioe change is subordinate to a normal distribution. Parikh^ (1974), 

looking at the coffee market, has developed a simultaneous equation 

model which he claims gives better forecasts than naive methods over 

the short term. More fundamentally Leuthold^^ (1972) postulates two 

basic approaches to forecasting and warns that conclusions drawn from 

an investigation based on only one should be viewed with suspiolou. 
Labys^® (1975) gives a timely warning that little is known about how 

futuree markets ml^t contribute to international commodity stabiliz

ation. MoOallun^® (1974) reminds us that it would be wrong to base 

sweeping conclusions on results from only one industry.
For the more practically minded Kingsman®° (1975) presents an interesting 

Vjell Illustrated account of a practical nature for stock ccntrollers.

Ho emphasizes the need for g^od prioe forecasting. Mandelbrot (1972) 

corrects an error made in hisj^of 1965. Contrary to Cargill he suggests 
that if markets are inefficient then perhape random walk is the true 

explanation for price movements,
Taylor et al.^^ (1978) apply the Box and Jenkins approach to a sequence 

of prices. Both the application and Its result are equally instructive. 

The authors do not feel that their adopted approach is helpful owing 

to the changes in the trends in their prioe data. This writer would 

only remark that there is a fine line Between a frequently olianging 

trend and no trend at all.
Lriehuis^^ (1976) edits a collection of ten forecasting applications 

to primary commodities none of which give over, encouraging results. 
Poote®^ (1972^ forecasting the prioe of pigs bellies (i.e. bacon),oomes 

to the conclusion that there is a correlation between the consumption 

Of bacon and that of eggs,
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Cromarty^^ (1975) advises the researcher to be prepared to make 
subjective judgements about the probable impaot of information not 
included or accounted for in the model this being a continuous task. 

Crowder^^ (1972) had stated earlier that proper use of models 
requires a realistic recognition of the assumptions made, a knowledge 

of the market involved, and some evaluation of those factors not 

included in the model. Ubye®"^ ( 1 9 7  ) asorihee speculative and futures 

market activity, which normally increase during periods of eoonomio 

uncertainty, as cause for muoh of that uncertainty.
Kingsman^® (1 9 6 9) concludes this review with his dynamic programming 

model developed to assist buyers of commodities in fluctuating price 
markets. The buyer still has to make his own forecasts, yet the method

appears to have some merit.
2.8 Summary

The reasons for holding stocks have been traced through the early 
literature from Adam Smith.We have seen how the accumulation of stock 

and the division of labour advanced together. Further stock is seen to 

consist of two parts:one part from which is derived revenue, called 

capital, and one part which supplies immediate needs. The way in which 

capital is employed to produce revenue is discussed. This discussion 

is led towards a consideration of price and interest rate changes 
and the remainder of the chapter concentrates on these subjects in the 

literature. The consensus of opinion is that price changes lead to 
variations in inventories. The effect of interest rate changes is more 

vague. Some writers, notable amongst them being Hawtrey, say that 

interest rate, rather than any other econwaio factor.
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is the key to understanding the business cycle of industry« Others ̂ 
such as Keynes, think that interest rates are of minor significance 

when buying inventories« However there is no real contradiction 

because, when viewing a cycle of events from a distance, it is clear 

that in the long term it does not matter whether changes in prices lead 

to changes in interest rates or vice versa« The logical sequence 

C-^A can be interpreted to read either A - W  or B ^ A  depending on the 
point one wishes to make« In the short term however it is very import
ant for a buyer to be aware of the place he is occupying in the current 
cycle« This awareness implies anticipation of the changes in direction 

of the price and interest rate trends and not simply an antioipation of 
the current trends« It is this point that interests the speculator and, 

in turn, us«

♦»MW»*» »»»»»»»»»»»##»»»»»»»»*»»
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CHAPPER III
OH t h e t r a c k op PEPPEBMIlfP OIL

3,1 Introdaction

The mint flarour used in chewing gcnit toothpaste and confectionary is 
not often associated with the plant grown in nost kitchen gardens. The 

mint plant fro« which we pluck leaTes to put in the pot with boiling 
potatoes is in fact a relative of the peppermint plant (Mentha Piperi;̂ ) 

extensively cultivated in the USA. The mint fa«ily is noted for its 

richness in the aromatic orb. Spearmint is grown in two varieties,

Scotch (Mentha Cardiaca) and common (Mentha Spioatg) whilst a poorer 
relative oomnint (Mentha Aimensis) is grown in abundenoe in Brasil and 

China, largely for its menthol. This chapter is a record of the path 
travelled by US produced peppermint oil from the farmer to the consumer. 

It deals with the history of US mint production from the early settlers 

to the present day with notes on diseases and production costs. The 
important role of the dealer in determining both the price received by 
the farmer and that paid by the UK importer is emphasised. It is help
ful to remember, however, that price is not determined vdiolly hy farmer, 
dealer or Importer but throu^ a combination of the dealings of all three 
groups together with external factors not always in their control nor 
even always quantifiable. Any comments on price should bo read with 

this in mind.
3.2 The Grower

Mint is a temperate sons crop needing long days of sunshine during the 
growing season. Therefore it is usually grown in latitudes around the 
fortieth parallel. The United States of America is the world's leading 

producer of menthol peppermint oil fr<» the plant mentha piperi*^.
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Brazil is the world’s leading producer of menthol and oommlnt from the 

plant mentha arvenais* Commint is said to be a low-quality peppermint 

oil which provides little competition to the USA in export markets.

This statement is open to question because US oil has been constantly 

rising in price in recent years much to the market advantage of oommint. 

The US mint industry began in England, whence came the Mitoham strain of 

mentha piperita. It was taken to New England by the early settlers and 
gradually spread West through New York and Ohio to Michigan. The muok 
soils of Michigan proved fertile for mint farming which flourished until 

the turn of the twentieth oentury. At about this time Yertioillium 
wilt disease seriously infected mint grown in the state causing farmers 
to move Northwest to disease-free sandy loams beginning around 1915«
The states of Oregon and Washington now became the centre of US mint 
production. Peppermint (Mentha piperita) used to be grown commercially 

in two varieties, Mitoham and American. The former on account of its 
bettor yield of oil, is now the only commonly grown variety. The highest 

priced oil is still produced in the Midwest although most oil is pro
duced in the Northwest. The major peppermint growing areas are the 
Yakima valley and Columbia basin of Washington State and the Willamette 

Valley and Madras Plateau of Oregon, see Appendix III for map.

5*2.1 A note on diseases
Vertioillium wilt disease has been recorded here as the major reason for 
the westward movement of production. This fungus disease followed the 

farmers and is probably the major limiting factor in peppermint
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production in the Western states today* The disease was observed in the 

West nearly th irty  years ago, but a severe stra in  was not reported until 

about twenty years ago* Wilt w ill  remove a f ie ld  from mint production 

within three to five  years a fte r  i t  is  f i r s t  notioed* Since the fungus 

can survive in the s o il fo r a very long time, infested fie ld s  w ill not 

be suitable fo r growing mint* The w ilt is  usually introduced into a 

new fie ld  by diseased roots or by so il and plant refuse from infected 

fields* Therefore i t  is  important to use only roots ce rtified  to be 

disease-free* The stra in  of Vertioillium  albo-atrum attacking mint is  

specifio fo r mint and w ill  not cause w ilt in  other plantst sim ilarly  

strains of Vertioillium  from other plants w il l ,  at the worse, cause 

only mild symptoms in mint* Mint w ilt can be suooessfully controlled  

only by using disease—free  planting stock on disease—free ground*

There are, as ye t, no eoonosd.oal chemical methods of control* Crop 

rotations are ineffective* There are no Verticillium  w ilt-resistan t 

varieties of mint commercially availab le, although oommon spearmint 

(Menthasj îoata^  ̂ is  to lerant of the disease* Soil fumigation as a 

means of contro l is  eooncwioal in Oregon but not under Washington con

ditions* A recent suggestion fo r controlling the disease has been to 

flame peppermint stubble with a propane f ie ld  burner in order to destroy 

fungus in  infected sterns*^ The fungus, i f  not destroyed, forms durable 

structures (called mioroso lero tia) that help i t  to survive in the so il 

without a host plant* Flaming is  e ffective  in meadow mint culture but 

is  not effeotive  in Washington mint producing areas* Since Washington 

mint is  intensively cu ltivated , the miorosolerotia are continually being 

brou^t into contact with rhisosies (underground stems), making i t  easy 

for the disease to develop*
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Powdery mildew, caused by the fungus Eryslphe ciohoracearua, is a disease 
rarely severe enough to warrant control measures and none has been devel

oped for use on mint*
Rust disease, caused by the fungus Puocinia menthae affects spearmint 

and peppermint thou^ the la t te r  is  not seriously affected in Washing

ton. Peppermint rust has been controlled in some areas by k illin g  the 

f i r s t  shoots to come up in the Springi both flaming and contact herb

icides have been used. K illing the early  shoots helps to eliminate the 

sources of infection as early in the season as possible.

Three parasitic nematodes €U*e known to be potential pests of mint In 

Washington. Each one can cause a stunted unhealthy appearance in 

severely infected plants. The root knot nematode, meloldogyne hapla 

is  probably the greatest threat to mint fie lds because of i t s  wide range 

of hosts. The disease is  easily  recognised by the small swellings, or 

galls, on the roots of infected plants. Crop rotation helps to reduce 

the numbers of nematodes in the s o il.  Rotation is  not the best means 

of control because of the wide varie ty  of plants that can be attacked. 

Soil fumigation, although oostly, is  the best control method.

In some years mint plants in irrigated  fie ld s  die a few days a fte r  ra in  

has fa llen  due to  's a lt s ' .  This happens when irrigatio n  water concen

trates sa lts  at the top of a mint bed. Rains move the sa lts  baok down 

in the ground and the heavy sa lt  oonoentration k i l ls  the mint p lan ts.

It is  therefore important that proper irrigation  methods be used to  

lessen the ohanoe of sa lt  in jury.

3« 2» 2 Washington Peppermint Oil
Peppermint is well suited to the soil and olimatie conditions of central 

Washington. As a result the state is the national leader in levels of 

P®PP®rnint oil yields. The five year state average to 1970 was about
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76 pounds per acre. First year yields of oil are generally ten to twenty 
pounds lower than yields from second and third year fields (known as 

•stands* )• P®** season is the most common practice hut
occasionally it is possible to harvest twioe a year. The price of pepper

mint oil can fluctuate widely during a marketing season and from season 

to season. Prices until 1973 commonly ranged from about ^3.50 per lb 
to over i^5.00 per lb. Factors affecting oil prices are both the foreign 

and domestic demand and supply for oil, and the quality of each lot of 
oil. Oils low in weed oil and menthofuran and high in menthpne generally 

sell for a higher price per pound. Maturity of peppermint at time of 

harvest is an important factor in determining mint oil quality.
Central Washington peppermint stands are commonly ploughed out after the 
fifth year. Nematodes, Vertioilium wilt and frost damage reduce the 
quantity of oil from older stands. Heavy infestations of weeds reduce 
the oil’s quality as well as providing plant competition. A grain or 
cereal crop is usually grown for one or two years after mint. Then a 
row crop, such as potatoes or sugar beets, is produced. A common prac
tice is to rotate about one fifth of the acreage each year to maintain 

a continuous acreage of high productive mint.

3.2.3 Costs
A study made by Doran and Forster in 1969^ determines the cost of 
establishing a peppermint stand in the Columbia Basin. It also determines 
the production costs for an established stand of peppermint. The data 
used in the study were compiled from information obtained from a sel
ected group of Columbia Basin peppermint growers. The assembled data were 

reviewed by that committee, other growers, county agents, lenders and 

others familiar with peppermint production in the Basin area. It is 
helpful to examine in some detail the costs of establishing a mint
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stand since then we can iso late  those most susceptible to outside 

influences. The following pages are best read with one eye on the 

tabulated data on pages 78-60.

3.2.3.1 Pirst^year retuma
The statewide average seasonal price for peppermint oil ranged from 

^2.65 to ^5.95 per pound during the twenty years to 1969* It ranged 
from ^ .4 0  to ^ .6 5  per pound of oil for the years from 1965. Columbia 
Basin prices were near the average for the state. The growers* com
mittee considered ^ .5 0  per pound to be a reasonable price for the area. 

With good root stock and good management, first-year peppermint yields 

will range from sixty to eighty pounds of oil per acre. This is about 
ten to twenty pounds less than second and third year yields. Therefore, 

a yield of seventy pounds of oil per acre was considered typical for

the establishment yeaur.
3.2.3.2 Planting and growing expenses
For their study Doran and Forster considered the net establishment cost 

to be the cusount remaining after the value of the first year crop was 
subtracted from the sum of the cash and non-cash costs for all prepar
ation, planting, growing and harvest operations. Establishment costs 

do not include charges for storing or marketing the mint oil.
The farm studied had two hundred acres under peppermint. A farmer with 

this amount of peppermint would usually harvest and d is t i l  his own crop. 

However, due to the wide range in  types of harvest equipment, and age 

and size of d is t i l le r ie s ,  the committee decided to charge harvest and 

d is tillin g  at current custom ra tes . The study was made on the cost of 

establishing fo rty  acres of mint and cultivating the remaining acreage. 

It was considered best therefore to charge the planting operations on 

a custMi basis. The study did not estimate the size of operation a 

farmer needs to ju s tify  hiring help and owning the equipment used for
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these operations.
Preparation consists of fertilising, ploughing, disoing (an operation 

similar to harrowing), packing and ditch repair. Costs were estimated 

to be ^38.65 per acre. The charges for buying, hauling and planting 

mint roots (stolons) were per acre.
Weed control is a critical and expensive factor in producing high 

quality mint oil, particularly during the first year. Normal weed con
trol practices include numerous trips across the field with a rotary hoe 
and a tine harrow. This is followed by hand weeding and pasturing by 
geese or sheep. Expeoted first year costs for rotary hoe, tine harrow 

and corrugating operations were ^39*48 acre. Hand weeding was est
imated at ;^13*00 per acre. Costs for buying and feeding geese and main
taining a fence were ^6.38 per acre. Thus the direct costs for weed 
control during the first year totalled j^6l.06 per acre. This amount does 
not include the annual non-cash interest and depreciation charges for the 

equliHnent and geese fence.
Pests comm(m to peppermint in central Washington Include Verticlllum 

wilt, nematodes, aphids« mdUbe^, cutworms and loopers. Thus, a strict 
crop rotation »nd chemical control programme is necessary. Ptom one to 

four chemical applications are made each year to control insects in est
ablished mint stands. Treatments include both ground and aerial chemical 

applications. Normal insect control for the first year was determined 
to consist of one ground application and one aerial treatment, at a cost 

of ^21.02 per acre.
Pertiliser needs depend on the soil type, previous crops, and the 
farmer's irrigation management) the latter is most important. Phosph
orous and potassium application rates are best determined by soil tests. 
An application of zinc during the first year is common for mint in the 

Columbia Basin particularly when following sugar beets. Nitrogen is
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usually applied three times during the years before planting as a 
broadcast application| in the early summer as a sidedress application! 
and applied in the irrigation eater in late somiier* Total fertiliser 

costs were ^32*23 per acre for the establishment year*
Labour charges were separated into operator’ s labour and hired labour* 

Operator’ s labour was entered as a non-cash expense whilst hired labour 

was a cash expense*

Harvest and autumn operations were charged at the I968 custom rate 
of 85 cents per pound of oil* Mint slugs, that is the residue left after 
oil is extracted, are used fcr cattle feed, for bedding, or spread back 

on the fields* The method of disposing of mint slugs has considerable 

influence on the cost*

5*2*3*3 Cash overhead
A charge of five per cent of the cash costs was included as general over

head to cover such expenses as office, utilities, social security, 
insurance, assessoients, travel etc* Ho charge was made for rent, but 
a charge was made for real estate (R*E*) and personal property (P*P*) 

taxes, and for interest on land*
The financial situation of the operator determines whether operating 
capital is a cash or non-cash expense* It is a cash expense when he 
borrows the money| it is a non-cash opportunity cost if he uses his own 

money to pay operating expenses*
The non-oash costs for the first year include charges for the operator’s 
labour and investment overhead* Investment overhead consists of 
depreciation of needed equipment and buildings, and Interest on invest
ment in equipment^ buildings »«d land* Again, charges fcr operator’s lab

our are shown as a non-cash cost but hired labour as a cash cost*
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Table 3.2.3.1 B^PTMATED PER ACRE COST. Q? ESTABLISHING FEPPEMaT
cnLUUBIA BASIH. WASHIMGTOli (19681

TOTAL HOURS 
PER AHNUM

MACHIRERY MATERIAL 
LABOUR FUEL AND AND TOTAL

REPAIRS OTHER
RETURNS 70 lbs oil

a iU.30
COSTS
Pre«plant and Plant

Fertiliser - broad- 
oast

lOON, 60P, 50K, lOZn 
Plough
DisOf pack, x2

Corrugate - mark
furrows

Planting - roots
- dig and 
haul 
roots

- hand 
planting

Fertiliser - side- 
dress

I3ON • 1 0 0

T T

75 1.31 2.29

75 1.31 3.15

5 .88 1.48

Corrugate, pack - 
cower plants 5̂ .88 1.48

Ditch repair, 
cleanup .1 .18 .16

Growinsr

Rotary hoe, x 4 2.5 4.38 6.50

Tine harrow, x 10 4 .0 7.00 12.20

Corrugate, x 4 2.0 3.50 5.90

Irrigate, x 18 8.5 15.00

33.00

40.00

22.00

.75 1.09

Cont«
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GPgPS (cont)
Insect control - 

ground .33 .58 1.04

chemicals
- aerial

8*00
3.40

1.62
8.00
3.40

chemicals

Weed control - geese
(3 e  2 .0 0 )

- fence
repair, steralise 
fence rows

- geese
feed

- hand
weeding

Nltrogate, 50H 9 lOo
Harvest and autumn 
Operations 
Harvest (TOlbs 9 

^.85)
Spread Mint Slug

(1.0 slug 9 ^3*50)
Cash overhead
Taxes, R.E. & P.P.

Rent
Water
General overhead

(5^ of cash costs)

Interest on Oper. 
Capital (6 mo.
«749^)

TOTAL CASH COSTS PES 
ACRE
Operator's Labour 
Investment Overhead 

Depreoiatlon

32.50 34.20 

2,52

10.00

11.37

10.00

13.00

11.37
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The costs have been examined in full here because it is intended to 

establish an important point to be referred to later in this work, when 

discussing fluctuations in the price of peppermint oil. The costs under 

the heading I,Machinery, Fuel and Repairs amount to about eight per cent 

of the total costs per acre. Thus if fuel were the major item of these 

three and the cost of fuel trebled, then the cost of producing the 
oil would increase by only about one seventh or fifteen per cen»,. In 
later years when the mint is established, fewer tractor operations are 

necessary} consequently less fuel is used. It is recognised that oil 
costs will, after a lapse of time, also raise the other cost components. 
The effect will still be small in relation to the price rises considered.

5.2.4 Production and Yields

Cultural methods are important in determining yields because, if the 

mint plants are too thickly planted, yields w i U  be lowered. Yields 

also will be lov/ when there is cloudy, wet weather just before the 
harvest as this prevents the plant from properly developing its oil«

Mint oil is removed from the plant by passing steam through the 
partially-dried hay to vaporise the oil. The vapour is then condensed 

and the oil floats to the surface where it is separated from the water.
A second distillation may be made if necessary to improve quality. The 

oil may be stored iii a cool place for periods, up to a year if free of 

water and packed in clean, air tight containers.

Production of peppermint oil has risen rapidly in the U.3. More 
irrigated land is becoming available where mint can be grown, xn 
addition, wilt disease is becoming less important in mint production. 
U.S, peppermint oil average annual output almost doubled from s total 
of 2^ million pounds weight between 1 5 5 7 19^7 to 4^ million pounds
in 1967 to 1 9 7 1 period. The following table, 3.2.4.1 shov/s the yield per

f
acre and the price per pound for the years indicated in both <ashihgton
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state and the United Statea of America. Aleo included are average 
inches of rainfall for the six months from Octoher and average temper
ature for the three months from July each year. It is widely held that 

these are the critical periods.

Yield, Ibs/acre
Washington 
USA

Price, /i/lb
Washington
USA

Rainfall
Inches

Femperature
0«,

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

70 60 55 66 82
58 53 54 54 60

3.85 5.40 8.80 I3.8O 10.30

4.10 5.25 6.99 12.70 12.40

Average total inches i(Oct-Mar) - 506

272 232 160 448 323

Average temperature (Jul-Sep) '- 15.6

15.4 15.1 16.0 15.5 14.4

The amount of snow that falls on the Cascade Mountains will determine 
th. amount of water available in the Spring and Su— ar to feed the 
Yakima river. Ae the maJoritY of dlatriote in the Yakima valley take 
thla river aa the aouroe of their irrigation the rainfall la important. 
In the winter of 1976 there waa an exoeptionally low rainfall in the 
area during theae aix month.. The reault has been strlot rationing of 
water to the various irrigation ayatema. The temperature during the 
period from July throng to September la also Important when looking for
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quality and yields#
Thus rainfall and sunshine are both factors that affect the yield of 

oil# The farmer, depending on his financial position, is not obliged 

to sell his oil directly the harvest is complete. Peppermint oil, 
after distillation, will keep for a considerable length of time in the 

right conditions. The farmer, unless he has contracted to sell his 
crop for a fixed price regardless of yield, is able to await the price 

most favourable to him to sell his stock# This is the first point 
where stocks of peppermint may accumulate# It is necessary to leave 

the farmer here after mentioning only a few of his annual worries#

On his shoulders rests the burden of producing the peppermint oil# 
Sometimes his labour is suitable rewwfcd, but far too often he is out- 

manoevoured hy the more acute dealing fraternity.
3#5 The Dealer

The middleman in a business deal is the traditional villain of the piece# 

Consider the following trivial oase. One person asks a second to buy 
a packet of biscuits and bring it back fr<» the village shops# The 
second, on arrival in the village, is faced with a choice of seven shops 
that sell biscuits. At the second and fourth the brand is located, at 
the fifth purchased# On entering the seventh the brand is again noticed# 
The prices were as follows where the symbol + indicates no stock#

Table 5#3.1 Price of Biscuits

The packet in shop five bore the legend *lip. off*# It is assumed, in
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order to simplify the disoussiozit that shops two and seren did not like 
dealing in half peños* Shop number four sells its hisuoits at the 
recommended retail price# The biscuit manufacturers had, a few weeks 

earlier, discowered in their storerooms ten borfulls of the brand 

unopened and left ower on account of a cancelled order* Ikider the sus
picion that the biscuits may bo deteriorating the lot is quickly dis

tributed on »special offer* with the price reduction printed on the 
packet* The scene is set, radiating innocence, when our purchaser buys 

the biscuits*
The dealer is this person who, haring purchased the biscuits, takes 

them as an agent to the end user* This eater of the biscuits will 

round on the agent when the softness of the once crisp biscuit is 
discovered* The agent in his turn will look to the retailer for re

dress, only to meet with resistance from that quarter* There now 
arise within the agent two new sets of opinions engendered by the 
reaction of seller and end user* In turn they blame the retailer for 
selling soft biscuits and the end user for accepting the biscuits in the 

first instance* The middleman is now the holder of four sets of opin
ions which oscillate in their shade between black and white* The truly 
successful Can, at will, consider each opinion realising its
two-fold nature whilst simultaneously manifesting its opposite and 
remaining aware of the other two quarters* A diagram here will serve 

to clarify the meaning*
FIG 3«3«1 Illustration of shades agent*s relationship with b4»

customers
Retailers opinion of agent

Agent's opinion^ 
of retailer g

Black White 1
i

Ihite

■

Black
^  ignd user's opinion of agentoff

Agent's opinion of end user
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Put in another way, the agent is very sensitive to the reactions of 
those he deals with and is aware that their opinion of him oan os
cillate between liĝ it and dark. Ho tones his own opinion of the one 

he is dealing with to meet the need of the other and keep in his

favour.
The dealer in peppermint oil is doing what the agent in our simple 
example was doing. The dealer has many sources and many outlets, but 
each deal oan be reduced to the simple situation when a bargain is 
struck. As outlined here, the dealer’s position is unenviable| to 
bear the burden of conflicting opinions without taking one side or 
another. It is little wonder that the dealer is so much criticised.

The peppermint oil trader also deals in other commodities, but the 
true specialist in acting as a middleman is the broker. The dealers in 

this story are those who purchase oil from the farmer. The broker 
purchases from the dealer orj as in some oases, is a raoiifioation of 
the dealer acting in a different guise. For the sake of brevity, I shall 
simply dOsoribe the dealer’s actions. The customer is said to demand a 

consistent flavour in the mint trade. Consequently the importer in 
Créât Britain will demand a sample of the oil he is expected to buy.
In order to maintain a constant supply of oil with oonsistent quality 
the dealer has apparatus with which to treat his oil. Each farmer pro
duces an oil with a different chemical make up. The oil is rectified, 
to remove certain constituents, distilled to remove water content and 
blended with other batches of oil in order to maintain oonsistent quality. 
It is normal practice for the dealer to test each drum of oil supplied 
by the farmer. A typical description of a Yakima oil is one with con

tents as followst-
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CGMFONEm 

Total Menthol

Table 3.3.2 Connonenta of Pepperaint Oil

IMPQBTÀNCE

Taste

Menthylesters 

Menthone

Smoothness

Bitterness

Menthofuran 8.6 Aroma Improved by 
Removal

The Yakima oil is said to have a clean flavour characteristic. The h i ^  
menthol content in the oil is described as giving a cool taste. The more 

menthylesters contained in an oil the smoother it is, whilst it is 
desirable to have a low menthone content to lessen the risk of a harsh 
and bitter taste. It is considered an improvement to remove the mentho

furan fr<» the oil in order to improve the aroma. This is normally 

achieved by rectification after the oil leaves the farm.
Oils are classified usually by quality when received by the dealer from 
the farmer. The highest quality oils are usually set aside for the US 
chewing gum trade which prefers oil in its natural form. The other oils 
are usually blended. As a guide to export practices generally, Washing
ton oil is used for the export market because of its unique quality.
The quality is governed by the ratios of the constituents- present in 
the oil as described above. Sometimes, however, oils from other areas 
are blended with Washington oil. Some of the blends are first redis
tilled or rectified, depending on customers* specifications. The tail 

fractions and sometimes even the middle fractions are removed by a 
fractioning column in the dealer’s processing plant. The shrinkage can
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be as high as thirty per cent, resulting in a considerable disparity in 
prices quoted by the trade. Thus when comparing peppermint oil prices 

one must bear in mind these factors for further clarity.

5,5,1 The Dealer and the Farmer
It was mentioned earlier that some farmers contract to sell their oil 

ftt a given price to a dealer at the start of the growing season. The 
farmer bases his price on previous year's prices and on his expected 

costs in the forthcoming crop together with his expected yields. When 

the crop is harvested the dealer collects the stipulated quantity of oil 

and pays the agreed price. The farmer may lose, break even or profit 

on the arrangement. He will profit if his yield is higher than he 
expected or if his costs are lower than forecast. He will break even 
if his costs cover his receipts and no more. He will lose should his 
yield fall below his expectations or his costs be hi£^er than forecast# 
The farmer can also lose in another sense if the price that he has fixed 

with the dealer turns out, at the end of the season, to be lower than 
that received by his less prudent colleagues who sell their oil only 
after the season's yield has been established. In the same way the 
farmer can gain over the others when the season's price is lower than

his contract price#
The method of contract here described helps the farmer to face his 
task with a oartaln degrsa of financial oonfldanoe and aeourity. It la 
howarar at a prloa baoauaa ha has, until racantly, only had four daalars 

whoa he can approach with his product# ^  tha last flwa yaars tha 
farmers of tha Yakina Valley have bacona resentful about the manner in 

which they ara oontalnsd by this ring of daalars. Ths famsr seas tha 
prioas oharged by the dealers in world markets and oompar* then with the

price he has received.
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In 1972 the farmers received an average ^5»40 per lb* The dealers sold 
oil in 1973 for an average of ;i6.82. The dealers' mark-up was thus 

^1,42 per lb in 1973* The following table shows his mark-up in the 

years 1971-1975*
Table 3.3*3 The difference between dealers selling and buying prices

In his negotiations for the 1973 crop the farmer was well aware of the 
high price that the dealers were obtaining in the world market* They 
thus determined to recoup some of the money which they considered had 
passed unfairly into the dealer*s pockets* They obtained a price of 
^9*80 comi>ared with the 1972 price of ^5*40f a great increase* Hotwith- 
standingy the dealers still sumaged to obtain ĵ ll*00 in the open market* 
Law suits under the anti-trust laws were threatened by certain fanners 
against certain dealers and the largest US industrial users of the oil* 

The result in 1974 was that the farmers received ;il2.90 for their crop 

whilst the average selling price obtained by the dealer was only 

iill*76*
At first reading, therefore, it seems that the farmer has succeeded in 
his struggle against the ring of dealers to whom he sells his crops*
It is not possible to be sure of this, however, because, unless the deal
ers were to reveal it, we can never know how much stook the dealer 
nanages to oarxy over frcmi one yeeur to the next* I have considered this 
aspect a little further later in this work* The purpose of this passage 
has been to demonstrate the relationship between dealer and farmer, which 

is not always amlodie*
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One inl^t ask why the farmer does not deal direct with the foreign 
importer rather than use a middleman. Itotil 1975 «ireot ealea from the 
farmer to European buyers accounted for only 25i of the quantity of oil 
purchased in Europe. Since 1975-74 many more farmers have been oonsid- 
ering suoh arrangements and it may not be too long before a farmers' 
cooperative is seen marketing their produce. It is certainly the ease 

that one OX buyer has set up his own purohasing organisation in the 
United States, eridently to avoid the monopoly power of the dealers.

The dealers in the DSA do hold an unusual amount of power over both 
farmer and buyer. The dealer can use his financial power, in the form 

of stockholdings, to force down the farmer's asking price while he oan 

also use his monopoly position to force up the price to the buyer.

Given this state of affairs it has lordly been surprielng that those 
dealers with whoa I have been in oontaot are most secretive about their 
business and most uncooperative in answering questions even of the most

innocent nature*
Whilst in the 03 I also heard aantion of the subject most vital to the 
lakina Valley farmer's ohanoes of suooess. That subject is water. With
out irrigation the Taklma Talley project for turning a semi-desert into 
fertile farm land is helpless, to years of water shortage, suoh as 197«- 
1977, rationing is Imposed by the water authorities. Allocations of 
water are made to the various sectors of the Talley on the basis of 
earliest settled, best served. It must be reoognleed however that alloc
ations are arbitrarily determined without procedure for appeal and as 

a oonsequenoe of suoh allocations an individual or group offtmsrs 
oould have their yields adversely affected. The allooation is oontrolled 

by the authorities who are, ultimately, at the neroy of the poUtloians
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who allocate cash for the irrigation project. It was suggested to me 
that a farmer who protested too loudly about the dealing ring mi^t 
possibly find in future situations of drought that he might be * unlucky* 

in his water allocation. I have no verification of this ever having 
arisen but it is conceivable that, where vast amounts of money are 
concerned and where politics and big business interests merge and en

twine, the possibility is enough to frighten all but the hardiest 

individuals into silent concurrence with the status quo.
In concluding this section it is helpful to have an idea of the weight 
of oil exported to Great Britain each year. It is also interesting to 

note the disparity between the prioe offered by one large New York 
company of brokers and the average prioe paid by Great Britain's import
ers. The imports to this country account for between one quarter and 

one fifth of US exports.

TEAR 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Imports (lbs)
Av. prioe ^/ib. 
Brokers prioe ĵ /lb*

520,531 505,096 561,286 389,180 247,513 
4.65 5.52 6.82 11.00 11.76 
4.33 5*67 8.16 17«17 12.95

3.4 The manufacturer
Blended peppermint oil is imported into this country by companies of 
importer/blenders t these are the manufacturers. The oil is imported 
in drums containing forty- five gallons weifî iing about one hundred and 
eighty kilograms. We consumers are said to demand a certain character

istic flavour in the products containing mint that we purchase. This
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means that each buyer will ask for his own flavour to be repeated with 

each order, provided that the price has not increased excessively. In 

cases where the price is too high the buyer states the amount he is 

prepared to pay and the manufacturer blends to meet that demand. The 

oil might be blended with the much less expensive cornmint from the 

plant niantha arvensis and diluted with other compounds. The intricacies 

of the blender's art are for the initiated and are closely guarded 

secrets. The business depends partly on keeping the formula secret but 

also on the skill involved in the still rooms. It is due to the skills 

employed here that the manufacturen succeeds in producing to a price 

blended oil for the chewing gum, toothpaste and sweet manufacturers.

Stocks in the premises rise and fall according to the prevailing mood 

of the market. Our manufacturers only hold small stocks of finished 

goods for their customers as they produce to order. Work-in-progress 

stocks amount to little more than 1^ of raw material stocks. The raw 

material stocks are approximately fifty per cent for manufacturing 

needs and fifty per cent for further trading purposes. The problem of 

controlling the stocks required for manufacturing in this sort of 

business under conditions of price stability and steady lending rates 

has been solved in theory. The solution is simply an application of the 

economic order quantity formula together with constant progress chasing 

of orders. The situation is easier for the business that has ready at 

hand reserves of stock which, although being stocked for another reaso , 

can be called upon in emergency. The stock control problem that is of 

particular interest to us is how to control this stock held on a
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speculative basis, m  the following ohapter the solution to that pro

blem is explored. It is only neoessary to forewarn the eager searcher 
for easy answers that the solution is no solution unless one has the 

to apply itt just as the case of the formula and the blender

outlined above.
5,5 Tha Conauner

The buyers of mint flavouring together with the wholesaler, retailers 
and ourselves are the consumers. The British Isles has shown a steady 
growing demand for peppermint oil over the last ten years with a partió- 

ularly high figure in 1975 “ shortage caused heavy buying
compensated in the following years by a deoline. More lower priced 

Table 3.5.1 PK imports of peppermint 9ÍI 1966-lg75 bar weight

i m ■ 1957---I9S8 I9S9 1970 Í 9 ñ  W 73 1974 1975

389 248

Brasilian oil was imported in the latter years which Indicates either a 
shift in taste or a search for substitutes in a period of exceptionally 
h l ^  prices. The oil is used, as in most countries, for flavouring tooth- 
paste and chewing gum but about fourteen per cent of oil is used in con
fectionary, food products and pharmaoeutloals. Patty^ gave an estljtat 
of the price eUstioity of demand for peppermint oil imported to Orest 
Britain at near minus one. This smans that if the price of oil drops 
one per cent, an increase of one per cent in the amount Imported could 
be expected. This may have been true in 1970 but the last five ysars 
have changed the situation so that Patty's estimate no longer holds. Ho 
remarks need to be made on the futility of such an exercise in the li^t
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of the first chapter of this work* Demand froa the consumer is 
reasonably constant being derived and tends to move in parallel to 
changes in the population. Demand is derived because people can only 

use a certain amount of toothpaste hence the demand is related to pop

ulation changes. The import figures for the oil do not reflect demand 

in fact but rather some other factors such as price which will soon 

become apparent in the next chapter.
3.6

This chapter has been a simple description of the means by which the 

peppermint flavour in products we buy reaches the UK from the mint 
stands in Washington State. The most pertinent problems that face the 

farmer each yecur have been described. The costs involved in estab
lishing a field of mint have been closely examined partly to further 
our general knowledge of the subject but mainly to establish one point.
The fuel costs involved in establishing a first year growth of mint are 
higher than in the subsequent four years. In a situation where the 
price of fuel oil is trebled the cost of producing a first year stand 
of mint will be only increased by one seventh, other factors being 
equal. The 1973 and 1974 prices received by the farmer represent increases 
of 859i and 30̂  ̂respectively. Even allowing for fertiliser price increases 

these leaps can in no way be attributed directly tc the fuel oil price 
increase. The function of the dealer in ensuring a steady supply of 
even quality oil to this country* s importers has been outlined. The 
manner in which the oil is then treated in this country before it reaches 
the consumer has been described pointing out the importance of the blending 
process in manufacturing to a given price. The demand exercised by the' 

custcmer does not fluctuate violently and has little effect on the price 

of peppermint oil in its early forms.
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CHAHTER IV
ppm̂ T.Tî!iiR OP yÇRECASfflHQ PRICEi THE LIMITS OF RATIOKAIJTY«

4*1 Introduction
In any discussion atout the prohlams of forecastin^f price we are, 
whatever method is under examination, limited hy our dependence on 
an incomplete understanding of the underlying processes, hy our 

restriction to information about past ocourrenoes and hy the 
intrusion of »shocks’ which are unanticipated as part of any orderly, 
process or continuation of past trends. These inadequacies in both 
information and understanding make the partial failure, at best, of 
any causally based forecasting approach inevitable. In our attempts 
to capture the skill of the price forecaster in mathematical models 
we can only succeed in describing the quantifiable factors usdd )ay 
the forecaster in making his predictions. In so doing we acknowledge 

that the intuitive side of forecasting is beyond the scope of 
modelling except in so far as the operator of the model is permitted 
to influence the model’s result. This night be done in a model which 

produces intermediate results which are used as data for a later 
stage in the model. The operator might amend the intermediate results 

in accordance with his intuitive feel for the future. However it is 
evident that suoh an interaotion with a model rather defeats the 
object of the exercise because it is being steered toward giving a 
solution already deolded upon by the operator. While using models for 
prediction purposes the user should always bear in mind the limit

ation that his solution will be neoessarily imperfect.
In this chapter I shall examine two types of model and a third which 
combines elements of the first two.The first, chosen partly because 
it is widely available in most computer libraries but also because it
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should he capable of reflecting true oauaatiye factors, is an 
equation obtained by multiple regression analysis on those factors 

thought to have the greatest influence on the price of peppermint 
oil. The second using an exponential smoothing method predicts prices 

on the basis of pest history. It was chosen for the ease in supplying 
data. The first type is open to the criticism that the factortf si|piif- 
ioantly affecting price are not always the same from period to period. 
Further when the factors are the same the weifi^t of influence from 
each factor can be changing. It was because of these shortcomings 
that the seoond type of model was examined where only the previous 
prices are considered. This type has the virtue of combining all the 
factors that influence price into one factor namely price itself. The 
future prices are then predicted from past prices. This type of model 

has a particular difficulty in predicting when a trend in price 
movements will change direction. This difficulty is one which can 
only be overcome if ouch changes in direction are correlated to 
factors other than price. This means returning to a model of the 
first sort with the hope of finding an indicator in the form of some 
factor other than price that leads price changes and to which price 

changes are firmly linked. In the case of peppermint oil it was 
possible to isolate one ouch factor for the period under considerat
ion in the form of an index of industrial production but its reliab

ility as an Indioator turned out to be dubious as will be seen. The 
third model examined was developed using Box and Jenkin*s method.

One explanation of why the price of peppermint oil does not conform 
to trends in the price of other raw materials is to be found in the 
role of the dealer in determining price in the market. The changes 
in the price of peppermint oil sometimes lead the other materials
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and aometimes lag and sometimes bear no relation at all as from 

October 1974 to end of 1975 (*•« fig.4.3.1.2). Before reporting on my 
trials with the prediction methods mentioned above a further comment

on the dealer is necessary«

4.2 Middlemen and Dealer^

The traditional functions of the middleman include holding stocks in 

excess of those which traders closer to the eventual user would wish 

to carry! buying in advance of consumer»s/manufacturer's demand! 

helping both »ends* of the trade by providing finance, this last at a 

price by buying from growers in advance of production, thus provid

ing liquidity, and by extending credit to importers and manufacturers. 

Other functions of the middleman include providing knowledge of 
sources of supply and outlets for produce that might not be available 
to the individual grower or the individual manufacturer and passing 
information of future needs or of critiaisms of products to growers. 

The middleman will also help the grower with technical advice, where 

necessary, on the extraction and storage of the oil in the period 

before oolleotion by the middleman.

The functions listed put the middleman in a position of great power. 

Where he extends credit to importers and manufacturers he has the 

opportunity to dictate trading terms. Similarly where he is the major 

source of funds for the grower he can impose terms otherwise the 

grower may find that he is illiquid. Again, because he must antljiipate 

future demand and is a powerful buyer, he finds quite natural a 

speculative role! buying cheap, holding stocks and selling dear at a 

propitious time. Moreover, standing as he does at the »information 

crossroads» of the trade, both sides of the market depend on him 

either to find outlets or to find customers. As has been already
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pointed out none of this makes him greatly loTed«

In addition to the functions mentioned earlier^ the middleman has 
other economic functions. As a buyer in bulk, both in anticipation 
of demand and as a speculator, his actions tend to regulate and 
stabilise market fluctuations since he will tend to buy when prices 
are low and quantities supplied are large. The quantity supplied is 

the quantity actually available on the market. Some larger growers 
of peppermint or groups of growers are able to afford to store their 
own surplus production and hold it off the market until prices imprcve. 

There will be an incentive to do this if expected gain (expected 
change in price x quantity offered in future period) exceeds the 
cost of holding which inter alia includes storage charges, insurance 
and loss of potential interest on proceeds of an immediate sale.

To some extent then the dealer is in danger of losing part of his 
function to the grower if the technical conditions are right, that 
is if storage is feasible and knowledge of preparation and storage 
processes is available, and if the dealers press the growers too hard.

Another function mentioned above is oonoemed with information and 
knowledge. The dealer has knowledge of sources of supply. The user or 
the home importer would have both to find and contract with growers 
in order to trade without the middleman. Finding growers that of 
just the product required and discovering by bargaining, trial and 
error the best contract that could be negotiated would take time, 
money and possibly the employment of specialist staff. Similarly for 
the grower to find outlets for his product would require time and money. 

The dealer's specialist knowledge saves both sides of the market 
time and resources which would otherwise be devoted to 'market 

search'.
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In the orthodox market nne lysis the familiar demand and supply 
schedules are specified. In these 'supply' denotes quantities that 

would actually he offered on the markets at each price ever the range 

whilst 'demand' denotes quantities that «ould actually he bought, and 

paid for, at each price over the range and the quantities relate to a 

specific time period. The intersection of the curves gives an 

equilibrium point to which prices and quantities would tend. However 

the elementary textbooks say (l) little or nothing about how the 

equilibrium (price and quantity) point is reached and (2) nothing 

about what happens if some people transact at non-equilibrium prices.

In the second case the income of such people would be affected 

leaving them either better or worse off and so able, or obliged, to 

modify their buying or selling plans. One way of looking at the 

problem of how equilibrium is reached is to see the process as one of 

searching for the lowest price on the buyer's side or for the best 

price, or best price-quality mix, on the seller's side. Normally

search continues until the expected gain is no greater than
2marginal cost of search.

The dealer's or middleman's activities stand in place of search by 

growers and importers or manufacturers. Whether the middleman's 

activities are seen by the rest of the trade as benign or not depends 

on how well he discharges the function and whether or not t 

reduction in profit by the rest of the trade (or the middleman's gain) 

is small compared with their own search costs. As has been described 

in some detail in the previous chapter not only price and quantity, 

but also quality are involved. The dealer's information and search, 

in the essential oil trade in particular, must extend to required 

qualities as their livelihood depends on the exactness of
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knowledge. I^ilure here w ill also bring middlemen into disrepute.

The middleman's search function endows him with, to some extent, 

control over the market information flows. His physical possession 

of, or t i t le  to , stocks enables him to some extent to regulate supply. 

Also to some extent his buying power may enable him to represent 

himself to suppliers as regulating demand and i f  he can establish  

himself as monopsonist (in combination with other dealers) he w ill 

be able to enforce his claim at that leve l of the market. It has 

already been pointed out in an e a r lie r  chapter that until very recently 

this was the state of a ffa irs  in the United States peppermint market.

The traditional market analysis of the economist deals with plans and 

intentional i t s  schedules (demand and supply curves when they are 

represented graphically) are conditional whilst intentions to buy or 

se ll are conditional on acceptable prices being asked or offered. 

Intentions and plans depend iipon information. With the dealers to some 

extent controlling the market information flows and regulating, at 

some leve ls , the release of supplies or the take-up of supplies, 

the role of market forces in establishing an equilibrium can be 

frustrated. With the dealer, too, standing in place of the important 

market-search process, the movement towards equilibrium may, on 

occasion, be frustrated.

We might speak of the dealer's exploitation of his position as 

establishing a 'fa lse  equilibrium'. In any event we are able to see 

an unpredictable hand at work in the forces that govern the price of 

peppermint o i l .
4,5 The Prediction Methods Tested 

Three methods were tested to predict the price of peppermint o il.

The f i r s t  was based on multiple regression analysis and chosen for
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its  general a va ila b ility  in most computer libraries* The second, 

chosen fo r i t s  simple data requirements, is  Brown*s  ̂ exponential 

smoothing method. A more general class of models due to Box and 

Jenkins^ is  also considered and t r ia ls  made.

4.5.1 Multiple Regression Analysis 

It was decided to try  correlating the price of i>eppermint o il with 

a number of a p rio ri relevant and, at the same time, easily  obtained 

s ta tis tic s . The aim was to develop an equation of the following form 

and to evaluate the co e ffic ien ts !-

Y(t). b^Xj (̂t) + bgXjit) ....................................... +

where b^, bg» ................... are regression coefficients and X^(t),

X2( t ) , ........*.***. are the independent variables in month t

and Y(t) is  the dependent variable (price) in month t .  Eventually 

six factors were chosen* They were

1* Bank of England Minimum Lending Rate (MLR)

2. Financial Times Actuaries Index (PTA)

5. The OECD index of industrial production 

4* Index of price of industrial raw materials 

5. Yakima va lley  ra in fa ll  inches 

6* Yakima va lley  sunshine hours*

The f i r s t  two variables re la te  to financial influences. The MIR acts 

as a representative in terest rate and is therefore indicative of the 

cost of acquiring and holding stocks of commodities, including 

peppermint o i l .  The FTA index gives an indication of the price of 

alternative, financia l, assets* A high PTA would indicate a se lling  

point for shares, but a low and rising  FTA might indicate buying 

time for shares «wd so possibly an a ttractive  alternative to pur

chasing commodities. The OECD index of industrial production would
+ L"
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stand as a surrogate for the leve l of industrial a c tiv ity  (and perhaps 

of economic a c tiv ity )  and so might have some influence on demand for 
commodities. The price of raw materials would stand fo r commodity 

prices generally and might have various e ffe c ts i-

(a) speculators might switch from one commodity to another e.g« 

i f  peppermint o i l  rises  more quickly and in advance of other commod

it ie s  i t  'peaks* f i r s t  and so the speculator se lls  peppermint and

buys something else which is  s t i l l  rising^

(b) generally high commodity prices might induce switch to

alternatives#

The last two factors were discarded at an early stage because they 

have no direct e ffect on price. These factors do play an important 

part in determining yields as has been described in the la s t chapter, 

but th e ir importance is  limited to certain times of the yearf 

consequently they are of l i t t l e  value in  the regression equation. 

Indirectly they can have a great e ffect on price because a low yield  

one year w ill usually be followed by higher prices although this 

effect can be modified by carrying over stocks from one season to

the next.

A single equation model was used rather than a simultaneous equation 

model intended to represent the demand qnd supply sides of the 

market process fo r two reasons. F irst the a c tiv itie s  of dealers 

blunts the e ffects of the supply variations and, i t  has been pointed 

out, variables 5 and 6 are in any case of limited significance. The 

second reason ie  that price forecasting is  d istinct from market 

analysis. A ll we are trying to do is to predict prices. The 'struct

ural equations' which give the estimates of the coefficients for the 

supply and demand functions are of limited in terest in this respect.
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The remaining four factors were then correlated with the price over 

the five  years, 1971-1975. A computer program was written to perform 

the task incorporating standard lib rary  programs fo r multiple 

regression analysis. ’Afhile the techniques of linear regression are 

very well known, i t  l9  fw lt that a brief revie^v of the method and 
the way in which i t  has been adapted in the solution of the present 

problem would not be out of place at th is point. The computing 

approach followed can then be seen in perspective. For a more fu l l  

description the reader is  referred to Cooley and Lohnes  ̂ for practical 

computing aid and Ostle^ fo r details of the theory.

The equation of a straight line in  terms of i t s  slope and intercept is  

Y-bX + a where b is  the slope and a is  the intercept of the line 
with the Y-axis. This is  shown graphically in fig. 4.3.1 .1 . The equation 
involves coefficients specifying the location and direction of the line  

but no powers of X other than the f i r s t .  Now the set of possible linear 

relations between X  and Y is  a small and manageable subset of the 

in fin ite  number of other relationships that can exist between X and 

The simplicity achieved by confining the discussion to linear relation

ships is  the reason why they are often chosen by sta tistic ian s. The 

selection of an alternative to a linear model is  never easy. When i t  

is  evident that some degree of curvature Is present in the data, but 

no clear choice of a mathematical model (e.g. exponential) is  possible, 

a reasonable approach is  to systematically examine polynomials 

increasing order.

Simplicity in a linear model can be furthered by translating the given 
data values into »deviation* or »standard» values so that the intercept 
of the fitted line always lies at the origin. Then the equation only 

has to specify the direction of the line. If and
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standard values of subject i at times 1 and 2, then the regression 

equation for predicting from z^^ may be written

. ^1 2^1i slope coefficient,
predicted value and no intercept constant is required. The standard

value is calculated from

‘li
(X^i . where is the maximum likelihood estimate

of the population standard deviation. When there are two or more 
independent variables the standard value regression equation is 

extended thus

® • ■ Pl*li ■^^2*21 * ^ 5*31 *m̂i ^ ^ - 1* (m-(m-l)i

in the case of an m-dimensional space. The beta coefficients, also 

called beta weights, are not simple correlations of each independent 
variable with the dependent variable; they are also influenced by the 
intercorrelations between the independent variables. A comparison of 

the absolute values of the beta weights, for a given set of indep
endent variables, indicates the relative contributions of the 
corresponding variables to the prediction of the dependent variable.

A coefficient of multiple correlation R, which has the range O ^ R ^ l  
can be calculated as described below. The coefficient R is a measure 
cf the over-all effectiveness of the multiple regression being an 
estimate of the proportion of the total variance in the dependent 

variable that can be predicted from the known variance in the 

independent variables.

Once the beta weights have been obtained they are used to calculate 

the coefficients, b. In the formula for the given data

\ h i  * ’’2*21 * ’’5*31 ............ '’n-l*(in.l)l * ®
where C is an intercept constant involving the means of the m
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standard values of subject i at times 1 and 2, then the regression 

equation for predicting from may he written
z » r z,, where r,« is the slope coefficient,
^2i 12 li

predicted value and no intercept constant is required. The standard

Yfilue is calculated from
2 = (X^ where is the maximum likelihood estimate

of the population standard deviation. When there are two or more 

independent variables the standard value regression equation is

extended thus

'mi Pi^ii + P-*- •2 21 ^3*31

in the case of an m-dimensional space. The beta coefficients, also 

called beta weights, are not simple correlations of each independent 
variable with the dependent variable | they are also influenced by the 
intercorrelations between the independent variables. A comparison of 

the absolute values of the beta weights, for a given set of indep
endent variables, indicates the relative contributions of the 
corresponding variables to the prediction of the dependent variable.
A coefficient of multiple correlation R, which has the range O ^ R ^ l  
can be calculated as described below. The coefficient R is a measure 
of the over-all effectiveness of the multiple regression being an 
estimate of the proportion of the total variance in the dependent 
variable that can be predicted from the known variance in the 

independent variables.

Once the beta weights have been obtained they are used to calculate 

the coefficients, b, in the formula for the given data

%ni- \hi * * V3i * .......... " V lV D i °
where C is an intercept constant involving the means of the m
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variables as will be shown below. The b coefficients are derived from 

the corresponding beta weights by scaling each beta weight by the 
ratio of the standard deviation of the dependent variable to that of 

the indepent variable. Thus

The multiple regression model is derived using differential calculus

to obtain a solution for the weights in the linear function that

minimizes the average squared error of prediction. Thus, if the
. th

difference between the actual and predicted value for the i
variable is called the error e^ (e^- then the purpose

of multiple regression is to minimize the function of e
f(e)-Z(z - z J V n where N is the number of independent ' ' mi mi ^

variables. Substituting the earlier obtained expression for z^^ the 

function becomes

f(e).(l/N)E(*^ -(Pl*U •̂ P2*2i * ... ■̂ Pn.l*(m.l)î ) ‘
When the partial derivative of f(e) with respect to each Pj 
taken we obtain a group of m-1 normal equations in m-1 unknowns.

These normal equations have the form

Pi *'lA * '15P3  ...... * ~  ’’im
'21P1 * ^2 * *’2 5 ^  + .—  + ~  '2m

•31P 1 '32̂
+ • . . • ^5(m-l)Pm-l “

#
"'(m -l)lft.'*(m .l)2P2'^^(m -l)3ft'*'.................

On the left of these equations, apart from the unknown beta weights, 
we have the intercorrelations between the m-1 independent var 
whilst on the right is the correlation of each independent variable 

with the dependent variable. In order to solve this system of 
simultaneous equations the problem is first translated into
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- = s

J.  ̂ ^

notation. An m-equare symmetrlo matrix is then formed from the 
interoorrelations among the m variables and it is called R. Matrix 

R is divided into four segments as follows

="12 ’̂ 13“ "  "'iCo-l)
'22 '23 ’̂ 2(i»-l)

'3 2 '33

Im
'2m
’5m

'(m-l)l '(m-l)2 '(m-l)3“ ’"(ni-l)(o-l) '(m-l)m

■ml ’̂ m2 ’'m3 ’'«(m-D , rmm

I

-11 ' -12
S2 1 ' ^2

R is the matrix of interoorrelations of the independent variables.
R -W. is the column vector of the correlations of the dependent 

variable with each of the independent variables and i» the 
soaUr 1 . The required vector of beta weights ̂  is computed from the

relationship
P  . Rji-Hii »here R^J is the inverse of the matrix Rĵ ĵ which 

is computed in the subroutine MIMV. The coefficients b are obtained 

by computing
b-A.fi where A is a diagonal matrix of order m-1 . The standard 

deviation of the dependent variable is divided by that of the indep

endent variable to form each element of the diagonal

The intercept constant C is computed as
C - M -(b.M) where M is the m- 1  element vector of the indep-

endent vector means, and M is the mean of the dependent variable*» m
The multiple correlation coefficient R is obtained from the relati 

ship
.2 . «12
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The computer program consists of the main routine named MOTOIL, 
a special input subroutine named DATA, and four subroutines from the 

scientific  Subroutine Packagei CORRE, ORDER, MINT and wnttR. The 

purpose of MKTOIL is  fourfold

1, To read the problem parameter card for a multiple regression

2. To read subset selection cards used to specify a dependent

variable and a set of independent variables
3* To call the subroutines to calculate means, standard deviations, 

simple and multiple correlation coefficients, T-values and analysis 

of variance for multiple regression 

4* To print the results#
The purpose of CORRE is to compute means, standard deviations, sums 
of cross-products of deviations and correlation coefficients. It uses 

subroutine DATA to read an observation (« data values) from the 
input device (M is the number of variables in an observation). The 
purpose of ORDER is to segment the matrix R into four as described 
above. The purpose of MINV is to invert a matrix. Many of the results 
produced by the routines CORRE, ORDER and lilNV are used as inputs to 

the last subroutine MULTR. The purpose of MUI/TR is to perform the 
multiple regression analysis for a dependent variable and a set of 
independent variables as described above. Listings of MUIiTR and 
MNTOIL appear in appendix II. The coefficient ie calculated and 
used as a measure of the goodness of fit of t ;e tri;’l data, shown in 

table 4.3.1.1# to the dependent variable.
2

The first run of the program gives a goodness of fit, measured by R ,
%

of 0.75 «“4 attempts were then made to improve on this in the follow
ing manner. The data pertaining to the first factor was moved one 
month in advance of or behind the price data. If the goodness of fit
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yvAR MOIITH FT index
O^XD indus ti 

nrod^
(1970-100)

Price Jnde^ 
indust•mat.
(1970=100)

£ Price of
(1970=100) gold Z/oz,

1971 7.0
7 .0

I u72

1974

520.0  
514.C 
~X̂ 6.0 
J64.0
576.0 
59B.O
4 7 5 .0
455.0
455.0
427.0
455.0
450.0

101.2
100.2

99.1
100.6
101.9
100.5
10 0 .4
101 .0
100.5
100.6  
100.2 
100.5

J 5.0 451.0 9 9 .2
F 5.0 471.0 93.1
Î.Î 5.0 471.0 101.0
A 5.0 4 8 9 .0 1 0 1 .7
M 5.0 475.0 103.1
J 6.0 453.0 103.5
J 6.0 488.0 101.8
A 6.0 490.0 1 0 1 .4
S 6.0 451.0 103.9
0 7.25 453.0 105.1
N 7.5 481.0 105.7
D 8.0 475.0 106.1

J 9.0 455.0 10 8 .6
F 8.75 442.0 1 1 0 .7
M 8.5 447.0 1 1 1 .9

A 8.25 455.4 110.0
^  .m 7.75 4 5 4 .0 109.9
J 7.5 450.0 111.1
J 9 .0 433.0 111.5
A 11.5 422.0 1 1 1 .0
S 11.5 452.0 1 1 1 .6
0 11.5 454.7 1 1 2 .7
N 11.25 401.5 1 1 0 .6
D 13.0 329.9 106.5

J 12 .7 5 524.8 1 0 1 .2
F 12.5 316.5 105.3
V 12.5 297.5 105.9
A 12.25 290.0 107.3
il 1 2 .0 269.6 107.5
J 11.75. 267 .5 10 8 .6
J 1 1 .7 5 254.8 109.2
A 11.75 222.9 1 0 8 .9
3 11.75 203.5 107.2
0 11.5 199.4 105.7
N 11.5 1 8 1 .0 105.5
D 11.5 1 6 0 .1 103.0

102.2
105.5
105.6 
105.1
104.6
105.0
106.6
105.4
104.9
104.5
104.7
105.1

105.6 
105.4
105.9
106.1
105.9
106.2
107.7
109.6
1 1 0 .7
112.9
115.3
1 1 8 .7

122.7
126.0
129.4
130.5
132.4
137.5
145.1
152.4
153.8
1 6 1 .7
166.0
175.1
209.5
215.1
215.0
215.4
214.0
211.7
2 1 2 .3

, 213.7
212.8
220.1
225.8
222.5

contd.
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:'oî?rn ÎAIR FT IND7J-C
OECD induct, 

pro’.
(1970=100)

Price inde^ 
indust ïmat•
(1970=100) (1970=100)

Price of 
gold £,/oz,

1975

3976

1977

1978

11.25
10 .7 5
10.25 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
11.0 
11.0 
12.0
1 1 .7 5
11.25
10.0
9.25
9.0
10.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
15.0
15.0 
14.75
14.25

1 8 3 .7
262.6
292.6
514.9
339.0
352.6 
304.4 
293.3
520.9
341.9 
36X .9
565.8

397.0 
404.2
404.7
406.0
406.6
578 .6
58 3 .8
568.1
344.0
293.6
501.0
528.6

374.7
3 9 3 .8
418.2
415.1
456.7
450.5
443.1
47 8 .6
522.8
511.9
4 8 0 .5
481.6

48 2 .3
457.9
4 5 4 .9
460.9 
476.6
466.1
472.2
500.8 
516.0
497.5
476.9
4 8 2 .4

105.5 
105.2
105.6
1 0 1 .5
99.4
99.7

100.6
9 8 .5

1 0 0 .5
100.6  
100.8
99.8

1 0 1 .4  
102.6 
102.1
1 0 2 .5
104.4
10 0 .4
101.3
100.5
102.1
102.5
103.4
103.5

103.7
103.5
103.6 
102.5
103.7
100.2
102.8
102.7
102.7
1 0 1 .4
105.4
106.3
106.8
107.4
107.1
111.5
110.2 
111.8
1 1 1 .3
1 1 1 .4
1 1 0 .4
109.3
109.7
111.1

222.1
2 1 8 .8
221.9
222.9
226.2
227.7
233.2
241.4
243.2
252.2
256.7
259.5

261.5
265.9
274.2
286 .3
292.0
299.6
502.0
504.0
314.4
327.7
331.8
330.2

337.8
339.5
347.2
549.7
548.3
345.2
344.5
358 .8
3 5 8 .1
333.9
358 .0
355.0

351.3
351.1
358 .0
365.4
370.8
570.8
369.0
563.6
367.2
366.3
370.8
375.3

TABLE 4 .3.1 . 1  DATA Ü3ED IN MUUIPLE REPRESSION ANALYSIS TRIAIS
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deteriorated then a morement wae made in the other direction* If the 
goodneea of fit iapiroTed, the program continued to move the data 

another month, then a third and so on each time running through the 

regression analysis to obtain the goodness of fit*

When the best fit, i*e* the maximum value of R , was obtained with 
the first factor it was fixed that number of months either in advance 
of or behind the dependent variable. The program then took the second 
factor repeated the procedure until the beat fit was obtained*
The same process was repeated with the third and fourth factors.
When all four factors have been examined once, the program returns to 
examine the first factor and the whole procedure is repeated because 

the alterations in the other three factors may have upset the optimum 

setting of the first* Any change made at the second iteration in any 

of the factors causes a third iteration of the whole procedure and 
so the program continues. After each iteration a check is made to see 

if any of the factors have been altered from the previous iteration*
If no change has been made the results are printed otherwise another 
iteration commences* Since has both maximum and minimum values it 
is clear that a solution will always be obtained except in the case 
where an oscillation occurs* By this I mean that the solution may 
almost be reached when a change in one factor causes a change in a 
second. On the next iteration the first factor reverts to its former 
value and on the next so does the second*-This would continue 
indefinately except that after one hundred iterations the program 

stops and al?.ow8 a manual check to be performed.

When this program was running correctly a 'best' result wfs obtained
2

with the data in the positions shown in table 4*5*1*2 giving an R of 
0.85* The terms 'in advance' and 'behind' are used to mean the follow
ing* Say the fourth variable is best arranged so that the July figure
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correlates with the September figure for price. I t is then said to  be 

two months -in adnno.' and will appear in the resultant regression

equation

f(t).......
FACTOR

Index of Industrial Production 

iVholeaale Prices
s

Gold Price

Value of £(1970*100)
PT Index
;:inimum Lending Rate

SETTING

9 months in advance 

5 months in advance

4 months in advance

5 months "behind 

1 month behind 

8 months in advance
ANALYSIS

The equation obtained from the regression analysis is of the form

Y(t)-8.6+0 .5 X^(t-9 )+O.O3X2 (t-5 )-O.12X5(t-4 )-0m33X4 (t+5 )-Ow02X5(t+l)
+ 0 . 6 8 X g ( t - 8 )

Tlds equation gives good explanations of the movements in the dollar 

price inspite of the fact that the economic indicators being used are 
British. Correlating the same factors^against the Sterling price gives 

a much lower value of R^0.72. The for the above equation is 0.85.
The equation as it stands is unsuitable for forecasting because the 

foiu-th and fifth variables lag the dependent variable.

The variables X^ and were then set to be 4 months in advance and the 

regression rerun. The R^ fell to 0 .79. It was then decided for the 
reasons which are fully discussed in section 7 .2 to rerun the analysis 
with all the variables one year in advance. Fair iortwae smiling the 

improved to 0 .8 4 with a standard error of estimate O.O9. The equation 

now obtained gives the results shown in Table 4.5.1 -3 and illustrated 
in Pig. 4.5.1.2. The two factors that appear to have the greatest weight

11
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in the equation are the value of the pound (a measure of in flation) and the 

I.iLR. Indeed discarding the other factors does not significantly a lte r  the 

results obtained. The improved equation is  of the form 

Y(t) = 59.1 + 0.02X^(t-12) - 0.08X2(t-12) - 0.05Xj(t-12) - 0.49X4(t-12)
+ 0.02X_(t-12) + 1.87Xg(t-12).

As tlv; value of the pound drops we would expect the price to r ise  henoe the 

relative oooffioient of X .̂ As the minimum lending rate increases, we would 

evpect the price to rise  henoe the positive coefficient of Xg.

Although the prices given hy the correlation arc not always accurate they do 

linve the merit of following the jump In price in Autumn 1973 and again in both 

Autumn 1974 and Spring 197«. The f a l l  in December 1977 was only followed some 

four months a fte r  the event. On this basis i t  might be expected that the 

equation was going to give a fa ir ly  re liab le  indication of the direction of 

prioe movements in 19 7 9. Poreoasts were produced for the twelve months Jan.- 

Dee 1979. Those were then compared with the actual price of the o il.  The 

tiouji in the price in the Spring was correct. The results are shown in

TABLE A. 1.1.4 A mtlPAWTSON OF ACTUAL 'TOH FOHKCAST PRICE THE LATTIl.
ilh-POTED IT MOUTHS BEFORE THE FORMER BRCATiB A7AILABLB

Table 4.3.1.4 above. A buyer using this equation in December 1978 wouldf have

obtained forecasts showing a £5-35 increase in place of the £1 .4 6  increase
that actually occured. This is a totally unacceptable error in terms of
making a decision whether to buy or not. Anticipating the purchasing formula

developed in 5.5.3 on'page l66, we see that the buyer would receive a signal
to purchase the maximum amount of oil possible. Had the actual price been

known then only six month's supply of the oil would have been purchased.
In the event a large purchase of stock at this time would not have been a

vew sensible action because during 1979 Interest rates rose alarmingly to
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Note
It might he thought that the dollar price of the peppermint oil under 
discussion would he influenced, in the main, hy US economic factors. 
Life for the forecaster would be relatively simple if this were so. In 

the years 19 7 1 -19 7 8 the quantities, shown in Table 4 .3.1 .5» of oil were 
produced in the states of Washington and Oregon i.e. Yakima/Willamette 

quality oil (see map pg. MA)» The amount of that oil exported is also 
shown both in absolute terms and as a percentage of the oil produced.

TABLE 4.5.1.5 Yakima/Willamette Production and Exports (1971-19781 
Unlike such commodities as ooooa, wheat and^ silver, peppermint oil is 
not marketed through any form of international exchange(Ch.3  and pg.220).
The prices quoted in this work are usually those quoted by a New York 
essential oil dealer in )i/lb. converted to £/lb. at the appropriate 
exchange rate. The United Kingdom and Japan together account for 40^ 
of the oil exports from the US whilst Prance and West Germany together 
account for a further 20^. Must the forecaster then consider the relation
ships between the Yen, Franc, Marc, Pound and Dollar? No! If a representative 
of each of these five countries were to walk through Wentworth Street, U1 
market at different times of day and each stop to buy a piece of cauliflower 
marked 35p the actual price that each pays may be very different as every 
street trader knows. The 35P is an asking price (and even that changes as 
the day grows old). Peppermint Ctl is no different because all the sellers 
are comi>eting with one another as are the buyers. The British buyer may 
or may not pay the asking price depending on his bargaining strength and his 
view of British eoonomio factors.Like him, when a bargain is struck, the US 
seller is affected by his hone conditions. According to onete viewpoint one 
can regress either set of economic variables against the dependent variable. 
The results obtained are satisfactory from the Ihiited Kingdom standpoint. 
Exchange Control and exchange rates are quite another matter and have been 
carefully excluded from this work except where unavoidable!

1 1 2 (obverse)
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factors* 
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¡, of oil were 
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Irted is also 
[l produced*

1 1977 1978

1 5599 4432
2127 2856

1 60 60
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^orth Street, El 
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fferent as every 
[that changes as 
all the sellers 

^ish buyer may
strength and his 

[is struck, the NS 
viewpoint one 

dependent variable* 
lorn standpoint* 

feer and have been

165;̂ which would have considerably increased his carrying costs* The
Nov
TTfs
1*65"
2*85 

2759 
7.05 
6*50 
elW 
7 .8 2  

5*69 
% 17

15.13
12*83  

10*99

Forecast

11*15 10*59 9 .8 4 11.29 1 2 .4 9 11.78 1 1 .8 7
8.65 9.00 9.15 9.15 7 .8 0 7.51

10*62 10*34 8*88 7.64 7.88 7*57 7.41
4,37 4*00 4*12 4.10 4.10 4.70 4.70

4*87 4*81 5*83 6*91 8*00 7.76 8*22 7 .9 8

TABLE 4*3*1*3 PRICE OF PEPPEBUNT OIL (f/lb) AND RESULTS OF REGRESSION (19 7 1-197^ )

buyer would then still have been faced with a decision whether to hold 

or sell based on his own view of the future*

This equation, on its own, would not be a trustworthy method of purchas

ing oil* It might however give some clue to the direotion of future 
price changes* Against this advantage must be set the disadvantage of 
the confusion that would arise over the timing of suoh changes* One 
result that the equation strongly indicates is the link between interest 
rates and the price of the commodity,(see note opposite about dependent

variable)* 4*5*2 The Exponentlal Smoothing Method
It is clear that in exceptional market situations methods which are
intended to relate a variable to influences with which it is causally
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related are lik e ly  to te ineffective.' Regression analysis i t s e l f ,  of 

course, does not depend on causality, but in order to avoid an 

essen tia lly  undirected quest fo r factors which might give a re liab le  

indication of future prices i t  was decided to employ the exponential 

smoothing method suggested by Brown .̂ It is  a simple method of fore

casting future resu lts , taking account of trends and seasonal patterns 

in the past resu lts . It requires only a small amount of data and is  

well suited fo r use as a routine forecasting procedure on a computer.

Let the price of o il in the t*^ month be x^. In order to describe the 

method we assume the observations of x  ̂ are random samples from some 

distribution and that the mean of that distribution does not change 

sign ifican tly  with time. We envisage im underlying process such that 

5  ̂ -  a where »a* is  the »true value*. The observations x  ̂ include 

some random »noise* so that + e  ̂ where the noise samples,

e . , have an average value of aero. In the sequence of prices the value
X

of the coefficient *a* w ill change at d ifferent parts but in any local 

part a single value gives a reasonable approximation to the price.

The aim is  to estimate the current value cf *a* by some kind of 

average. As the value changes with time the average shculd be arranged 

so as to give more weight to current observations than to those more 

distant. The moving average is  commonly used fo r th is purpose. In 

order to explain the actual averaging method used by Brown*a model i t  

is  helpful f i r s t  to describe the moving averagSi^

Consider the five  successive observations of priest x^ -̂42, X2- 45#

x ,-43 , X.-41# X--59. The average of these prices is  Mc-42. A reas-
5 4 5

enable estimate of the coeffic ien t, written here as d because i t  is  an 

estimate, is  that average
m m  42. The forecast fo r any future price is  *54^*42 , 

since the errors have an average value of aero.
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Suppose now that the sixth observation is Xg-44* Now the actual 
average is if we oontinue to average only the most recent

five observations* In general
- (x^ + x̂ _ĵ  .........+ actual average

of the N latest observations at time t. Another way of calculating 

is to use the previous average thus
Mt ■ 1 + (x^ - *^.jf)/N • Thus if the next observation is x^-40

- 212/5 + (40 - 45)/5 • 207/5 • 4l|« The suooessive estimates 

of the coefficients would be
a^-42, ag-42|, Using the moving average it is difficult

to alter the rate of response in a system* This is because the rate 
of response is controlled by the choice of the number of observations, 

N, to be averaged* A large value of N is suitable in a series of 
prices that are not changing much* When there is change however it is 
better to use a small value of N to obtain a more rapid response*

Using the moving average can result in large amounts of data having 

to be stored especially when N is large and many series of data are 

held* It would be helpful to have some way of calculating the moving 

average without storing all the past data* Ctoe way gives a good 
approximation* Consider again the seven price observations above* 

Suppose that after calculating My (*41^) ® H  the items of data were 
lost* A new observation Xg»46 is obtained* The revised average would 

then be given by
Mg - + (xg - Xj)/5 but the value of x^ has been lost* The

nearest approximation is to give Xj the average of all the data,
M^-4l|. How the new estimate of the average, M, is given by

Mg - + (Xg - M^)/5 - Xg/5 + (l » whloh is an estimate of
the actual moving average Hg* Brown uses the notation S (for smoothing)
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in place of the M (for moving average) to describe this process# If 
the process were used for every observation the smoothed function of 

the observations is
S (x) -OCX. + (l -oc)S. ..(x) where the smoothing constant oc is “t' ' t t*l

like but not equal to 1/N in a moving average. Its value will lie 

between 0 and 1. In our example
Sq - 46/5 + (4/5)207/5 - 1058/25 - 4^ *  The new smoothed value 

is equal to the previous smoothed value plus a fraction oc of the 
difference between the new observation and the previous smoothed 
value. Performing this operation on any sequence of observations is 
called exponential smoothing. It is possible to gradually eliminate 
the previous smoothed values so that S^(x) is a linear combination of 

all past observations as follows.

S^(x) -wx^ + (1 -«)S^_i(3c)
-OCx^ + (1 -oc)^x^_;^ + (1

■ocx^ +oc(l -oc)x^_j^ +flc(l

(1 - « c ) % . k  .
With this method of averaging the weight given to previous observations
decreases geometrically with age. For example if the smoothing constant

isQC-0.2, then the current observation has weight 0.2, the previous

observations have weights O.I6, 0.128, 0.1024 and so on. When the
«

smoothing constant is small, the function S(x) responds slowly like 
the average of a great deal of past data and therefore the variance 

of the estimate of the coefficient is small. Alternatively when OC is 
large, S(x) will respond rapidly to changes in the data. It should be 

clear therefore that the selection of a value f o r «  is of some 

importance. Generally 00 is set arbitrarily at some value in the
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range 0.1-0.3# Eroim suggests that, should the smoothing constant 
appear to require a value higher than 0.3, a check should he made on 

the validity of using a constant model. However higher values of 
than 0.3 can he appropriate. The ability of the model to smooth out 
random fluctuations in the price series will he reduced as ot increases 

whilst at the same time the rate of response increases.

Now if the data exhibit, no obvious trend and contain^ no seasonal 

pattern then S^(x) is the best estimate of the price at time t.
However should a trend be present the underlying process has to
be amended to^.^-a +bt to accomodate the trend b. The true value of 

b, as in the case of a, is not known but must bo estimated from the 
past data. It can be estimated by an expression similar to that for 

the smoothing function
®t “ -K)®t-1 ^ another weight-

ing coefficient again lying in the range 0 to 1. The presence of a 
trend causes the smoothing function S^(x) to lag behind the true 
values. This lag is corrected so that the estimate of the current 

average price, P,̂ Q̂f longer S^(x) but Ŝ Ĉ c) +
The second term in this expression is known as the bias correction 
factor. To obtain a forecast of future prices then the estimate of 
this current price is made and then the estimated monthly trend is 
qdded to it as many times as there are months ahead to be forecast.

Should there be seasonal effects to take into account they can be 
estimated as follows. The estimate for one month in a particular year 

is given by the ratio of the actual month's result, x^, to the estim
ated average price that month, Again the exponential smoothing

form of equation is used to give an estimate of the seasonal factor 
for that same month in any year a weighted average being taken of the
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most recent estlimte and the previous value of the factor. So if the 

estimate of the seasonai factor for the t*** month, and the same 

month in following years, made in the t**“ month is then

Ot ■ A , o  ^ ̂ °t-ia ^
coefficient lying in the range 0 to 1. The coefficients JJ and 6  are 

given values arbitrarily in the same way as a value is given to Ot .

When a seasonal effect is present it is necessary to alter the initial
 ̂ 4 4.Uequation for the smoothing function. The actual price in the t 

month is replaced by p^, the deseasonalized price for the t 

month (Pt“*t/®t-12^* forecast of price T months ahead without

seasonal allowances, calculated
A  A   ̂m -aP t,T "'t,0  * ’ ’•®t •

To complete the forecast when seasonal effects are included the 

estimated price for the (t + T)*** month made in the t*** month,

is given by
A A -  
*t,T"^t,T*^t-12+T •

Exponential smoothing always requires a previous value of the smooth

ing function. There must be some value that can be used for when 
the process is started. In the case where there is earlier data in 
the series at the time the exponential smoothing is started then the 
best initial value is the average of the most recent N observations. 

Thus initially.

More often than not the smoothing begins with the first item of data. 
In this case a prediction of the average price is made. In the case of

the trend an initial value is needed for B. It is simplest to set
Bq - 0 if earlier data is available because a current estimate of the 

trend can be made. However if no past data is available an estimate

has to be made as in the case of the price. In the case of the
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seasonal factor, for the first twelve months the price is divided

by C To minimize any changes to the actual price in the firstt~12
twelve months therefore it is probably safest to set Cq ’^-1'^-2*
C •••••,C “ !• There is however no hard and fast rule«

Apart from the hazards of setting the values of Sq , Bq and Cq this 
method is dependent on suitable values being given to the weighting 
valuesOC, 2̂  andi*. The values given toO(, ̂  and i  effectively deter
mine the magnitude of the forecast value. The operator is therefore 
in effect predicting the price changes when he decides which values of 
o<, y  and i  give the model the best chance of success. The most skilled 
operators of the model are those endowed with the best forecasting 
abilities and, as it is argued later, it is the operator that is
responsible for any successful forecasts made, not the method./
We have available the price of peppermint oil each month over the 

five years 1971-1975 which gives sixty data points. Brown recommends 
that where possible at least fifty and preferably more observations 

be used. As the research continued the prices in 1976, 1977 and 1978 
became available to extend the data base and furnish checks on the 
forecasts. The three factoreOC, Jf and «Tdeeorlhed aboTe were altered 

for a number of computer runs in an attempt to find the best 
combination of settings which would allow the predicted prices to 
closely approximate the actual prices. In one series of runs the foil 
owin^ method was used. The predicted price of peppermint oil on the 
basis of data available in month n-1 is denoted by We then find

cr, Y  and S  so as to minimize
i  where P is the actual price in month n. In table 

T T  n n' n
4.3.2.1 the above sum appears in the line labelled smci. The factors 
OC a n d y  were varied from .1 to .99 holding S  constant at .81. The
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lowest values of SUMl appeared at the top end of the range and S  was 

then varied until the minimum value 80.53 of SUMl appeared at
, ,99 andS^ - #19* This result is the best setting for 

^  and ( when predicting prices one month ahead on the basis of the

TABLE A.^.2.1 VALDES QFj and i USED IN SEARCH FOB MINIMOM VALUE
--------------- - or soia

data available up to the end of 1975*

A similar problem was then solved for the predioted price of oil on 

the basis of data available in month n-6 denoted by Here we

minimize
ig represented by SUM2 in table 4«3«2«2. 

The factors oc and ^  are again varied from .1 to .99 holding i  constant. 
The lowest value of SUM2 appeared at the bottom end of the range. Then 

(was varied until the minimum value I63O.I of SUM2 appeared at

TAoiit — --------------------- OF SUM2

These two extreme results are reproduced in full here to show the 

extent to which alterations in the values ofOC, ̂  and to a lesser 

extent i  affect the predicted values of prices.

By a process, of trial and error it was found that neither of these 
extreme settings gave the best results. Nor indeed did any fixed 
setting of ^ and i give consistently reliable predictions. For
example in September 1976 the price was £8.58 per lb. and in October it
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;)umped to £15.72 per lb. staying at that level for the next six months. 

The beat predictions of this aeries of prices was obtained by giving 

a high value to<f at .83 and s e t t i n g - .8?. These values of«,
^and i give the predictions shown in table 4.3.2.3* The prediction

TABLE 4 .3.2 .3 PREDICTED VERSUS ACTUAL PRICES WITHp^» X  • .Q7 t ^

for October, the actual price for September being the last piece of 

data given to the computer, is far too low. However the importance 

attached to the seasonal factor i  gives great weight to the Jumps in 

prioe between October and November in 1975,1974 and .to 1975 ^len a 

downward trend was reversed.

With different values of OC, ̂  and i  it is possible to obtain a much 

higher prediction in the first month and also different spireads 
between the first and six monthly values predicted. It is not diffic

ult once the actual prioe is known to find the values of 0(, ̂  and J 
that would have given a prediction close to that price. The difficulty 
is in selecting suitable values of Of, ̂  and S BEFORE the actual prices 
are known. The operator of this method in selecting his values for«, 
yand i has in effect to make an implicit prediction of the price.
The argument has been advanced that with practice the operator of 
this method can obtain bettor results than the first time user. To my 
mind this is not an argument in favour of the method because it is 
simply sayixig the operator is better able to manipulateoc, ̂  and i  .

It is more accurate to say that the operator has become better at 
predicting whatever is to be predicted, in our case the prioe of
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peppermint oil*
4.3,3 The Box and Jenklna Foreoastlng Method^

A model that can be used to calculate the probability of a future 
value in a time series lying between two specified limits is called 
a stochastic model. Box and Jenkins^ (1970) discuss a class of 
stochastic models. The type of time series represented by our 
peppermint oil price series has no natural mean level and thus is non- 
stationary. We have already seen an example in section 4*3*2 of a 
forecasting method that uses exponentially weighted moving averages - 
which is appropriate for one type of non-stationary stochastic process. 

The class of non-stationary processes that contains the stochastic 
model for which the exponentially weighted moving average forecast 
is optimal are called autoregressive-integrated moving average 

processes or ARDIA processes for short. The Box and Jenkins approach 

to forecasting is first to derive an adequate stochastic model for 
the particular time series under study. Once a model is chosen they 
claim the optimal forecasting procedure follows immediately. The 
exponentially weighted moving average forecast, they point out, is a 

special case of such forecasting procedures.

Before following a short derivation of their’ model we note the use of 
a backward shift operator B which is defined by Bz^ - also its
cousin a backward difference operatcr V  which is defined by 

V i  - »  - * stochastic model useful in
representing certain series is the autoregressive model. The current
value of, say, price ie expressed as a finite linear aggregate of

.... be

be deviations from|^.
past prices and a shcck a^. I^t price at times t, t-1.

®t* ®t-l* and let s^, *^«1»

e.g. - ẑ  Then
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" »2S-2 * »P^-r ^ '*■

- 4 then the autoregressive

^p”t-p "*t ••• ••• (4«3*3»l)

is called an autoregressive process of order p. The variable z is 
regressed on itself hence the name autoregressive« If we define an 

autoregressive operator of order p by

jl{B) . 1 - fiB - ......

model can be written
♦(B)z^ - a t unknown parameters

X ..... 4 . 0 ^  have to be estimated from the data. The variance of▼2* ..... ^ p ’ a
the white noise process a^ is <^.
Another useful model is the moving average process already described 

in section 4.3.2. Here z^ is made linearly dependent on a finite 

number q of previous a*s. Thus

• a^ - * ̂ 2*t-2 ” •••••• “ ^q®t-q.». ••• .•(4»3«3*2)

is called a moving average process of order q. If we define a moving 

average operator of order q by
0(B) - 1 - OiB - 0 2 = ^ ...........O^B,

then the model may be written
z -d(B)a in which the q+2 unknown p a r a m e t e r s0
t t
...... 0 , ^  have to bo estimated from the data.2^ q a

Box and Jenkins combine those two typos of model (4.3.3*1 and 4*3*3*2) 

to form a mixed autoregressive-moving average model

•t ■ h S - i  * ...... * ♦p't-p * •* * ........
or ^(B)z* - 0(B)«^ In which the p+q+2 pareoeters detailed abore

have to be estimated from the data. In practice it turns out that p 

and q are rarely greater than, and often loss than« two.

The price series which wo are considering is a non-stationary model 
because it does not vary about a fixed mean. Box and Jenkins say that 
such series behave in a similar fashion oven though the general level
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about which fluctuations are taking place may be different at 
different times* They represent this behaviour by a generalized 

autoregressive operator <p(B) which is related to ^(b )
^ B )  - f(B)(l - B)^ where ()(b ) is a stationary operator as above. 

From this they obtain the general model for non-stationary behaviour 

^(b )z^ * ^(B)(1 - " 0(B)a^.
In practice the degree of differencing d is 0, I or at most 2. It is 

this combination of the two types of model that gives the title 
which is represented by the acronym ARIMA and the process is of order 

(p,d,q). Thus, for the ARBIA (0,1,l) model, the forecast for all 
future time is an exponentially weighted moving average of current 

and past z's| this is exponential smoothing.

The selection of values for p,d and q determine the type of model to 
be used whilst the values assigned the parameters in the polynomials 
0(B) and |(B) completes the definition of the model. Should the model 

thus defined give an unsatisfaotory account of the data then the 

above process is rex>eated.

Box and Jenkins describe a recursive method for calculating the para

meters in 0(B) and ^(b ) which depends on the operator making an 
initial estimate. The criterion for deoiding when the parameters 
are correct is, as usual, the minimum sum of squares. Details of 

this can be found in ohapter 7 of their book.

The Box and Jenkins contribution to the subjeot is therefore to 
oombine two types of model, autoregressive and moving average, into 
one the mix being determined by the operator. There are no independent 
variables which has the merit of avoiding the problems faced by the 
method of section 4.3.1« However the oritioisms levelled at the
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method of 4 .3 .2 are still active in this case. The values assigned by 

the operator to the various coefficients mentioned above will 
necessarily depend on his attitude to risk. The subjects of risk and 
uncertainty are discussed more fully in Chapter V (see section 3*3*3*l)*

Most commentators on Box and Jenkins seem to face their generalized 
method with some trepidation. I have tried to reduce it to a fairly 
simple arrangement which might give some idea of the c<xnplexity of 
the original. As with other forecasting methods that roly on the 
operator to provide values for various coefficients the importance 
of the selection of these values is played down. This is a pity 
because a healthy discussion of what affects the operator's choice 

sheds considerable light on the shadier areas of the forecasting 
problem. Some discussion on this topic is presented in Chapter V.

Trials using the Box and Jenkins method were made using programs 

based on the algorithms in part five of their book and very kindly 
loaned by the London School of Business Studies. Two different models 
were found which satisfied all of the diagnostic tests yet clearly 
bore little relation to the actual aeries of data. Both models had 
the same serious failing of being unable to predict changes in the 
price that did not conform with past trends| that is both those 
points on Fig.l in Appendix I where the direction of price changes 
alters those points that appear as discontinuities. Many such 
discontinuities and directional changes appear in our data which 
makes the task of finding a suitable forecasting model not only 
formidable but also probably a waste of effort. A full description of 

the trials made appears in Appendix I.
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4.4 The Price of Peppermint Oil (1971-1975)
The price of peppermint oil is not only affected by outside factors 
such as crop yields and industrial demand but also, and probably more 

strongly, by the dealings as the oil passes along the chain of inter

mediaries between grower and end user. During the years we are 

examining there was one period when the price of the oil m v  than 

doubled over four months. This was between August and Ndveabsr 1975 

when the price moved from £5 .2 1 to £7.0 5. The usual reason for a 
rapidly rising price is high demand generated by fear of future 
shortages. Is there any evidence to suggest there would be a shortage 

of oil in 1974? The accompanying table 4*4*1 shows the produotion 
figures for the state of Washington and the total US production.
Those figures do show a fall in production compared with the previous 
year 1972 but it is small when compared with the drop in produotion

between 1971 and 1972. That drop resulted in a price change, between 

August and November 1972, from £2 .5 3 to £2.8 5. It is hard to relate 
the relatively small drop in production in 1973 to the vast price 
increases that year. The total US production of peppermint oil rose 

in 1973 as did the amoumt imported by the UK.

The prices of peppermint o i l  shown in table 4 *3«1*2 are not in fact 

indicative of the average amount paid by importers in the®, over the 

whole year. Figures provided "kgr HM Customs and Excise (see table 4 «4 «2 )
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show the total amount of oil imported from the US and the average price 

paid for the years 1971-1975* This price should be oomx>ared with the 
average prices quoted for those years the New York broker* At this

TABLE 4.4.2 UK IMPORTS OF PEPPERMINT OIL roOM US AND FRIGES PAD) 
--------------------------------- - 1971-1975

point it is helpful to indicate which of the many possible figures
«

available for price is to be used. Is the price of oil the figure 
quoted by a broker or is it the figure actually paid on purchase ? 

Should one oonsider the average amount paid over the year by all 
importers as being the price for that year ? Clearly it does not help 
to say that the price of a good is that sum which a purchaser is 
prepared to pay for it, since the purchaser may be in receipt of 
a * buyer *s surplus'. The purchaser may pay, if he is fortunate, less 

than he was prepared to pay or indeed be obliged to pay more through 
lack of choice in a tight situation where he needs quick delivery for 
an important order. The dictionary defines price as 'money value paid 
or asked for goods' which is not very helpful in the case of peppermint 
oil. We can see from table 4*4*2 that the money value paid in 1971 
was greater than that which was asked for by the broker whilst in 
the years 1972-1975 it was less. Throughout this work unless other-*, 

wise stated, the price of peppermint oil used is that asked for by 
the New York broker each month. This is because, if the company where 
I was studying this problem had needed to purchase oil that month.
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that is the price they would have had to pay. That the average price 

paid hy UK oompaniee was less than those quoted hy this particular 

broker over the four years 1972-1975 i« due partly to deals being 
made with other brokers at lower prices and partly to importers 

buying when prices were lower than average.

In trying to understand the fluctuations in the price during the 
five years under study it is necessary to know the prices at each 
stage in the chain from farmer to importer. The Washington farmer 

received^ on average^ the prices shown in table 4«4«5 for his oil

over the years 1970*1974»

The price received by the farmer one year is not really reflected in 

the New York broker’s price until the following year owing to the 
harvest taking place in September. For comparison therefore I have 

put the 1970-1974 farmer’s price received alongside the 1971-1975 
(years 1-5 in table) broker’s price asked to obtain the table 4»4»4# 
That the UK importers did, on average pay considerably less than the 

price asked for hy the broker, eepeoially in year 4 following the 
world fuel oil price rises, is partly due to the largest importers 
beginning to contract directly with the farmer and partly to buying at 

times during the year when the broker’s price was lower than his 
average. One oonpany who provided data for this study did not buy 
enough oil to make direct contacts with the farmer worthwhile. They 
bought, at moot, two thousand pounds weight of oil in year one (1971) 
for an outlay of around £4,000. The great jump in price fro* year two
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to year three caused them to lose their major customer for peppermint 

flaTOuring using this grade of oil# The price since year five has 

continued to rise to new heights in excess of ten pounds sterling 
per pound weight and consequently no peppermint oil has been imported

by this company since 1972 from the USA.

Some explanation is needed for the sudden drop in the price asked by

Farmer’s Price (c/lb) 
Broker’s Price (f/lh) 
UK Pfioe Paid (£/lb) 
Broker's ^ mark-up

th. broker from ytar four to year five. Ontll tha and of th# sixties 
brokers were oontsnt with selling oil lO-lZj^ abows the Frios paid to 
the farmer. The costs of collecting, rectifying and blending the oil 

are estimated to take some 2-5jS of the mark-up leaving a profit from 
the difference of 5-10fc5 over the farmer's received price, to year 
two, as can be seen in table 4.4.4, this mark-up rose dramatically 
from the year one figure of fourteen per cent to forty-seven per 
cent. This margin was repeated in year three but meant a greater 

return in cash beoauee the farmer received nearly fifty per oent more 
than in year two. It was not long however before certain Oregon and 

Washington farmer# realised the vast profits that the 'middlenen' 

vers making.' It waa particularly hard on the farmer who agreed a 
fixed sun, say three^pbunds per pound, for the season following hie 
year three crop. The prloe received by hla fellows averaged nearly 
five pounds per pound. This difference in price baa usually been
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accepted with equanimity hy the farmer growing to a fixed contract 

because he knows that in some years he w ill he receiving an above 

average price and is  prepared to lose from time to time fo r the sake 

of re s tfu l nights# However the price at which he saw his o i l being 

resold was fa r  in excess of his estimates in year three and the year 

four resu lts  must have been most frustrating  to .faxM rs on a fixed  

contract however equitable th e ir natures#

Meetings were held amongst the farmers to try  to organise some re s is 

tance against the monopoly buying power of the four large dealers and 

the largest industrial buyers in the US, manufacturers of toothpaste 

and chewing gum# These meetings resulted in united action by the 

farmers to hold out fo r  better prices with the threat of institu ting  

legal proceedings under the US an ti-tru st laws# As can be seen from 

table 4#4#4 their action resulted in good prices in year fiv e ,  

particu larly  good when compared with the prices being paid by UK

importers#

The figures in years four and five  can be a l i t t l e  misleading because 

they do not reveal, fo r i t  is  the very heart of the broker»s business, 

the carry over of o i l  from one year to the next# Althou^ extensive 

enquiries were made i t  soon became apparent that particulars of th is  

kind were closely guarded secrets by the companies concerned# In the 

oaee of our Hew York broker i t  would appear that quite a lo t of o i l  

was carried over from year four to year five  because he cannot have 

sold a great toount at his asking price in  year four# The asking price 

in  year f iv e  should probably be compared against the farmer*# price in  

year POUR due to th is carry overf in this case the broker is  not 

making the loss that at f i r s t  sight he seems to be doing# It is  id le  

to dwell on th is however without accurate figures showing the stocks
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available for the broker to call upon each year. Doubtless he is an 

investor, in the Samuelson sense, for years one throu^ four and 

possibly a speculator in the last year.
4 .5  Options Open To The Buyer.

The buyer in the UK wishing to purchase peppermint oil has at most two 

options open to him depending on the amount of his annual require

ment. The first class of buyer,dealing in comparatively small 
shipments of say five to ten drums, each drum containing four hundred 

pounds of oil, has to date traditionally dealt through a broker. He 
pays for all his shipments at a price which usually covers all charges 
until the oil is on board the ship ready to sail to the UK. This means 
that all the stages, from the farmer's distillation plant to the ship, 
have been organised for him and included in his price. The second 
class of buyer has some scope for bargaining with the seller be it 
farmer or dealer. Until year four it was common practice for largo 
quantities of oil to be bought through a dealer. When the farmeimbegan 
to seek means to strengthen their position it quickly became apparent 
to some UK buyers that the potential existed for individual deals to 
be made direct with the farmer. Necessarily this type of transaction 

requires certain prerequisites.

The first consideration in purchasing oil is probably quality. The 

buyer knows what his manufacturing customers require in their 
flavourings. He knows that his blending colleagues have only a 
limited number of ways of meeting the requirements where price and 
quality limits are preset. The customer is said to be very sensitive 

to alterations in the taste that the flavouring imparts to his 
products. With peppermint oil it is technically difficult consistently 
to supply the same taste whilst saving on material coots, m  practice
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this means that not only must mentha piperita be used for certain 
customers but also that it must come from a particular area in the 
United States or even from a particular farm. The chemical composition 

of the oil, of which details were given in table 5.5.2 in the last 
chapter, is important. The buyer needs a constant supply of a oonsis- 
tent quality of oil. It will be neoessary therefore for him to contract 
with a farmer to guarantee his supply. It is in the contract that both 
farmer and buyer face their hardest decisions. They are both, in effect, 

acting as price speculators if they attempt to fix a price because the 

market may well contradict them at the year’s end. Without fixing 
a price they are both putting themselves in a virtually Impossible 

position. The buyer wishes his supply of oil at a given price in 
order that he can give adequate notice to his customers through his 

own blending concern's sales force. The farmer wishes to plan his 
five year growth cycle without living from hand to mouth at the mercy 

of the hanks for his capital requirements.

The solution of fixing a price is  usually the most satisfactory to  

both p arties . There are those who claim that market forces w ill tend 

to encourage the breaking up of such arrangements. This need not be 

the case because the motives linking buyer and farmer together in  

th e ir contract would outwei^ considerations of short term gain. The 

farmer, when be finds his neighbour reoelving a better price fo r his 

o i l  at the end of the season, w ill  seek to  drive a harder bargain in  

his next oontraot.The growth of these individual type of arrangements 

can only improve a ffa irs  fo r both the farmer and the UK Importer. The 

farmer should, in general, receive a much better price than at present 

whilst the buyer w ill perhaps pay less than at present. The only 

sector of the market to bo adversely affected by this type of arrange

ment are the present 'monopolistlo' buyers who have had the market
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place effectively shut until very recently. To date only a few 
farmers have foreseen the benefits that these proposals open to them 
whilst the European buyer has still to take advantage of the changing 

relationship between dealer and farmer.
4*6 Discussion

0
One of the first studies of price fluctuations was made by Baohelier 
in 1900. He postulates a mathematioal model which assigns a probability 

to a market fluctuation of a given size and it is of interest that 
his discovery of Einstein’s probabilistic model of diffusion anti

dates that of Einstein himself. He studies the static state of the 

market at a given instant to establish the law of price changes 
consistent with the market at that instant. In his preamble he makes 

the following interesting remarks oonceming the Paris Hours«?
’The influenoes which determine fluctuations on the 
Exchange are innumerable! past^ present and even 
discounted future events are reflected in market 
price, but often show no apparent relation to prioe 
changes.Besides the somewhat natural causes of prioe changes, 
artificial causes also intervene* the Exchange reacts 
on itself, and the current fluctuation is a function, 
not only of previous fluctuations, but also of the 
orientation of the current state.
The determination of these fluotuations depends on 
an infinite number of factors; it is therefore 
impossible to aspire to mathematical prediction of 
it. Contradictory opinions conoeming these ohanges 
diverge so much that at the same instant buyers 
believe in a price increase and sellers in a price 
decrease.’

It is not impossible to aspire to mathematioal prediction but the 
success of such aspirations without additional help are in doubt.
Most forecasters depend at least as much on a ’feel for the market’ 
as on hard market Information. Some of this ’feel’ is, of course, 
due to the retained memory of past situations, of almost forgotten 
conversations about the state of the trade, of the oonsistenoy of the
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formal market »picture* with information about other events not 

necessarily closely related and so on, but some of i t  is  not*

In our analysis of economic decision making, we see the decision 

maker as being influenced by his system of beliefs about the nature 

of the world as well as by information flows« Each decision maker has 

an awareness that the market situation is  constantly influenced by the 

expressed intentions and notions of every other market decision maker« 

These many influences, some of Bachelier's ’ in fin ite  number of 

fac to rs', form a very wide network« It should be remembered further 

that each decision maker is  acting on factors of a material sort which 

affect demand and supply in the market as well as on his ’ feel* fo r  

the market« Thus we have a network of influences which is  very closely  

woven so that the threads form, as i t  were, a ‘whole cloth* which is  

not well represented by p artia l analysis« Under these circumstances 

not only is  formal analysis d iffic u lt  but unrelated events can a ffect 

each other so that the simultaneity of events may appear to supplant 

clearly  causal trains«

The most hopeful course fo r the buyer therefore, wishing to guarantee 

his supply at a certain price, is  to locate a farmer who can supply 

his grade of o i l  and to contract with him in the manner suggested« 

There is  no easy solution to long term forecasting of price depending 

as i t  does on such a varie ty  of factors many of them intangible« In 

the short term however, through contracting d irectly  with the source 

of supply, the biyer is  able to exercise some control over the price 

he w ill pay«
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4*7 Summary

The chapter opens with further consideration of the position of the 

middlemen and of dealers in the chain of supply from grower to UK 
importer. Their position at the »information'crossroads* is considered 

to ho of great importance in governing the prices paid to the growers 

and the prices paid by the importers. The dealer*s exploitation of his 

position is said to establish a »false equilibrium* in the market place 

and we are able to see an unpredictable hand at work in the forces 

that govern the price of peppermint oil.

Three prediction cethoda are tested for their ability to forecast 

the price of peppermint oil. Multip3e regression analysis fôveàls 

but two factors, the value of the pound" and the IQ£, ae having the 
most important influence on the price in the years 1971-1978* Cloeer 

exaoin.*ition shows the equation as a poor indicator of the magnitude 

of price changes but better at indicating their uircclion up to twelve 

months before they occur. The second method tocted ia one devised by 

Brown. The accuracy of the predictions produced by this method depend 

on the skill of the operator in sotting factors to aid the fit of a 
etochaetio model to the data available. This skill is directly related 

to hie ability to predict price chatges. The Box and Jenkins method 

revealed at least two models to explain the data, which showed ths 

coneietency of the.market process studied even if they wore unsatis- 

factory in producing useful forecasts. Of those three ^ethoda tested 

the most hopeful for future development is the first. The interested 
buyer mléçht, over a period of seven or eight.years, refine and improve, 
the model produce forecasts of a more realistic, magnitude* It will 

at its best be no more than an aid to forecasting.

Even in times of relatively stable prices unforeseen .shocks can 

disturb market equilibrium and involve the buyer in unexpected * 

losses. After a close examination of the way in which prices change
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and of the difficulty in making an effective forecast, and bearing 
in mind the role of the middleman in a market situation which is by 
no means as uncomplicated as the text book case, it is suggested 
that a buyer wishing to avoid risks due to fluctuations in price 
should make direct contracts with a grower or growers if possible#
It may be, however, that a buyer cannot do this, either because his 
requirements are too small or because he lacks the information or 
bargaining skill, as was mentioned earlier in the discussion of the 
middleman's function (see 4#2)# It may also be the case that the 
buyer is not a risk-avoider, but may be willing to accept the 
uncertainty involved in order to have the chance of making a greater 

profit.
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CHAPTER V
THE WAY IN 77HICK THE PRACTICAL TASK OF Tr3  DECISI01T-:tAKSRS WITHUi TIE

FI5I.! RELATES TO THEORETICAL AITALY3I3 .
\

5*1 Introduction

An important part of this study is the placing of normative models of 

the inventory decision and of related decision areas in a practical 

context. The present"research, therefore, involved at an early stage 
a close ohservation of the way in which a firm handled these decisions. 

An extensive period was spent in a business which imported many 

different essential oils both for its manufacturing process and for 
further trading in untreated oils. This chapter, therefore, contains a 

description of the method of stock control used and of the way the 
stock control procedures were related to the people responsible for 

the underlying decisions.

It was due to the management's awareness that stock control procedures 
could be improved that the writer was permitted to make a studj' and to 

offer suggestions as to how they might best do this. It was clear that 
variations in the prices of the materials bought in affected the 

stocks held, but the way in which this effect operated was not 
immediately apparent and was difficult to q^uantify. The effects of 
interest rate were also difficult to estimate in a period in which the 

firm's turnover almost doubled, Hows'/er, both prices and interest 

rates seemed to have an effect on the amount of stocks held, and if 
their changes could be foreseen, then the inventory decision could be

modified.

The familiar economic order quantity formula, described in section 
5,4,1, can be adjusted to take account of changing prices and interest
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rates and in this chapter a revised version is presented. The 
successful use of such a formula will depend to a large extent on the 

buyer's ability to forecast both future prices and future interest 
rates. The problems of providing a methodical way to forecast prices 
have been discussed in the previous chapter whilst the effect on stock
holdings of varying interest rates was discussed in Chapter II. That 
buyers do make decisions on the likely future prices is indisputable 
but only the passage of time can show how accurate their forecasts 

have been.

If these decisions could be embodied in an amended economic order 

quantity formula, a more efficient stock ordering system could be 
provided. Such formulas, based on normative models of the inventory 
decision which assume a fairly simple structure for the problem and 
for the environment in which the decision takes place, may not reflect 
complexities in the actual situation which are likely to seem very 
Important to the decision maker himself. It may also be the case that 
the decision maker may have legitimate business objectives which are 
more complex than short-run cost-minimisation or profit-maximisâtion.

Much of the detail of the way in which buyers arrive at their decisions, 

-therefore, is likely to be difficult to observe or to report. It 
concerns qualitative factors which are subtle and not susceptible to 

measurement* It is the presence of these factors, together with 
intangible qualities of the individual buyer's psyche that make 
attempts to formulate the forecasting process and its relationship 
with the inventory decision likely to be only partially successful.

The fore<ti8tB are, of course, crucial in decisions whore stock is to 
bought not for the manufacturing process but for further trading, that
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is to say the purchases are speculative* In this type of purchase the 
economic order quantity is not so central to the décision as when 
buying for tto day-to-day manufacturing process* The buyer thinks the 
price will rise and therefore purchases| at the same time he is aware 

that there is a risk involved and so he will not become too heavily 
committed to one particular oil* He will spread his risk over the range 

of oils carried as a general rule.

There are times however when he is so certain that the price will rise 
that he does in fact sink substantial amounts of capital into one oil* 
The amount purchased in this case is limited^ in theory, only by the 
capital and storage space available so long as the net percentage 
return anticipated is greater than the return which could bo gained by 

an alternative risk-free investment* It follows that in practice the 
amount purchased will bo limited by the buyer's sense of caution 
which is affected by his confidence in his price prediction* This sort 
of situation is difficult to quantify since it involves both the 
buyer's confidence in his prediction and his attitude to the risks 
involved* It is also clear from the above that a further element in 
the inventory decision is the appropriate definition and calculation 
of capital costs, which are involved in both speculative and non- 

speculative decisions*
5,2 Capital Costs and the Inventory Decision 

In discussion a senior manager at the firm studied held that shortage 
of funds presented no difficulties for a good project* In the context 
of the discussion it was clear that this would be considered to apply 
to inventory investment which included a speculative element. Even sc, 
there must be some awareness of the cost which is represented by the 
commitment of funds to an investment project* The consideration of the
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amount of capital 'tied up' in stock is, in fact, an important 

element in the firm's investment decision.

The problem of capital costs in the inventory decision falls into 
two parts t an accurate calculation of the money value of the capital 
sunk, or to be sunk, in inventories and an evaluation of the return 
sacrificed by the commitment of this capital to inventory investment.

The second of these two elements may be based on either the cost of 
obtaining funds for inventory investment from banks or elsewhere or 
on the cost of diverting capital from other profitable uses, i.e, the 
opportunity cost. There is an extensive literature on the cost of 
capital and on whether a 'lending rate' or a 'borrowing rate' should 
be used in the evaluation of investment projects, see for example 
Hirschleiffer} Occasionally, the mistake is made in business of 
thinking that cash tied up in inventories costs nothing, especially if 
the cash to finance inventory is generated internally through profits 
and depreciation. However this implies that the cash in inventories 
otherwise would sit idle. In fact, the cash could be invested in 
government securities, at least, if not in inventories. And if it were 
really idle, the cash very likely should be released to shareholders 

for profitable investment elsewhere.

A further difficulty in the case of inventory investment is that it is 

difficult to define in a precise way the rate of return to be attributed 

to holding stocks. So far as precautionary holdings are concerned the 

risks due to stock outs, and the loss of profits associated with them, 

are predominant in the decision. For si>eoulative inventory investment, 

the period of holding is likely to be oomparitively short and whUe 

the expected gains will be related to forecast price rises they are 

likely in the nature of the situation, to be too uncertain to warrant
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a sophisticated approach. In any case, it is likely, too, that the 
risk-taking manager who might he willing to engage in suhstantial 
ipeculative inventory would also he the managerial type least likely 
to find prohahilistio methods credible. This problem is referred to

later in the chapter.

For the practical decision maker, therefore, the rate of return on 
capital investment, in inventories or elsewhere, is seen as the ratio 

of the additional profit earned as a result of the investment to the 
additional out-of-pocket investment made. In inventory investment, 

however, the identification of this incremental profit is almost 

impossible to disclose in many cases.

The other element of the inventory-investment decision is the money 

value of capital tied up in stocks. Here again, there are many 
complicating factors. The true inventory investment is the out-of- 

pocket, or available cash cost of the goods in inventory and these 
coats must be distinguished from the »book» or accounting value of 
inventory. Haw materials, for example, need only be purchased when 
required by the production schedule and if the purchase can be delayed 
then the money might be better used elsewhere. The timing of the prod
uction schedule does not influence inventories representing equipment 
and facilities already bought and paid for. Therefore while depreciat

ion on these items represents a legitimate cost for accounting 
purposes it should not be counted as part of the inventory investment

for planning purposes.
Taw materials hare to te purchased at a certain time of year 

due to the aeaaonal nature of the crop. Such inyestment la unawoidahle 
and la not Included in the computation of inwentory value for pUnning 
purposea. It does however still represent capital tied up but not In
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the inveatnient sense defined above• These purchases most be dieting» 
uished from speculative purchases which do not fall into any of the 

above categories*

Returning to the question of the rate of imputed interest or of 
desired return on investment, the firm purchasing peppermint oil baaed 
their return on that which could be earned by an alternative use of 
internal funds* The rate of return charged may depend on the type of 
investment* For example, permanent investment (as in relatively perman
ent inventories) may be financed internally at a relatively h i ^  rate, 
while seasonal inventory stock may be financed by bank borrowings at a 
relatively low rate* Furthermore where the investment varies substant

ially from one time of the year to another, the capital cost of 
inventory investment may at times be based on the maximum amount of 
funds tied up* The latter basis may be appropriate where cash released 
during low-inventory periods cannot be profitably invested elsewhere*

It is generally accepted that average or expected earnings which 
merely equal capital costs are not enough in risk bearing circumstances! 
something additional is required to compensate for assuming the risk* 
Manufacturing and merchandising organisations are in business to bear 
the risks of these activities and to earn the resulting risk taker*s 
profits* When the question of an appropriate rate of return to charge 
against investment is raised, the Bank of England minimum lending rate 
is sometimes suggested when this rate is in fact inconsistent with the 
company's financial policy. It is important that the inconsistency be 
noted since the use of minimum lending rate, when in fact the company 
is not inclined to use outside funds, typically results in a much 
lower rate of imputed interest and a much higher drain on capital than 

is consistent with true company policy»
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When inventory investment is normally financed internally a rate of 

return of up to 25?̂  is considered by many businessmen not to be 
unreasonable. In choosing a truly appropriate rate - a matter of 

financial policy - Magee^ suggests that businessmen consider the

following questions*
1. Where is the cash coming from - from inside earnings or outside

financing?
2 . What else could be done with the funds and what could they earn?

3. When can the investment be retrieved, if ever?

4. How much risk of sales disappointment and obsolescence is really

connected with this inventory?
5. How much of a return is required, in view of what could be 

earned elsewhere, or in view of the cost of money and the risk 

the inventory investment entails?

The use of a capital cost based either in external or internal interest 
rates is not a cost readily calculated in accounting records! a fact 

which soon becomes api>arent on scrutiny of company reports. It is, 
however, a very real cost which is implicit in many problems which

arise in inventory control.

5 ,3 stock Control System Used in the Factory 

At the time of the study (1975-6) no computer facilities were available 

to the stock controller, although with the assistance of the writer, 

computer systems were subsequently installed.

The system in use during the period of observation was the conventional 
one of a set of stock record cards, one for each of the raw materials 
used. The form of the card, which had seven columns, is illustrated in 
table 5.3. The card is headed so as to show which material it relates 
tc, the unit of measure used, the level at which a further order for
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the material should ho placed and the amount to reorder. The amount to 
reorder had been established in the case of frequently used materials 
through experience. In some oases the instruction to consult the 
manager/buyer replaces the quantity as is explained later. No calculat

ions had ever been made to see if the reorder quantity was in fact 
optimal taking into account reordering costs, storage costs and possible 
discounts on larger orders. Where the material was only used occasion
ally or was purchased for speculative as well as manufacturing reasons 
the stock controller consulted with the works manager before a decision 

on how much to reorder was made.

12.8.71
20.8.71
16.9.71
22.9.71

c 291
A 6052

e w %

TABLE 5.3 TYPICAL RAW MATERIAL STOCKCARD LAYOBT

The first column of the card carries the date to which the entry in 
that line refers. Any orders placed with the supplier for further stocks 
of the material are entered in the second column and the order number 
is noted in the third column to facilitate reference. In the third 
column also are noted the order numbers given to a customer»a order 
that uses the material. The amount of the material that will be required 
for that order is then entered in the fifth column and deducted from 
the balance available for future orders in the sixth column although 
the actual balance of material in the store is not yet affected. T.M» 
is because there was usually a delay between the time that the stock 
controller saw the order and the time when it was processed in the
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factory# When the material was actually removed from stock the stock 

controller was notified and the actual balance in column seven amended#

A short description of the lines shown in table 5«3 now follows#

The first line records an order placed for a further 1200 lbs# of 

peppermint oil which is delivered five weeks later# The delivery is 

recorded in the fourth line of the card and the balances made up# In 

the first line the balance available is 280 lbs# against an actual 

balance of 520 lbs# This is because on the previous card an order 

has been marked off that will need 40 lbs. of oil although the order 

has not yet been processed in the factory# The purpose of the two 

balance columns is to give the stock controller earlier notice of the 
need to reorder materials than if he simply had the final column»s 
balance to work with# It also allows the customer to be given earlier 

notice of any impending delays due to the non-availability of material 

for completing his order# The second line records the day on which the 

material for the order recorded on the previous card is actually removed 

from the physical stock. The actual balance is now amended to 280 lbs. 

Sometimes in the case of frequent orders for the same compound it is 

more economic to produce a larger batch of the compound than is actually 

ordered# In that case stocks of finished compounds or part-completed 

compounds are kept and recorded on different cards# The customer's 

orders are then first checked against these cards and only the balance 

of what is required to be manufactured is removed from the card in 

our example#

The third line records customer's order number C 291 which will 

require 70 lbs# of oil for completion and thus the balance available 

for further orders is reduced although the amount actually in stock 

remains the same# On the date, six days later, that further supplies of
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oil arrive the ?0 lbs. of oil is drawn from the stock available and 

used* This is recorded in the fourth line and the actual balance 

cornea back into lino with the balance available.

The stock controller*s task was to keep all the raw material stock 

cards, as well as the part-completed and completed compound stock 

cards, up-to-date. In order to verify the correctness of his records 

from time to time he made a physical check of the stock. This might 
be quarterly, half-yearly or yearly depending on the frequency of use 
of the particular material. Where the amount in stock falls short of 
the total recorded on the card every effort is made to discover the 
cause. A likely reason might be that when oil was drawn off for use 

in the factory the note recording the withdrawal might be forgotten 

or mislaid whilst travelling to the stock controller. In this case he 

can check the amounts removed against the amount needed for orders and 

soon see where a discrepancy has arisen. Where leakage or spillage has 

occured the»will also be discrepancies. When the amount in stock is 

more than expected then only two likely causes can be investigated.

The first is that a mistake has been made either in the records of the 

amounts drawn off or in the subtraction on the stock card. The second 

is that no record has boon made of material returned to stock. This 

might happen where an order is cancelled Just as it is about to be 

manufactured. Another reason migiit be the discovery that less needs 

to be manufactured than was originally allowed for. This could be when 

more of the finished compound is discovered in store than is recorded; 

on the stock card. This sometimes occurs when a customer returns a 

consignment of goods for one reason or another and the return to stock 

is not notified to the stock controller.

In oases where the amount of material to be reordered was already
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established the stock controller sent through to the order clerk 

notification of the amount and type of material to be reordered 

when the stock dropped below the reorder point. In the case of pepper

mint oil most of the oil purchased from North America was used to 

satisfy one particular customer*s needs over the year. This customer 

was very sensitive to changes in the price of the compound supplied to 

him. Consequently the peppermint oil was usually purchased at the most 
favourable price obtainable and sometimes in a batch large enough for 

a year*s usage. This typo of transaction was handled by the general 

manager who also handled the buying and selling of all stocks of 

material held for speculative reasons the stock controller being 

merely a recorder of the transactions in these instances. The general 

manager was directly responsible to the managing director and was in 

effect the financial controller also without holding the title. 

Purchases requiring a heavy investment of cash were however always a 

joint decision made all the senior management. In cases where it 

looked to the manager that prices would fall he purchased as little 

as possible whilst fulfilling orders. Where it looked as if prices 

would rise then larger supplies were ordered consistent with the

annual usage.

Th. m»thod os.d ^  th. manager In Judging the amount to purchase m e  

not much different whether or not the purchase was of a epeouUtlTS 

nature. When purchasing material for the manufacturing process the 

knows how much la needed, based on foreoasts of demand, and, 

haring Judged whloh way the prloe will move, he makes hie deeielon on 

whether to purchase Immediately or to defer some of the purchase to 

a later date. Similarly when purohaeing for epeoulatlve reasons he has 

a fair idea of the demand he can expeot and adjusts hie purohaee
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quantity accordingly. The most important factor in his decision in 

either case is his Judgement of the way in which the price will mows.

In the case of peppermint oil this has been discussed in the previous 

chapter. Once the decision of WHEN to buy has been made the decision on 

HOW liUCH to buy follows. In the organization studied no formulas of 

any kind were used in this decision! the manager used his experience 

and feel for the market. In the next chapter the manager's assessments 

of the best amount to purchase at a given time are canpared with the 

results we obtain using the amended economic order quantity formula 

presented later in this chapter.

The method of inventory control and its interaction with the discretion

ary decisions of senior management has been set out in some detail for 

five reasons. Firstly in order to stress the systematic but essentially 

unsophisticated way in which routine material ordering procedures were 

handled. Although scrutiny of available holdings was close, involving 

both careful record-keeping and checks of actual inventories, no attempt 

was made to apply cost-minimising principles to inventories. Secondly, 

although the management were aware of the costs associated with capital 

tied up in inventories, such considerations weighed less than the need 

to avoid »stock-outs*. Thirdly, both senior managers and larger 

customers were sensitive to price fluctuations, the general manager 

intervening when anticipated price changes seemed to make it advisable. 

Fourthly, provision was made by the »consult* instruction for 

managerial intervention in relatively high value-density commodities as 

a matter of policy. Whilst there was great care to investigate discrep

ancies and wastage, there was not a comparable scrupulousness in 

recording »returns to stores »| there was thUs a lack of symmetry in 

the attention paid to cost-saving and the conservation sf a valuable
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comniodlty«

The stock control system used hy this company could easily he trans

ferred to a computer from the point of view of keeping the records 

and issuing warnings when stocks are low. In the cases where the card 
is marked »consult», however, it is hard to see how the manager»s 
function could he automated for the computer. Using a computer for 
the stock control would not he justified unless the computer system was 

already in use elsewhere in the company, for example in the accounts 

department. However, once in use for stock control much of the 

clerical drudgery in the stock controller»s task would he eliminated 

and more time could he given to stock checks and purchasing.

5,4 Economic Decisions Made Under Uncertainty

Economic decisions, inclodlng managerial decisions, depend for their 

effectiveness on adequate information flows# These flows may he of 

many kinds and might concern market information, including price 

movements to he expected, information about technical processes, 

infom^tion about crops or about industrial relations amongst other 

things. Prom the points which emerged from the theory of the decision, 

as well as from observation of the practical decision-making in the 
company concerned, it was clear that this was very much the case with 

the inventory decision. The flows of information available to the 

decision-makers included current and past prices of the commodities 

stocked, current and past rates of usage, current and past inventory 

levels, the history of lead times between order and delivery, market 
conditions for the essential oils held, conditions of weather and 

cultivaticm, a history of past relationships with dealers and import

ers, information about prices and volumes traded in related markets
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and about financial conditions* With all this information, the 

inventory decisions still retained elements of uncertainty to the 

extent that they concerned future situations about which information 

could not be available* ^

It is conventional, in the analysis of decisions made under conditions 

of other than complete certainty, to distinguish between decision

making under »risk* and decision-making under »uncertainty*. In some 

aspects of the inventory decision, such as the estimation of lend 

times between order and delivery, it might have been possible for the 

decision-makers to have calculated the probability that particular out

comes would occur# However no evidence was found of decisions based 

on such calculations being taken even in the areas mentioned* In

other situations it would have been possible to have approached the 
0

estimation of probabilities intuitively and to have used procedures 

appropriate to situations of »subjective risk*. Again, there was no 

evidence of such approaches being used and it is this writer »s opinion 

that the managers encountered during the study would have found such 

an approach to be at variance with their genuine intuitive feel for 

the total situation* For those aspects of the decision in which a 

speculative element was present, that is when buying in anticipation of 

a substantial price rise, the situation was more clearly one of true 

uncertainty. In the absence of firm information and with the links 

with past observations difficult to discover, it is not surprising 

that attitudes towards decision making and to the risks involved 

should tend to become intuitive rather than coldly rational* As will 

be seen in the next chapter, the buyer responsible for the peppermint 

oil inventory decision, having operated a rule-of-thumb policy quite 

lacking in the application of sophisticated technique^responded with.
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considerable flair to barely disoeratble indications of future price 

increases*

Possibly the more natural approach for many deoision-makers is not 
unlike that postulated by Shackle^, in which «potential surprise* and 
»stimulus* focus attention on situations which are likely to be moot 
worth consideration. However deoision-makers may find it more in 
keeping with the entrepreneurial aspects of their role to 'gamble* that 
one of the several possible, alternative, future states of the world 
will be the one in which their decisions will bear fruit than to deal 

probabilistically with several such states.

Finally whatever outcomes are envisaged must bo related to decision- 
makers* preferences and to their attitudes to risk. Ideas of deoision- 
makers* utility functions are notoriously difficult to make use of 
although assumptions may be made about them. In many aspects of the 
inventory decision, risk-aversion seems to be the rule, with the danger 
of stock-outs an important consideration, but under conditions calling 

for a speculative response this may change. In view of the remoteness 
of probabilistic approaches from the behaviour observed we shall not 

pursue this discussion further here.

5.4 .1  A Simple Version of the Peppermint Oil Situation

The market situation previously discussed is complex and here we shall 

examine only one aspect. The importer of peppermint oil is dealing in 
a product of moderately high value-density. Since the basic product 
depends on an agricultural crop prices tend to fluctuate, although 
these prices are influenced and perhaps even to some extent controlled, 
by the dealers. However peppermint oil can be stored, albeit for a 
limited time, perhaps a year, and so both speculation, in a risk- 
taking sense, and prudent stocking, to avoid higher future prices, can
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take place.

Patty's empirical research, which was cited earlier, indicates that 

the importer's demand is of unit elasticity with respect to price. 

However, consumer's demand is relatively inelastic with respect to 

price. It seems that importers tend to stock up when prices are low 

(i.e. lower than the expected price which might perhaps he taken as 

the equilibrium) and to run down stocks, and to reduce purchases, when 

prices are higher. This would account for the discrepancies between 

the two elasticities. Importers' outlays would be fairly constant, 

this being a characteristic of demand with unit elasticity with 

respect to price. It could be said that the importer, typically - but 

not, of course, invariably - must have been applying some sort of 

'rule of thumb', i.e. buy more when prices are lower than expected, 

less when prices are higher than expected, keeping total outlay 

roughly constant (assuming no significant change in general price 

level). This would moan that stocks were run up when prices were low 

and down when prices were high. The importer's decision, it appears, 

is not dominated by economic order quantity and risk of stockout 

considerations entirely, although the central level of stocks, around 

which the amounts of stock fluctuated might be. The conventional 

decision making rule (for cost minimization) would apply only when 

the price of o^l is that which pertains to the average monthly demand

(see fig.

The question arises of whether the nanufaoturer ml^t also follow suoh 

a rule of thumb or some more oomplex prooess Is at work. Seweral levels 

of decision might well be involvedi-
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1, The ordinary decision based on'the economic order quantity (EOQ) 

plus allowances for risk of stock-out«
2. Variations of (1) to allow for unexpectedly low (or high) price 
levels provided that the trend of prices can be established*
3* Purely speculative inventory decisions beyond (2) allowing for 
extraordinary (above P.Q) outlays and intended to yield speculative 

profits (and involving speculative risks).

Both (2) and (5) involve some degree of speculative risk, in fact.
Even a very conservative manufacturer, governed only by the consider

ations of (1) and regarding price fluctuations as extraneous to his 
inventory decision would be involved in risk due to rising price. (The 

risks involved in inventory situations due to rising prices and the
attendant paper profits arising from inventory valuations have been

,vlOextensively discussed;.

In the particular situation studied our manager plays both the role of 

manufacturer and of importer. When buying materials for the manufact

uring process he would usually be governed by considerations of (l) 
above although with certain materials (2) might be followed. Otherwise 

when buying for speculative reasons (5) would be followed.

5.4 ,2  The l.tanufacturer’3 Avoidance of Risk

The normative theory of economic decisions taken under risk must take 
account of the decision-maker*s attitude towards risk. Often he is 
taken to be risk-neutral or to be a risk avoider. These two possibil
ities dc rot cover the case of the speculator, or of the manufacturer 

- who is willing to seiM a speculative epportunity for profit. Such a 
person would be a risk-lover who would gain some part of his satis
faction (or utility) from the risk involved in the situation.

i .*
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If a manufacturer were indeed risk-averse he would try to avoid all 
risk due to unexpected price fluctuations. He would attempt this by 
hedging. This, in the typical textbook example, involves covering an 
actual purchase (or sale) for trading or manufacturing purposes by a 
speculative sale (or purchase). In the covering transaction, which is 
undertaken in the appropriate 'futures' market, any loss made on the 
actual physical trade is exactly counterbalanced by the speculative 

profit. It is also the case that any actual profit made will be 
counterbalanced by a speculative loss. All risk due to price 
fluctuation can therefore be avoided if there are opportunities for an 
appropriate and effective hedge - the prime requirement being the 
existence of an active futures market that mirrors the movements of

the physical market*

The situation is less clear when there is no futures market for the 
commodity concerned as is the case for peppermint oil. Hedging can 
take place by covering a physical deal in a commodity with a specul
ative sale or purchase in a market for another commodity (or for 
securities even) that experiences price movements of the same kind - 

i.e. of a similar magnitude and direction. If the price movements in 
the alternative market are rou«hly predictable and are known to go in 
the direction to that in the primary market, it will also be

possible to cover the tr«n«iction. Without deliberately matching one 

commodity with another this is in effect what the manager in our 
study does when buying for speculative reasons. He spreads his risk 
over a range of materials. This approach is however of little help 
when price, are fluctuating wildly at different time, auoh a. in Ute 
1973. Fortunately these times are only of intermittent occurrence.
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5,4.3 An Approach to tha Formulation of Deoislon Making

In extending from the firm’s actual decision, made on the basis of 
imperfect information and strongly influenced by the decision maker’s 

feel for the market situation, to more normative models, it may be 
well to set out the formal structure of economic decisions« In doing 
30 however it is worth noting that decisions made in the day to day 
running of a business are of necessity based on imperfect information 
and they are bound to be influenced by the decision maker's feel for 

the market. It could be said then that such an extension is a stop 
away from reality and consequently of limited assistanoe in consid

ering actual market situations.

The ideal conceptual model of economic decisions made under uncertainty 
would no doubt be similar to the 'General Decision Model’ diBOUssod by 
Mengos^ in whioh all the possible courses of action and foreseeable 
states of the world are related to a matrix of outcomes whioh in turn 
are related to some decision criterion, perhaps derived from the 
decision maker’s utility function. The operational use of such a model 
is smallI a complete scan of courses of action and states of the world 
is not possible and the probability distribution over future states of 

the world is unknown and, perhaps, unknowable. Those points and the 
problems of establishing a preference ordering are confirmed by Monges 

and less ambitious procedures must be sought. Even these present many 

problems when applied in practical oiroumotanoes.

For example we might consider a game theory approach (see von Neumann 
and Morgenstern^), or we might consider the use of probabilities and 
decision trees. A serious objection arises, however, to face the 

unwary pursuer of such methods.
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consider the position faced daily by the prospective purchaser of 
peppermint oil. He bases his decision on whether or not to purchase 
more than his immediate requirements on two criteria. The first is his 

view of the price of the oil over a period extending from one to 
perhaps twenty four months ahead. The second is his view of the cost 
of the capital with which he would make his purchase. The cost of 
capital was discussed in section 5.2. »“e action taken by the
purchasers of peppermint that the writer has met has been influenced 
largely by the first view and to a lesser extent by the second. Their 
view in either case is compounded under very many different influences 

many of which are qualitative and not quantitative. Indeed it is 
necessary to go further and assert that there exist influences neither 
qualitative nor quantitative yet still possessing a power over the 
decision maker. A trivial example of such influences would be the 
psychological state of the purchaser. The same man mi^t purchase one 
day what he has declined the previous day and may even regret the 
purchase on the following dayi the price each day being the same and 
without any noticeable change taking place meantime in the outside 
world. The differenoe between this sort of influence and a qualitative 
influence is sometimes hard to discern. The aroma from a particular 
Sample of oil is a qualitative influence that would affect the buyer's 
decision to purchase. The percentage of menthofuran in the oil is a 
quantiflabU influence. How the aroma may be pleasing to the buyer one 
day and not on another. Ihy? It just happens that way, but the factor 
influencing the decision maker's assessment of that aroma is something 
else. It is a subtle Influence the nature of which was hinted at in 
Chapter One. A picture was described in which three figures were 
portrayed In the midst of a grey background. The subtle influences 

alluded to here ml^t be said to inhabit that background.
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so far, the dieoussion has been concerned with the purchaser influenced, 
one «ay or another, and his personal Tie. of the future. In oomnon with 
other decision makers in industry and oommeroe, such a person may look 
to professional advisers to ease the burden of deoision. The approp
riate advise for a purchaser of a h i ^  value-density commodity at a 
time of price uncertainty mi^t include statistioal forecasts. The 
report presented by the forecaster is likely to be impressive| after 

some twenty or so pages of analysis the conclusion mijiit be
- m  conclusion it is the estimate of this *i?d-
the price of oil next June will be «5 Per I'»« 
enoe interval of this estimate is£J .50 - 
“ ^ “ canoe level and £4 - £6 at the 55̂  eignifioanoe
level#'

What should the deoieion maker do on the baeis of such a report? It 
depende not only on his attitude to risk or on his posture in the face 
of uncertainty but also on his faith in the forecaster. He has not 
gained any more definite information than before he asked for the 

report. He knew the price of oil would lie around £5 but the real 
question was not 'what are the chances of the price being £5 but 
■what will the price be’? Nobody can answer the real question unless 

they can 'see' the future. It should be pointed out that in such a 
situation the buyer might purchase at £4.75 but not at £5.25 hence 

his need for accurate foreknowledge#

The forecaster could make his report in a different form. He might 
list the probabilities of the prloe being above 10+t or below 10-t| 
for variouse,H>0 but here again the best course of action will 
not be immediately obvious to the buyer as is discussed in the next

section 3*4*4*

The buyer can look to the teohnlolan. for olarlfioatlon of much of the 
data on which he will base his deoision but the teohnioians or 'experts'
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cannot tell the buyer if his decision is the right one. The ultimate 
decision as to what risks should he taken rests solely on the buyer 
himself. It is perhaps an awareness of this responsibility that causes 

some buyers to seek to spread the burden of responsibility onto 

technical advisers.

5,4,4 Risk and Uncertainty

Some further explanation of the above aweeping dismlseal of probability 
theory is necessary. In olassioal eeonomio theory it is basic to assume 
that the businessman wants to maximise his profits. When faced with 
the choice between two courses of action A and B the first of which 

results in a gain of £50 and the eeoond in a gain of £75 then it is 
assumed that B will be chosen. This assumption is not always correct 
because the typical businessman is only interested in profits so long 

as they are consistent with the continuance of hie business. The 
continuance of the business is of first importance because without it 
there is no vehicle for profit making. Profitability should not always 

be taken as the most accurate guide to that continuance.

The situation is not so clear when action A gives £50 with certainty
and B gives £75 or £25 depending on whether a ooin lands »heads* or
•tails*. Consider the case where the choice lies between the actions
A A A ........If he decides on he will get either
^0* 1* ..... * “
with probability or nothing with probability The olassioal
rule is to maximize the expected gain which is achieved by picking
the action A for which the product P S  takes the greatest value. If n ** “
formulas are available for P^ and and is taken as a continuous 
function of n then the maximum value of E^ is found by the differential 
oaloulus. However, if the probabilities P̂ . are based on observation 
over a long period the decision is valid only in the 'long term' sense.
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Our buyer is  not interested in the *long run*« to wants to know 

what to do in a one o ff situation«

Even where a businessman is  presented with a solution, to the choice 

between two courses bf^action A and B, in the form shown in figures

5.4.3 (a) and (b) where A leads to the p ro fit distribution in (a) 

and B to that in  (b), the best action is  not obvious« What is  *best* 

here depends on the businessman’ s attitude to r isk , his oonfidenoe in  

the accuracy of the distribution illu stra ted  or on some other general 

principle« That is  to say that what set out to be a normative solution 

is  reduced to a subjective choice«

Even when no uncertainty exists in  a decision problem the choice oan 

be d ifficu lt«  For example when offered two bags containing one orange 

and one apple in  the f i r s t  and two of each fru it  in the second i t  is  

usually assumed the second would be chosen« This means that ’more* of 

anything is  betterf there is  an assumption of non-satiety« It is  clear 

that subjective elements are involved and, moreover, decision-makers may 

not always make choices which are rational in  the economist’ s simple 

senses less f ru i t  may be chosen in order to avoid waste or in order to 

avoid the g u ilt feelings that accompany greed« In order to provide a 

simple framework fo r discussion, economists postulate that a person 

confronted with many bags of f ru it  oan arrange them in order of 

preference« Also i t  is  required that i f  A is  preferred to  B and B is  

preferred to C then A is  preferred to C« In economic theory this 

preferrenoe ordering is  often illu stra ted  by an indifference ma£ which 

is  in tu itive ly  and mathematically extended to cover more than the two 

dimensions discussed here i«e« pineapples and other fru its  might be

added«
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Let X represent the number of apples and y the number of oranges in  
n “

the n^  ̂ bag* Then the preference ordering can be represented by a 

u t i l i t y  function u(x,y) such that

u(x^,y^)> u(x2 ,y2 ) i f  and only i f  tag to

^*2a*^2o^ * where a represents apples and o oranges, provided x 

and y are f in ite  numbers. The representation of a preference ordering 

by a u t i l i t y  function was discussed by Wold*̂  and the re lation  between 

the two concepts has been extensively researched by Samuelson and 

others. To continue this line of discussion one has to assume what is  

not always true namely that »everything has i t s  price*. That is  i f  

(x i,y i)  is  preferred to (xg^yg) there exists

y > yg that (xg,y) is  preferred to (x^ty).

It is  not the intention to pursue th is discussion here because we have 

already passed too many assumptions which are open to dispute. The 

problems of applying u t i l i t y  theory to practical decision-making are 

compounded when the decision concerns expected u t i l i t y  and the principles 

to be followed, and the conditions to bo met i f  they are to be va lid , 

are referred to by Boroh® (i960). These problems are compounded i f  the 

decision-maker is  not risk-neutral. For the risk-loving manager seeking 

a one-off solution to his forecasting problem there is  no comfort in  

these ideas which are made unreliable by the number of assumptions 

on which they are based*

5,5 formal Approaches and the Piractical Decision

It is  clear that although the methods employed in  the firm under 

analysis seem uncomplicated, and even prim itive, a l l  of the elements 

of the decision problem are present. The firm would not have been slow 

to adopt more sophisticated methods IP such methods existed. The fact
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that they have not tends to highlight the absence of credible and 

better p ractical methods than those employed« The essential method is  

one in which decision is  by 'rule of thumb', or standard operating 

procedure, to use a more impressive term, subject to intervention by 

a senior decision maker when, as in the case of the commodity in 

question, circumstances so warrant« Thus the reorder quantity in the 

case of peppermint o il is  subject to the instruction 'CONSULT'« The 

use of a sophisticated re-order ru le , or ECKi ru le , is  negated in the 

one case by fluctuatir^  market conditions ai.d in the other by the 

s ta b ility  the quentlty demanded por periodj th is  is  very much in 

line with the position indicated by the e a r lie r  considerations of 

possible demand conditions«

In order to apply an EOQ model i t  would be necessary to incorporate 

some concept of the cost of cap ita l, the compexities of which have 

been discussed in 5*2, and the variations in the price« I t is  in 

forecasting price changes that the decision maker's attitude to risk  

w ill become apparent as the quantities he orders very much depend on 

his forecasts« In the next section an attempt is  made to develop the 

standard EOQ model to incorporate some of these ideas«

5«5«1 The Standard Replenishment Procedure

An ea rly  reference to the most elementary policy fo r economic order 

quantity is  found in Mellen^ (1925).  ̂ typical model might be as follows 

1« Demand« Lot the demand be constant at units per time unit« Hence 

the number of units drawn from stock up to time t  a fte r the given 

origin is  at«>

2« Price« Let the price be £c/unit« We assume that fo r any order of 

whatever size there is  a fixed set up charge of £K*
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5, storage or ^rental* ohargg« For each unit in store there is an 
associated cost of £r per time unit# Let ue suppose that an in it ia l  

quantity Q is  ordered. This w ill he exhausted a fte r time T -  O/a. It 

is required to choose Q (and hence T) in such a way as to minimize the 

average cost per unit of time# The overall cost is  taken to he 

composed as followst

a. Ordering# The ordering cost is  the sum of the set up charge and the 

cost of the material purchased, K + cQ#

h# Storage# After time t  the stock leve l is  Q -  at units and the rental 

charge on them between t  and t  + i t  is  £(Q -  at)rit#  Over the period

T -  Q/a th is  amounts to
^ a

(Q -  at)dt -  JtqV«*
)

Hence to ta l cost is

K + cQ + irQ /a

and the oost per unit time is  A, say, where

A -  (K + oQ + JrQVa)/Q/a -  a^Q + ao + JrQ

^  - -aX/Q̂  + Jr and A is  concave upwards# A then has a turning value 
*

fo r Q -  given hy

Q* -  (2aK/r)^ , which c lea rly  minimizes A.

5.5.2

Let the predicted increase in  value of one unit of stock per time unit 

be a fraotlon  b of i t s  in i t ia l  price c. Integrated over the whole time 

period th is reduces costs hy an amount

ho I (Q -  at)dt - JbcQ̂ a.
Thus the cost per unit time is  reduced hy ihcQ so
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5  ̂ Rf̂ nrage or «rental* charge« For each unit in store there is an 

associated cost of £r per time unit. I^t us suppose that an initial 

quantity Q is ordered. This will be exhausted after time T - O/a. It 

is required to choose Q (and hence T) in such a way as to minimize the 

average cost per unit of time. The overall cost is taken to be

composed as followsi
a. Ordering. The ordering ooet is the sum of the set up charge and the 

cost of the material purchased, K + oQ.
b. Storage. After time t the stock level is Q - at units and the rental 

charge on them between t and t + it is £(Q - at)rit. Over the period

T » O/a this amounts to
^ a

(q - at)dt - Jt qV«*
)

Hence total oost is 
K + oQ + irQ /a

and the oost per unit time is Af say* where 

A - (K + oQ + JrQVa)/Q/® “ + ao + JrQ

^  « ~aK/0? + Jr and A ie concave upwards. A then has a turning value 
«for Q - given by

Q* « (2aK/r)^ t which clearly minimizes A.

i,5.2 Modification Bv Virtue of Appreoiatio:

Let the predicted increase in value of one unit of stock per time unit 
be a fraction b of its initial price c. Integrated over the whole time 

period this reduces costs by an amount

b o ^  (Q - at)dt - JbcQ^a*

Thus the oost per unit time is reduced by ibcQ so
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A -  aK/Q + ao + H t  -  

^  m -aK/Cî  + K r  - 'bo).
The optltml value Q* Is now given hy

d* - (2sK/(r - bo))^ for b o <  r. If bo - r then the policy should

be to order as much as posslbls consistent with the eonfldence placed
in the prediction. Should there be a predicted decrease, l ^ ^ l o e  then

0

b becomes negative an4 Q decreases as it should.

5,5,3 Inclusion of Option to Invest

Suppose that the merchant has an initial amount of capital B which is 

partly used for the peppermint operation and the rest is invested 

elsewhere at a rate of d per £ per time unit. Then if a quantity Q 

of oil is purchased at a cost of £Qc this leaves B - Qo for invest- 

ment and the interest on this reduces the operating cost overall. This 

interest amounts to (B - Qo)Qd/a for the whole period T(-0/a) and 

the cost A per unit time is therefore given by

A - aK/Q + ac + K r  - ”bo)Q - (B - Qc)d 
- aK/Q + (ao - Bd) + Q(Jr - Jbc + od)

whence
d* - (2«V(r - bo + 2od))’ r > (bo - 2od). If thw dwnomlnwtor

is negative or aero then ft* ehould be as large as possible but the more 
attractive the interest rate, l.e. as d increases, then the smaller 

becomes Q • This accords with common sense.

In the next chapter we use these simple models ao a yardstick for 
comparison with the performance of a particular dealer in peppermint 

oil during the period under study.
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5.6 Summary

The chapter opens with a discussion of capital costs. The cost of 

capital is  the cost of obtaining capital fo r use in financing operations. 

This cost may be based either on the cost of borrowings from the bank 

or on the cost of diverting capital from other possible uses or on 

some combination of the two. For capital invested in inventory the 

average time that goods remain in  inventory before they are sold is  a 

factor determining the cost.

The chapter continues with a description of the stock control system 

practised hy the company with whose help th is study was made. The way 

in whioh materials are divided into those purchased fo r manufacturin« 

and those purchased fo r future resale is  described. Different methods 

of purchase are used in each case. A discussion then follows in general 

terms of economic decisions made under uncertainty. Reference is  made 

to  the peppermint o i l  situation and both the importer's and manufaot- 

urer's decision problems are discussed. The topic of decision making 

using probabilities and expected values is  discussed b rie fly . The lack 

of a futures market in  peppermint o i l  is  also noted in  the discussion

on hedging.

The chapter concludes with a restatement of the standard elementary 

replenishment procedure described in  most textbooks. An extension is  

made to th is  procedure that takes into account price fluctuations and

alternative investment strategies.
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CHAPTER VI
tCHASTHO ppPPiimiTWT nn. POR lUVEmOHYt OBSERTATTOH All]) AHALY3IS

m? DECISIONS.

6.1 Introdttotlon
Th. wiln current of We«e concerning the Influence of ohengee in the 

levele of prioee and intereet ratee waa reviewed in Chapter n  and 
the practioal inventory deoialon waa oonaldered within a context of 
theoretioal analysl. in Chapter V. m  thl. chapter I ehall examine how 

much oil an individual buyer actually purohaeed during the eight yeara 

under conalderation and when he purchaaed it. In thl. w«r the total 

axp«xditure on the oil over the eight year, oan he built up. D. 
calculating the coat allowance 1. -ad. for atock appreciation and the 
varUtion in a fixed capital aum available for inveetment elaewher. at 

w y l n g  intereat rates, »ext the standard eoonomic order quantity 
formula is used over the same without any regard to fluctuation.

in price or Intere.t rate to purchase oil at regular intervals, i total 

expenditure for the eight years is again obtained. Purchases ars made, at 

different times over the ei^t years! iHastrate the
effeotiveness of the amended economic order quantity formula intro
duced in the last chapter. The «.ended formula la used to determine the 

«.ount to purchae. with the assumption that price changes can be fore- 

seen accurately twelve months in advance, i constant d.m«ul U  assuMd 
throughout the period «.d for further simplification the storage and 
set-up charges are assumed to remain constant over the eight years, 
these assumptions have little effect cn the results as any changes 

not only affect each strategy in the «use way but are in any case 

dwarfed by the sise of the ohangea in the prices.

*the amounts spent in each ca«i a «  «»t comparable owing
to the changing value of money (!••• inflation;.
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The importance of fairly accurate forecasting is discussed in view 

of the results obtained. The methods of forecasting used by other 

researchers in the field of commodity price forecasting are then 

considered to see if any better results have been obtained elsewhere.

6.2 The Buyer*s Purchases

For ease of reference, the prices of peppermint oil and the minimum 

lending rate (MLR) during the eight years (1971-1978) «re reproduced 

here in table 6 .2.1 The annual demand for the products using

TABLE 6.2.1 FRIeCE OF FEPPER?/iIMT OIL AND MIHIMUIA LENDINf) RATE 1971~191Q

peppermint oil, in the company under consideration, causes the oil to 
be drawn from stock at the rate of four hundred pounds each month. The 
annual demand for the oil is therefore 4#800 lbs. So long as the price 
is not fluctuating it is the buyer's practice to purchase lots
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quarterly. However during the eight years in question it appears from 

the quantities that he purchased that in 1973 he foresaw a sizeable 

price incrcaso in 1974 and in 1976 he foresaw the leap in price at 

the end of the year that continued into 1977* At one point he 

considered it worth holding nearly two years supply of oil (see table 

6.2.2)• The cost to the company of these purchases is detailed in

Weight Purchased (lbs)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
JAN 1200 2400 1200 - - 4400 - 1200
•APR 1200 - 6000 - 1200 1200 - 1200
JUL 1200 2400 5600 - 1200 1200 JON 1600 1200
OCT 1200 - - 1200 - 1200 1200

TABLE 6.2.2 WEIGCT OF PSP?ER.MI!7T OIL PURCHASED BY A BUYER 1971-197B

table 6.2.5, When calculating the cost of a particular investment 

stratei'̂ r ac shall take into account the reduction or increase in 

costs due to an appreciation or a depreciation in the value of stock 

heldy described in ^̂ nd also include the Investment option

described in 5.3.5. This means that the total cost C over a period T 

is given by the formula

C • K + + J<i*T(r-bc) - (B-'/c)dT

as described in 3*3 .3 . The values for K, the sot-up charge  ̂and the 

holding costy r* wore estimated by the buyer .to be £12 and £0*12 per 

lb. per year on average over the period. Doubling or halving r and K 

does not make much difference to the end result in view of the 

magnitude of the price changes. The initial amount of capital 

available for investment, B, is taken to be equal to £25,000 since
I

the maximum amount of cash that the buyer had tied up in stock never 

exceeded this amount.

« .
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In January 1971 when the buyer purchases 1,200 lbs. the cost is 

calculated thus
c .  12 + 1200»1.74 + J*1200»:'5(0.12-0) - (2 5 0 0 0 - (1200»1.74))»i*0*07 

= 12 + 2008 + 18 - 401  

- 1717
The remaining purchases are costed in a siaiilar fachion to give the

4

results shown in table 6.2.3. The total expenditure over the eight

COSTS £

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 197« 1977 1978

JAN 1717 3600 2961 - 6959 - - 10015

APR 1765 - 1149 - 6524 88I5 - ■ 10941

JUL 1849 4727 5324 - 5964 8377 JUN 21758 9052

XT 1829 - - - 5776 - 15227 5278

TABLE 6.2 .3 . COST OF PEPPERMINT OIL PJRCHA3BD BY A BUYFa 1971-1978

year period by this company on peppermint oil was £155f309» '•’’ben 

asked how it was in April 1975 that he purchased five quarterly 

supplies at one time the buyer could give no reason except that he 

felt prices were going to rise considerably more than usual over the 
next year anJ that he felt it prudent to lay in a good stock. In July 
he reinforced this view by buying further stocks. The buyer was not 

concerned about holding too much oil because he was confident the 
price would stay firm once it had risen. At the beginning of July 
1973 there were twenty-one months 8U’>ply in stock (or on order) an 
extraordinarily high amount. He argued further that even if the price 
began to fall again he could still soil his surplus at a profit. From
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this it seems that he expected a considerable price increase measured 

in dollars rather than cents. The effect of doubling both the set-up 

charge and the rental charge caused an increase in the total cost of

£1120 or only
6 ,3 Purchasing With An Economic Order Quantity Formula 

6.51 Without Foreknowledge of Price Changes

The standard economic .order quantity formula allows Q , the economic 

quantity to be purchased, to be calculated from

0* « (2aK/r)^ where the demand is â units per time unit,

there is a fixed set-up charge of £K and storage charge of £r per 

time unit. In the case of peppermint oil we have for the particular

company under consideration! a - 40OO lbs. per year

K -  £20

r - £0.20 per lb. per year

which gives Q - 100 (9^)^ i&90O*

*If K is underestimated by IQJfe, Q ^ 1 0 2 5
*

...... overestimated Q —  930
♦

.. r .. underestimated ......f Q ^ 9 3 0

....... overestimated.....•••f Q^^IOJO

If both K were underestimated by 10^ and r overestimated by Q

would still only bo about 1080 which would not affect the ordering

strategy.
Now as the oil is shipped in drums of 4OO lbs. or 200 lbs. this 
would mean purchasing 1000 lbs. for each order with one of 800 lbs. 

in January say. The other orders would then be placed in March, May, 

August and October that is about every ten or eleven weeks. The coat 

of purchasing with this strategy is calculated in the same way as in
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6.2 to give the reeulte shown in tshle 6.5.1.1 which totals £226,986.

6.3.2 With Foreknowledge of Price Changes

It is  now assumed that hy some means the user of th is  formula is  able 

to forecast accurately changes in the price up to twelve months in  

advanos of th e ir happening. This assumption, unreallstio  thou^ i t  

may be, is  made in order to gauge the improvement in purchasing 

strategy that oan be made using the new formula. Wo have from the

previous chapter
Q* -  (2aK/(r-hc+2od))^ where a, K and r are as in 6.3.1 «»d the 

predicted increase In value of one unit of stock per tine unit is  a 

fraction b of i t s  in i t ia l  price c.with an in terest rate  of d per £ 

per tine unit. It is  decided to review the stock pcsition every three 

months unless the stock in hand demands more frequent replenishment. 

There is  a minimum crder quantity of 400 lbs.

In January 1971
q* » (2*4800»20/(0.20-0.50+2*4.20*0.07))^

. (4800*40/(0.208)^:^815 therefore purchase 800 lbs.

In March 1971
q* . (4800*40/(0.20-0.75-»0.588))^

-  (4800*40/0 . 038)^ ^  2225 therefore purchase 2200 lbs.

In June 1971, 1000 lb s. are s t i l l  in stock but r  + 2cd ^ b c
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therefore the beat etretegy is to buy as muoh aa possible. A limit of 

one year*8 supply is imposed on the amount of stock that can be held 

at one time as one year is tha extent to which our foreknowledge of 
price changes reache<thi8 restriction is lifted later). Thus in June 

1971 3800 lbs. is puxohased. In September 1971 r + 2cd ^  bo thus 
the amount in hand is brought up to its limit hy purchasing 1200 lbs. 

This situation is repeated every three months until March 1974* In
4

that month the drop in price in February 1975 1» foreseen and only a 
further two month’s supply purchased. Prom June 1974 until February 
1975 (2cd-bo) is always positive because be is negative. This means 

that the amount to purchase will always be less than three month’s 

supply and never more than one month’s supply. Meantime the amount 

in stock is always at least two month’s supply until February 1975.

WEIGHT (LBS.)

400
mntly

400
per
mnth

TABLE 6 . 3 .2 .1  AM0UHP3 PURCHASED USING EOft WITH FOREKNOWLEDGE OF
PRTCE CHANGES.

therefore no further purchases are made u n til this date.

From February-August 1975 the minimum order quantity is  purchased 

each month. In September the price rises in  197^ are foreseen and the 

maximum purchased. This amounts to 4400 lbs. due to the restric tion  on 

capital expenditure. It should be noted that i f  the huge Jump in price 

in October 1976 had been foreseen at th is stage the purchase would 

have been delayed a couple of months hence effecting a considerable
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saving in cost. Tho maximum stock is kept until September 197^ «nd 

then run down until exhausted in June the following year# With 

falling prices the minimum quantity is then purchased until the end 

of 1970* The amounts purchased are shown in table 6#3#2#1# The cost 

of the purchases made using this strategy are shown in table 6.3.2.2.

The total cost in this case is €176*000.
6.4 The Ideal Z t r » t e p y

Let us now introduce a speculative element to our purchasing policy 
b2-'̂ removing the restriction on the amount that can he purchased and 

held in stock. •Ve now say that the maximum that can be invested in 

stock is the maxim-jm fixed earlier namely £25#000. In June 1971 
£1,740 worth.of stock (1,000 lbs.) remains in hand therefore £23,260 
is available for further purchases at i1#74 per lb. The amount 
p:rrchased is 10,800 lbs., enough for a little over two years normal 

usage, costing £18,792. The total stock held now cost £20,552. By
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September £2,088 worth of stock has been used and the price one year 
ahead is still sufficiently high to warrant topping up the stock at 

£1.79 per lb. A further 1200 lbs. can be purchased bringing the total 
stock to £20,592. In December the stock remaining £18,504 is topped 

up with a purchase of 1000 lbs. at £1.84 per lb. In the same way 
purchases of 1000, 800, 1000 and 600 lbs. are made in March, June, 
September and December 1972 respectively, m  1973 and 1974 the amounts 
shown in table 6.4*1 are purchased. At the end of December 1974 the

quantity in stock is 2 ,4 0 0 lbs. of which 400 lbs. is needed tc last 

till February. The remaining 2,000 lbs. is resold in January at 

£8.38 per lb. realising £16,760. The amounts sold are shown in 

the table by brackets. This oil was purchased in June, September and 

part of March 1973 at a cost of £5724 * The sale therefore produces 

a profit of £11,056 which is added tc the capital available for 

investment making a total of £36,036. Prom February until June 1975
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the price is falling. Thus only the minimum required is purchased. In 
July the maximum amount is invested in oil and thus £34,240 is spent 

on 6,400 Ihs. The stock is kept topped up until December 1976 when 
the excess, 4800 lbs., is sold realizing £70,608 . These 4,800 lbs. 
cost S?5,680 so the profit is £44,928 which makes the total available 

for investment £80,964 . For the remaining two years the price 
gradually falls and purchases of the minimum amounts consistent with 

requirements are made at suitable intervals.

The cost of these purchases Is calculated in the same way as before.
COST £

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

JAN 1137 - - - .16760 - 26483 -

FEB - - - - 1883 - -

V:AR 3298 18 15 2072 - 1927 6800 -
APR - - - - 1980 - - -

MAY - tm - - 2016 - - -

JUli -44573 1832 2081 - 2177 7841 15957 6063

JDl. - > - -10573 - - mm

AUG - > - - - - 4618

SEP 2115 2541 2089 - 6257 8000 13983 -

OCT - - mm - - - 1736

NOV > - - - - - - 1655

DEC 1810 1662 - - 7670 -94144 21421 1488

TABLE 6.4.2 COST OF PURCHASES USING IDEAL STRATEGY
For example June 1971 yields a curious result owing to the large
amount purchased and the large increase in price anticipated over the 

27 months.
Coot - 12fl0,800*1.74+i*10,800*(0.12.(3.73-1.74))*27/l2.(25000^(108^1.74))

- -44573
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The costs are shown in table 6 .4 .2  and total £5 ,06l allowing for the 
negative quantities. This does not take into account the fact that the 

capital available for investment has been increased by £55»964* The 

true cost is therefore not a cost but a net profit of £5 0,905. For 
oane of comparison the three different purchasing strategies are 

compared together with the ideal strategy in table 6 .4 .3. Prom

this it is seen that the company buyer performs best but is stil .
TOTAL CaST OP PURCHASES £

SOQ formula without foreknowledge 
EOQ formula with foreknowledge 
Company buyer 
Ideal

226,986 
176,800 
13 5 ,3 0 9

- 50,903

TABLE 6.4.3. A COMPARISON OP THE COST OF PURCHASES USINO DIFFERE!^
STRATEGIES

left with room for possible gains if he speculates (which he did not do).
6.5 The Signlfioance of Aocuraoy in Foreoastir~

The effectiveness of the method outlined in section 6.3.2 depends on 

foreknowledge of the direction and magnitude of any future price 
changes if any. Let us consider again the eight years 1971-1978 with 
a view to seeing how accurate the operator of this method need be with 

the magnitude of hie forecast price changes. I^t us consider two 
cases in both of which the direction of the price change is foreseen 
correctly# In the first the forecaster always underestimates by 50^ 
the magnitude of the price change | in the second the forecaster always

overestimates the price changes by 50?^
I

6.3.1 Underestimating lfagnl*«de of Price Chai

Let the wrongly estiMted increase in value of one unit of stock 
per time unit be a fraction b* of initial price c and the consequent
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economic order quantity be Q**. Consider first the case where the 

forecaster underestimates the price changes by In January 1971

instead of be » 0.0? we have b*c « 0,0/1 from which we calculate
ii'* » 595 therefore purchases 600 lbs. In February a

similar amount is purchased. In April instead of be = 0.J2 we have 

b'c » 0.16 which gives
therefore purchases 1400 lbs. In July,

_ 19^3 therefore purchases 2000 lbs. In October

r 2od<b'c thus the stock is brought up to its maximum level by

COST £ ________________
1975 1976 1977 1978

Q = 1335
I*

1971 1972 1973 1974

JAN 892 i960 3102 8416

FEB 894 - - 8282
APR 2065 2260 2919 -
JUL 3207 2542 2911 -
OCT 5532- -2211- _ 5 1 § 2 - -

AS IN TABLE 6.3*2.2

TABLE 6.5.1 COST OF PDRCHASES WITH UNDERESTIMATES OF PRICE

purchasing 3,800 lbs. The eight years continue as in 6.3.2 except for 

1974 resulting in the costs shown in table 6.5.1. The total cost of 

the purchases is £182,524 ^  increase of £5.700 over the case 
whore the price changes are forecast exactly. It must be roaenbered 

that the price changes in the period under consideration are large 

and halving them has little effect on the purchasing strategy.
6.5.2 Overestimating Rrice Changes

Now consider the case where the forecaster overestimates the price 

changes by 50^ Let b* be as in the previous case. In January 1971 
with b*c - 0.14. r + 2od<b*c hence the maximum amount is purchased. 

Every three months the stock would be topped up thereafter as in the 
first case resulting in the costs shown in table 6.5*2. Thus the
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overestimate of price increases causes the stock to he built up earlier 

thftn before when t̂ ie price is lorer. The total cost of the purchases 

that results is £185,^50. This is £'64001es3 than the total obtained 

using the EO^ formula with foreknowledge of price changes.

TABLE 6.5.2 engr of purchases with
OVERESTIMATES OF PRICE CHANGES

In these eight years therefore an error of 50^ in foreoasting the 
magnitude of price changes results in, at most, a change in the cost 

of purchases of leas than 4/0. Forecasting the magnitude of price 

changes accurately is therefore not so important as forecasting 

correctly the direction which the price change will take.

The forecasting equation obtained by multiple regression analysis 
produced results that gave 12 months warning of changes in the 

direction of price movements. The year ahead model was chosen 

therefore when comparing the buyer's purchasing strategy with 
the. other strategies -developed. This was of course an arbitrary 
choice and the one year's purchasing restriction was lifted in 
formulating the ideal strategy. It sl\ould be noted that-at one* stags 

the buyer held nearly two year's stock which indicates the sort of 

time span that he must have had in mind.

The best forecasting aquation obtained using a Box and Jenkins type 
model was una'ble to predict the downturn in prices in 1975 nor the 
upturn at the end of 1975 nor the downturn at the beginning of 1977. 
The method was not practical for forecasting prices over the period
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as a whole*
6*6 Dlsousslon

In order to improve on the results obtained usin^ the simple eoonomio 
order quantity formula in times of price instability it is therefore 
necessary in the case of peppermint oil to have an accurate forecast 
of the direction in which price will move, and a fairly good idea of 
the magnitude of the change, up to twelve months in advance* The 
various methods of forecasting price examined in earlier chapters 
have not produced results which one could hope to use successfully 
in the order quantity formula* Is there something peculiar about 
peppemiint oil that makes its price difficult to predict? Perhaps 
the method chosen to forecast the price could be improved upon. 
Research has been made into forecasting the price of other commodities 
using different methods by others which it is helpful to examine to 

see if they encountered similar problems* In particular let us 
examine a study, made by Labys and Granger in 1^0^, of different 

forecasting methods applied to six commodities*

Their analysis included the following forecasting techniques t 
(l) single econometric equation (2) simultaneous econometric equations 

(j) adaptive or exponential smoothing (4) naive or meohanioal (5) Box 

and Jenkina models (6) balance sheet (7) charting and (8) gaming*
They eventually used 1, 3, 4 and 5 and an averaged random walk method. 
To give a background to the work of Labys and Granger, the eight

techniques used are briefly reviewed.
6.6.1 The Various Forecasting Techniques

6.6.1.1 Single Econemetrlc Equation 
The single econcxietrio equation is the first method used in Chapter 
IV. The first stage is to disoover, according to the principles of
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eoonomio theory, a set of influences which display a definite  

relationship to the oommodity price series« Onoe these influences are 

identified  in  the form of appropriate yariahles, they can be arranged 

into a multiple linear regression« At th is  stage the explanatory 

variables must not only be reasonably oorrelated with prices f they 

must also be re la tiv e ly  independent of one another (although the 

degree of independence oan, in  fa c t, be re la tiv e ly  low when the 

equation is  purely of a foreoasting nature)« The only remaining 

requirement is  that the explanatory variables be lagged one or more 

periods behind the price series« The ooeffioients necessary for  

prediction are estimated according to the method of least squares, 

and greater independence among the explanatory variables ensures 

that the estimates w ill be unbiased«

6«6«1«2 Simultaneous Eoonometrio Equations

The simultaneous equation approach has proven to be more useful for 

predicting annual and quarterly prices« It represents the only method 

which attempts to include a l l  of the relevant variables in the market 

and in  the economy« When the various market factors are highly multi- 

oollinear as, fo r example, in production and inventory models, the 

method becomes less suitable for forecasting« In addition, the 

expense of constructing a multi-equation system is  such that, to be 

ju s tifie d , the method must produce forecasts consistently superior to  

the single equation approach«

6«6«1«5 Exponential gtooothlng

The exponential smoothing approach can also be considered a single 

equation nathod, but eophosia ia  ahiftad from aoonoolo Influanooa to 

a puraly a ta tia tio a l analyaia of paat prioa bahaylour. Tha nathod oan
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be applied to annual, quarterly or monthly prices| hut it is more 
effectiye in the shorter run, ivhere prices may contain seasonal 
components. Its principal advantage is that under the appropriate 
circumstances, it can inexpensively supply a large number of routine 
forecasts. This is the second method used in Chapter 17 where a full 

description appears (see 4.3.2).

6 .6 .1 .4  Naive Methods

The naive methods are extremely simple and normally involve nothing 

more than a forecast based on a simple or weifi^ted average of the 

most recent observations. In some instances, the magnitude of 

previous forecast errors is  also taken into account. The principal 

advantage of th is  method is  that forecasts are p ractically  cost free .

The more simple forms of naive models can be c lassified  as »no change* 

and 'same change*. The no-change model is  particu larly  useful for  ̂

price forecast comparisons since i t s  prediction of no change in  

prices is  that of the random walk hypothesis.

“̂t+l
p where , is  the predicted price at time t+1^ t

and P. is  the current price at time t .¥
The same change model is  s lig h tly  d ifferent and implies that a 

particu lar price w ill continue to change in the same direction and by 

the same magnitude as the previous change. Thus the best predictor of 

next perlod*s price change is  the current price change,

, - P. - P.

a weij^ted sum t̂-i-1

6.6.I.3  Booe and Jenkins

 ̂  ̂ Expressed in  terms of price levels i t  becomes

Th* nalT» foreoaete are baaad on Tory slmpla modaln indapandent of tha 

actual data. Ona would uaually axpaot to  produoa battar foraoasta bjr 

oonalderiiw a wldar olaaa of nodala and than finding the particular
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model of this class which apparently best fits the past data. An 
interesting class of models is that suggested by Box and Jenkins and

described in Chapter IV.

6.6.1.6 Balance Sheet Approach

The balance sheet approach is used where commodities are traded on the 

world market. In particular, the supply and demand for a oommodity 
must be spread ower a sufficient number of countries such that the 
world totals are the most important Influence in price determination. 

Under these oircumstanoes, only annual prices are likely to be of 
interest. The principal advantage of the method is that it próvidos a 
means of prediotlon in a situation where the look of extensive data 
prevents econometric or statistical analysis. Its principal drawbacks, 

however, are not only its high cost in terms of data oolleotion and 
maintenance but its subjectivity. The method consista essentially of 
building up a picture of worU demand and supply and of determining 
their relative effect on price. The writer feels this is simply an 
elaborate way of describing the price forecaster's gathering of

experience.

6.6.1.7 Charting

The price following method of the ohartlst differs considerably from 

the above methods of the economist and the statistician. Their only 

resemblance is that charting also relies on ths past history of 
prices. Charting is more popularly kno«> in stock market applications 
whe'^ it is referred to as 'teohnical analysis'. The chartist follows 

the attitude that any attempt to follow supply, demand or new 
information leads to substantial forecast error. Market action is the 
beat guide to forecasting prices» accordingly, the patterns which
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develop in  prioe formation provide the heat indication of whether 

prices are going to rise  or f a l l .  Furthermore, i t  is  only these 

patterns which furnish a reasonable estimate of the re la tive  strength 

of demand and supply. While such an approach may be irrelevant fo r  

quarterly or annual price movements, some speculators believe that 

i t  is  useful fo r predicting shorter run price movements.

To forecast price changes by the charting method, which to many 

smacks of neoromanoy, one must be attentive to the actual geometric 

patterns which prices form. These may take the form of triangles, 

head and shoulders, or tops and bottoms. The basic philosophy of 

charting is  that patterns w ill repeat themselves. The chartlets claim 

that by identifying a particular pattern or trend developement, one 

can subsequently predict the extent of price movement as well ae the 

timing of turning points. It must be pointed out though that any 

configuration o f prices oan give r ise  to d ifferent interpretations 

by d ifferent people. The method has the merit therefore of allowing a 

an individual's intuition  to pUy a part in the forecaet. However i t  

should be emphasised that the Individual produces the forecasts and 

the method is  re a lly  incidental.

6 .6 .1 .8  Gaming

has besn suggested as a possible method fo r predicting 

commodity price fluctuations. That simulation, principally in  the 

form of a business game, oan be applied to the problem of commodity 

price fluctuations oan be underetood from some of i t s  charaoterietios. 

(tames can describe a competitive sltuatlom  Include a large number of 

players or tradersi lead to a mlnlmax or determinate solution, and, 

la s t ly ,  oan be constructed to provide a scenario of almost any market. 

Their principal advantage is  that the results of each period of play
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are fed back into the decision process for the following period* This 
provides a degree of realism for commodity markets since traders are 
constantly evaluating opinions of others as to what the price should 

he. At the same time, the approximation of reality is a drawback for 
gaming. One must be able to abstract from the real market of commodity 
price fluctuations to obtain a workable set of economic relationships.
If this set becomes too large, then the simulation process becomes too 
costly to produce efficient results. Since many random elements such 
as new information influence commodity markets, it is doubtful that 

this method could ever produce any meaningful forecasts.

6 ,6 .2  The Application of the Forecasting Models

For their study Labys and Granger chose six commodities. These were 
soybean oil, cottonseed oil, soybean meal, soybeans, rye and wheat.

To each commodity they applied the four forecasting techniques!
Blngle econometric eduetion (6.6.1.1), exponential smoothing (6.6.1.5), 

simple randan aalk (6.6.1.4), «»d B «  (6.6.1.5). They
also used the random walk hypothesis in conjunction with average 
monthly data to produce an averaged random walk model which was alec 
applied to the six commodities, m  each case they found that either 
the averaged random walk or simple random walk model heat desorihed 
the runa of data applied, of five model, tried. Thay aummarlee their

results ss follossi
•Using only twelve pieces of data it The^^^'^^^

Poi all of the six oommoditie. f ^ ,
of these random walk models seems averagednmrn± Ths wsiAt of svidsnos suggssts that the a v e M ^ a
randm walk, rten using averaged “»“tBly tata,
almost the best available forecast for five o .
ooSSSitiee. This eugge.t. that the simple random walk will
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^ -he at worst, an excellent approximation to the

proved to be the best. ^  ^ ^ consistently
The fact that we have not been . surprising. It
Liter foreoastlng model than the
t ^ r m a ^ t

r  r .“ artiiif -fonar
^ c ^ : L n L / ^ d | L  c „

auTiolv or crop situation before it is ge . -
r S S t h w h i l e L f  It can he f ^ / h e  /ac/„,i.
Strongly to news about supply. _ctlvity swamp those «that price changes due to speculative activity swamp 2
due to demand and supply information •

The best result, obtained by labys and Granger as measured by the 
proportion of rariance of price change eipUined by the model was 
55‘̂ which illustrates well the extreme difficulty in finding a model 

to predict commodity price changes.

6.6.3 Random Waljc

m  their conclusion, Labys and Granger state that they hare been 
unable to find a consistently better forecasting model than random 
walk. Their conclusion was anticipated by Kendall^ in 1953 who made 

«, analyei. of tw«.ty-two prioe-eeriee ranging from Chicago spot 
prices of wheat to iron and steel. He began by constructing model, 

to fit the data only to find that the pattern of event, in the 
price senes was much less eyetematlc than was generally believed. 

Bis results were broadly speaking as follows
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1 (a' In series of prices which are observed at
intprvals the random changes from one terra to the 

L x t  are so large as to swamp any systematic effect which 
may be present. The data behave almost like wandering
series.'

.MS conclusion is supported ty looking at the changes in our price 

scries for peppermint oil which are shown in table 6 .6.5 and

illustrated in fig. 6.6.3*

CHAITGE HT PRlUiî

1971
ï n I 0 (1 9 7 9 .  

0 
0 
0 
0 
0

0 .0 6  
1- 0 .0 2  

0.01
0

1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1973 I 197̂  
-0.05 I -d.05 0.12 0.08 I -c
-0.01 -0.13 -0.09 -2.82
0.09 I 0.01-0.24 0.07
0.17 I -0.01 I 0.04 I 0.11 
0.12-0.08 0.06 0.10
0.16 0.18 0.03 0.35
-0 .0 1 0 .1 8 0 -0 .8 4

0

. 0'

0.24 0.27 0.10
0.11 1 0.52-0.03-0.06
0.21 1.17 0.03 -0 .1 0

0.20  1 2.13 1 1*15 1 0.40

—0.01 -Os

1977

- 2. 2' -0.

TABLE 6.6 .3 tTOirTHLY CHANGES IN PEPPERIAIOT OIL PRICE EEB.19 7 1-JAN^
« (b) It is therefore difficult to distinguish by statistical 
methods between a genuine wandering series and one wherein
the systematic element is weak.

(c'/Until some way has been found of oirou^yigati^ 
this difficulty, trend fitting, and perhaps the f i t t ^  
of any model, is a highly hazardous undertaking....

In short the future path of the price level of a security (or
commodity) is no more predictable than the path of a series

cumulated random numbers.
The first premise of the random walk is that the market is efficient 
that is to say a market where numbers of rational profit maximising 

buyers and sellers are competing, with roughly ecjual accès
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iirfomation, in trying to predict the futur. ooureo of prices. The 

second premise is that stocks do have an equilibrium price and that 

at any point in time the price of a stock will be a good estimate of 
its equilibrium, the equilibrium price depending on the earning power 

cf the stock. The actions of the msny competing participants should 

cause the actual price of a security or commodity to wander randomly

al)out its equilibrium price,

The beliefs of ths followers of charting, described briefly above 

(see 6.4.1.7), are diametrioally opposed to those of the random walk 

theorists. Ih support of the critics of random walk one oan question 

the first premiss that the market is efficient, that it is a market 

where numbers of rational, profit-maximising Investors are competing. 

Hunan beings, sven professional commodity buyers, are certainly not 

100?£ rational and could not be human if they were, but more like a 

msohine. The statement -there is nothing so disasterous as a rational 

investment policy in an Irrational world* has been attributed to 

Keynes. No one has yet learned how to put emotions into serial 

correlation coefficients and analyses of runs. It is true that 

statistically the price of a commodity has no relation tomorrow to 

what it was yesterday. But people do have a memory that extends from 

day to day and is bound to affect their judgement.

Nsantime there are not known to be many rich Chartists and Random 

walkers. Successful investors, on the other hand, employing no 

identifiable system,are known to exist (e.g. players in the 

exchanges and football pools ). Perhaps they are the lucky holders of 

serial runs, perhaps thsy are more rational, or have better access to 

information or, more simply, they are perhaps bstter students of 

psychology. One quality that they -ill all possess is intuition.
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Intuition is an immediate apprehension by the mind apparently without 

reasonin«. The dictionary defines it as immediate apprehension by 
sense. It is likely to bo this quality of intuition that the suooess- 
ful price forecaster possesses, and is the key to his success. At the 

same time intuition is as yet incapable of physical modelling and 
therefore cannot be 'fed into' a potential forecasting method. Perhaps 

this is another reason for the lack of suooesaful methods.

6.7 Summary

The first part of the chapter is taken up with examining the amounta 
of peppermint oil actually purchased over the eight year period by a 

buyer. The costs of his purchases are oalouUted, The standard 
économie order quantity formula is then applied over the same period 

without any regard to fluctuations in price. The purchases of oil 
made at regular intervale in amounts determined by the formula are 

then totalled to give a sum nearly 70/. higher than that actually 
spent by the buyer. The economic order quantity formula that takes 
account of fluctuating prices and interest rate is then applied with 

the assumption that prices have been accurately forecast for up to 
twelve months in the future. The purchases of oil made in amounts 

determined by this formula are totalled to show a considerable 
Improvement on the standard formula. The sum is still some Vit hii^r 

than that actually spent hy the buyer.

m  a search for better forecasting methods work by other researchers 
in this field is examined, which considers six forecasting methods, 
three of which we have already used, applied to various commodity 
prices. Their conclusion was that only a random walk could suit ly 
describe the price series. A brief discussion of random walk conoludes 
the chapter, showing that our peppermint oil series can be classified

in thla type.
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In this chapter, the various influences on the inventory decision are 
euamarised and the way in which they contribute to the decision are 

considered in principle. In doing this, the extent to which the 
problems encountered are fundamental,rather than merely specific to the 

firm and the commodijy studied, should emerge.

The previous chapters have been concerned with varioua aspecte of the 

market conditions relating to a commodity, peppermint oil, which 
embodies in its high value, susceptibility to speculation and rapid 
price change some of the oharacteristics of commodities which are 
likely to cause problems for purchasing officers and their superiors 
in manufacturing firms. The study has also considered the actual course 
of price fluctuations of this commodity and the problems of attempting 

to predict future prices since these matters have a fairly clear conne
ction with the level of inventories to be held. Naturally eome revision 

of the standard inventory models has been necessary in order to 
accomodate price prediction.. In combining price forecast, and inventory 

models, however, it became clear, at least in the case studied, that 
the practical deci.ion maker, attuned to changing market condition., 
was able to out-perfom the more meduuHstlc approaches to inventoiy

decision making*

In this Chapter, the element, of the situation are reconsidered in 
order to as.ee. the extent to which attempt, to apply price foxecaets. 

produced by some routine method, to inventory decisions must n 
arlly produce questionable results. Further, we examine the extent to
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which the relatirely poor performance of the methoda suggested is due 

to (l) inadequacies in the particular forecasting methods,
(2) peculiarities in the market conditions for peppermint oil and 

(j) the large price rises in 1975-1974 and 1976»

Finally, the question is considered whether the favourable performance 
of the decision-maker in the firm, when compared with that produced by 

the other methods tried, is due to some unusual prescience of the

particular buyer or is to be expected*
7.2 The Economic Struct» -̂« the Market

The market for peppermint oil, as for many other commodities, is bar, no 
means a simple one in which the major influences can be isolated and 
expressed in the form of two structural equations and an equilibrium 
condition. TO some extent, the variables on the supply aide have tended 
to become less Important as technology, for instance in respect of irr
igation and peat control, has superseded purely natural factors. Tet 
the overshadowing variable is the acreage under cultivation which 
depends largely on the farmers- expectations of the price that he will 
receive. His decision as to whether he should increase or decrease his 
acreage will depend upon how that expected price compares with his 
price expectations for alternative crops.

This sort of situation is one which might give rise to the oscillations 
in price described by the -cobweb theorem- in economics. The figures 
that we have for the price received by the farmer do not lend thems- 
elve. to this idea. It is tme that in 1975 and 1974 a aort of 
.„pending cobweb- situation existed but this was due to the farmer 
catching up on the difference between the prices he was receiving from 
the dealers and those pertaining on the open market (see section 4.4).
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After those years the price received hy the farmer has been a steady 

proportion of the market price used in  th is study. The market price 

has tended to o sc illa te  in an unpredictable manner and there is  not 

enough evidence to  show whether th is is  a perpetual oscilla tion  or a 

damped osc illa tio n  that w ill se ttle  to an equilibrium price. This 

« • ite r  suspects that i t  is  a mixture of the two with periods of erra tic  

behaviour being followed by periods of s ta b ility  and so on.

On the demand side, the picture is  complicated by the monopsonlstic 

power of a small number of dealers, althoueJi th is , i t s e l f ,  has provoked 

countervailing moves among growers in  the area studied. Between the 

importer/manufaoturer whose inventory decisions have been studied and 

the dealers buying the peppermint o i l  from the farmers, however, l ie s  

another leve l of tradingi that between dealers and brokers. This leve l 

is  complicated by the fac t that some dealer, are active on both side, 

of the market having a broking side to th e ir bueinessea.

It is  at th is stage of trading between the dealer/brokers and the 

importer/manufacturers that the price o sc illa tio n , discussed above tend 

to be generated:. Both side, hold stocks of peppermint o i l  and i t  

depends on the s ite  of th e ir stockholdings as to  i*loh side has the 

advantage. I f  the broker holds h i^  stocks he w ill be anxious to lower 

them when he believes prices have peaked henoe wUl be susceptable to 

lower prices. When the importer has high stocks he can re s is t  hiiJi 

prices better than when he has a need fo r stocks. Our study has thro«, 

up a good example of th is in  the firm studied (see Chapter T l). The 

scope fo r  price fluctuations is  greater at th is leve l of trading than

at the level between farmer and dealer.

It may help to consider the block diagram flg.7*2 at this point.
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,e see the three stages oyer »hich the price is gradually formed. At 
the first stage the auantity demanded hy the dealers, Qp, together with 
the quantity offered hy the growers, give rise through negotiations
to a price. The influences on ftp are the price the dealer expects to ask 

from the broker, his physical and financial capacity to store oil and 

his concern with keeping his sources of supply solvent enough to 
continue growing not to mention his longer term view of future prices. 
The quantity traded together with the price paid by the dealers infl

uences the quantity offered by the dealers in the second stage. Also 
influenolng them here again will be finanoial oonsideration. Such a. 
the capital available for holding stock, the cost of that capital and 
possible alternative uses for that oapltal. Here the attraction of 
other essential oils may play a part and henoe -the appearano. of the 

General Essential Oil Trends block in the figure.

m  the second stage the processes of the first etage are repeated. The 

demand made by the broker, will be influenced by their expectations of 

how much they will be able to resell. These expectations will depend 

on the price at which they can offer the oil for sale in stag, three. 
Other influences will be the prices of other oils and again the finan- 
cial condition, pertaining at the time of negotiations. Once trading 
has taken place the price at which the trade wa. made and the quantity 
traded initially determine the amcunt offered by the broker, and the

prioe thoy demand.
The third stage 1. then entered where the manufacturer., demand 1. set 
against the broker., supply. Influencing the manufacturer., demand is 

hi. inventory polioy, and vice versa, which will include financial 
consideratlcns and hi. knowledge of the prices that his end users will

Ml
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tolerate. So here again the price that he is asked to pay plays an 

iir.portant role in determining the quantity he can purchase.

At every stage then »e can see that both sides in each negotiation are 
influenced by factors some of which are easily recognisabls and quant- 
ifiable and others of which ar. both indeterminate and nebulous. These 
are the 'expectation' factors such as, for example, when the dealer in 
stage one is influenced by expectations of the price he MIGHT receive 
in stage two. These expectations are themselves influenced by his per- 

oeived state of the world and other more intangible factors such as 
those discussed in section 7.6.2. The price-formation process was 
oonpared in an earlier chapter with the formation of a raindrop because 

of the nebulous nature of these expectations.

A rig id  categorisation into three leve ls of trading is ,  i t  w ill be 

appreciatsd, a considerable sim plification. The dealer who acts also as 

a broker has already been mentioned whilst the w riter knows at least 

one case where the importer/manufacturer trades d irectly  with the 

dealer and has even resold o i l  back to the dealer. However, i t  is  at 

the f in a l le ve l, the price to the manufsoturer, that th is study is  

concerned. A successful trader at the manufacturing leve l would have to  

be aware, one might imagine, of a l l  these influences, have some idea 

Of th e ir  re la tive  importance and the timing of th e ir interactions in  

order to evolve his optimal purchasing strategy.

However at the time when a manufacturer is  making his speculative pur

chases he is  forecasting prices which have yet to  have begun to be formed 

and thus even stage one has not been reached. The daunting fact then 

becomes app«ent to  the analyst that knowledge of the economic structure 

of the market i .  not necessary to the price forecaster.
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7.5 Essential Oil Price Speculation and Ar\)ltrage

In conversations and correspondenoe with dealers and manufacturers In 

the peppermint oil business one common quality clearly emerged. They 
were neither risk-neutral nor risk-avoiders but rather risk-preferers 
who were deeply engaged in speculative activities. It was clear that 
nuoh of their 'utility' was derived from the risk and financial danger

inh0r6nt in th6ir activitiss*

Arbitrage is defined as 'traffic in bills of exchange drawn on various 

places or stocks to take advantage of the difference in prices and 
rates in the various markets'. The idea of arbitrage dealings can be 
extended to other market situations. The speculative activities ment- 
ioned above were likely to Include arbitrage between peppermint oil and 

other essential oils and also between the oils, including that studied, 
and stocks and shares. This means that the amount of money which buyers 

wish to invest in peppermint oil will depend to some extent on the 
course of other essential oil prices, since peppermint oil is likely 
to be just one of several oils in their 'portfolios', and on financial 

conditions such as the cost of capital. Arbitrage differs from pure 
price speculation in that it involves profit ftrom laperfeotlons 
between the different sectors of a market. Speculation on the other hand 

involves making profits from the uncertainties concerning price that 

exist from one period to another.

Ih the case of the manufacturer peppermint oil is just one of hundreds 

of essential oil. that h. purchases. So far a. investment in other 

commodities unrelated to their manufacturing requirement, is concerned 

no evldenc. ha. been uncovered that the manufacturer place, cash 

uninvested in essential oils in any market otherthan the fln«.cial
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one. So far as the firm studied was concerned surplus cash awaiting a 

suitably priced oil was not placed in stocks and sharea but rather on 
short-term deposit. The interest rates that such cash could earn, ewen 

when at the high level of 155̂  in October 1976, were never enough to 
provide a serious attraotion for funds. The capital gains to be made 
in the speculative side of the business were much higher, sometimes 
500-400^, than the additions to capital from interest. Even the manufao- 
turing side of the business expected to make a return on capital at 

least twice as high as the best interest rate.

The impact of interest rates on the buyer's expectations of future 
prices is another matter however but would vary from buyer to buyer 

and in any case be difficult to quantify#

Theoretically then if peppermint oil is priced high as compared with 
the generality of related oils then it is advantageous to sell. The 
effect, theoretically, is to keep the prices of reUted commodities 
•in line' with each other. The reality of the market in essential oils 

is of course not so tidy. Coming from all over the world as they do, 
political factors and weather alone can play havoc with an Individua 
oil's price so that it bears no relation to the 'average' price levels 

and their movements. To rely on any such theory of arbitrage would be 

an extremely hasardoue undertaking for the potential speculator.

What is Important in this discussion are the eipeotations, held by the 

buyer, of future price movements. In mathematical models the u 
of including price-exi«ctaticns i. to look into the past. The expected 

price is taken as the weighted average of all past price, with the 
weight, geometrically declining and summing to unity. Thu. the expected

price in the next period is girsn by
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^t+1 “ k-0'' ‘t-k
which, on suitable manipulation gives the well known smoothing model

K . l  - ^
This model has already been examined closely in chapter lY and found, 

at least for the peppermint oil prioe series, to give poor foreoasts 

of future prices. It has been pointed out that the problem with this 

and related models is their basic assumption that past prices give 

rise tc current and future prices. With the benefit of hindsight this 

may appear to be so but one can never be sure when a turning point in 

a price series has been reached. This means that at each period there 

is doubt about whether the trend -ill persist or be reversed. The 

determination of turning points is the stumbling block of all such

price forecasting models#
7.4  In v e n t o r y  D e c is io n  th e  M a n u fa c tu r in g  J i m

7. 4 .1 T t if lu e n c e s  on  th e  F irm

The commercial and financial influences common to most UK firms during 

the period studied have been discussed earlier but two factors deserve 

a final mention. The first is that firms using a high value input are 

under especial pressure to follow an alert purchasing policy in times 

of rapidly changing prices and to ensure that the capital tied up in 

stocks is working for the firm as hard as possible. At times the stres- 

sss induced have been greater due to the emergence of paper profits 

caused by stock appreciation, which for a time were liable to UK tax 

in spite of the fact that they did not confer the usual benefits of 

increased profitability. The second aspect is more specific to the 

company studied and that is the existence of one large prioe-sensitive 

customer for a peppermint flavoured concentrate. While demand for the 

concentrate doe. not appear to have fluctuated greatly, failure to
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Fig 7,4 Tha Invntory Deolslon o f  the Firm
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trade at competitive prices «ouXd have led no doubt to fallin« sales 

of the products, m  both oases, input prices were clearly a matter of

concern,#
7,4,2 The Inventory Decision

It may be helpful here again to illustrate the various influences on 
the inventory decision of the firm with the aid of a block diagram 
(see fig. 7.4). At first glance we can see that the director responsible 
for buying is an important influence. He is subject to his .system of 

beliefs, about the state of the world and to his perception of past 
and current events. He produce, the price forecasts for those oils 
which are prone to fluctuations in price. These forecasts are utilised 

in the special inventory procedures where allowance can be made for 
speculative purchases. Those oile whose prices are relatively stable 

are dealt with under the standard inventory procedure. The director 
responsible for buying again appears in the forecasting of demand. The 
costs associated with purchasing and holding stock together with the 

financial conditions prevalent such as the cost of capital 
ether inputs to the .purchase., block. The amounts purchased are the 
positive input to the inventory whilst the .usage, block represents

the negative side#
HOW if the director responsible for purchasing is removed from the 
deciaion making proceas the block dUgram would remain very similar to 
figure 7.4 with only a few alterations. The major change would be the 
use of a model to make the price forecasts. The demand forecasts would

a some of the information previouslyalso he modelled hut would lack some 01 1.
supplied by .the director such as the price at which customers might no 
longer be attract#d by the end product. The least price that can be 
aaked i. dependent on the price paid for the oil in the first place.
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The inventory procedures would be replaced by purchasing models such 

as the EOQ models discussed in Chapter V.

It is clear that a great deal of richness of influences is lost in the 
removal of the director responsible for purchases. The many influences 

on the 'buyer', including his perceptions of market conditions are 
lost as is his 'system of beliefs' about the state of the world. But 
it is the intuitive flair that the successful forecaster possesses 
that is most hard to replace. The models that can be substituted for 

his function can not even begin to approach these sort of highly indiv-

idual factors.

The inventory decision is seen then to be dependent on a network of 
information strands, few of which are likely to have been susceptible 
to analysis in a formal sense at the level of the single firm, m  attem

pting a formalisation, two components can be modelled, the price 
forecast and the decision itself. It is not necessarily a drawback 
that many aspects of reality are omitted from a formal model, models 
are by their nature simplifications and abstractions, m  the case con

sidered, however, one component, the forecast, was shown to be 
inaccurate even with the best methods available. The other component, 
the inventory decision model, although improved to show the effects of 
predicted price changes and alternative investment opportunities, even 
With the artificial assumption of perfect price anticipation performed 

less well than the buyer in the firm.

It appears then that the senior manager's attitude to risk, intervening 

to buy at just the right time, and his'feel' for the market are of 

central importance in the inventory decision. It is hard to see how a 

machine based system could begin to embody attributes of this kind.

!'i|
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It has been seen that forecasting price changes is necessary for around 

half of the items carried in stock by the manufacturer studied.
Forecasts are necessary both for oils being purchased for the company's 
own use and for oils being purchased on a speculative basis possibly 

for later resale. The two cases intermingle and are not separable 
because often stock purchased for future resale is used to replenish 

the stock reauired for manufacturing. In attempting to formulate the 
inv^tory decision then it has become clear that an accurate price

forecasting method is vital*

Further nomments on Bo

Tests have been made of various forecasting methods in earlier 
Chapters. It is generally acknowledged in the literature that of the 
methods developed to date that most likely to succeed is due to Box 
and lenkins. The Box and Jenkins method was applied to the peppermint 
oil data with a singular lack of success. This is not an isolated 

ocevorence. Chatfield and Rrothero (1973)^ »PPUeä a Box-Jenkins 
analysis to some sales figures, m  their case four models fitted the 
data with about the same accuracy but gave quite different point 
forecasts. They ended up selecting the model which appeared to give 
the most reasonable forecasts when examined visually and question 
whether 'Bold b e h ä n d  Extrapolation' might not have been better used 

in the first place. Box and Jenkins made the curious and rather weak 
reply" that 'alternative and traditional common-sense forecasting 

methods_______are for the most part special cases of the ABBiA

models'. The ARMA class of model, is described in Chapter 17.
. A.- this was that although it may heChatfield and Prothero's response
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true it doesn't follow that the Box-Jenkine forecasts will be better 

than or even as good as other forecasts. They instance regression 

models where it is easily shown that the Box-Jenkins procedure is less 

efficient. Their remarks about distinguishing between models was borne 

out in the oaae of peppermint oil (see Chapter IT appendix).

Y«5,2 General Remarks on Foreoaatlng

Is there perhaps something faulty in our approach to the forecasting 

problem? Ohatfield and Prothero concluded their above mentioned 

application of the Box-Jenkins analysis with some more general remarks 

on foreoasting. They point out that the first consideration in select

ing a forecasting procedure is how the forecast is to be used. They 

list three main ways in which forecasts are useful. Firstly as a 

•standard' with which the actual.performance may be compared. Secondly 

in stook control, production control and other planning applications. 

Thirdly in deolsion making, although this last is already inherent in 

the first two. They remind us that most statistical forecasting 

procedures are univariate being based solely on past values of the 

variable to be forecast. For planning decisions they recommend multi

variate models, to which the writer would add that only multivariate 

models based on reliable leading Indioators are of any practical value 

(see Chapter IV). They then make the revealing remark that even where 

a multivariate model is available one is still extrapolating from the 

past into the future. •- - - '^th all the inherent dangers. If the 

struoture changes, then the forecasts may be incorrect, so clearly one 

should always be prepared to modify forecasts in the light of other

information'. This is indeed close to the root of the forecasting
t m aissvs changing when dealing with such problem for the structure is always onanging

variables as those provided by commodity price series.
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other research also calls into question the usefulness of attempting 

to produce forecasting methods. The observations of I.C.I. (1964)^, 

for example, concerning salesmen and forecasts of sales figures might 

equally well be made on buyers and prices of commodities. I.C.I. 

suggest that if a company manufacture only a few items then the sales

men concerned can probably produce the best forecasts by subjective 

methods) it is assumed that by subjective methods they mean largely 

intuition. This is generally frowned upon in academic circles, say 

Chatfield and Prothero, but the evidence available seems to agree that 

subjective methods may often be superior. Gearing (1971) gets better 

results with a rule-of-thumb technique than with an adaptive smoothing 

method whilst Myers (1971)® seye forecasting should never be entirely 
objective and recommends extrapolating by eye then estimating the 

effects of external factors on a subjective basis. Ohatfield and 

Prothero call for a method of making a fair comparison between 

eubjeotlve and statistical methods which is to this writer a call in 

vain, so called -subjective methods- are largely intuitive guesses about 
the future based on the Individuals past experience and his psycho- 

logical make-up as has been discussed already. Ccmparing forecasts 

made in this way with extrapolations, however disguised, produced 

statistically is not comparing like with like. It is about as useful 

as trying to compare the flavour of an apple with that of an orange.

In principle then it is questionable whether we should be trying to 

produce forecast« objectively and a clear examination of the qualities

employed by the forecaster is clearly desirable. The forecaster-s past
, 1 1 ffive rise to oertain expectationsexperience and psychological make p gi
M a. *tvi4 8 is discussed further in theof the pattern of future events. This i

4P mrvre intangible factors mentioned following section where some of the more intangi
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earlier are also outlined.

7,6 The Price Forecaster

7,6.1 Intuition in the Forecaster

•mien considering the likely coarse of future e-rents the individual is 
in the process of coming to a decision on what action to take in the 

light of his expectations. If the view is taken that all future events 

and their outcomes are predetermined then it would not matter what the 

individual might do and the believer of such a state of affairs will 

have no interest in this discussion. Such a view la related to the 

idea that an individual's decision is merely a response to prevailing 

Circumstances and past events. This writer holds the contrary view that 

decision, by which an Individual discovers and selects one from the 

many possible acts which may lead to the outcome desired, is not 

simply a response to circumstances but contains some other element.

The idea that decision is merely response is distasteful to most human 

beings as it reduces them to the level of machines. There must then be 

in decision something that goes beyond the level of rational coping 

with a problem. The mathematician would probably call this something 

a random element and this writer also likes Shackle's'^ use of the 

term inspirstion to cover this element in decision. It is the element 

of inspiration that Shackle claims introduces the 'essential novelty 

into the historical sequence of states of affairs'.

Whether it is called a random element or inspiration does not much 

matter but in any event this is the maior stumbling block to the prod- 

uction Of objective forecasts. It is this writer's contention that 

intuition is the faculty through which the random element or inspir

ation play. it. part in the decision making process but this still

' tN
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avoids giving an understanding of the quality of inspiration. However 

it is possible to go no further because inspiration is usually 

associated with divine or supernatural agencies| for example that 

which is thought to visit poets or under which books of Scripture are 

written. To go further would necessitate propounding a system of 

beliefs. This is where the director responsible for buying scores over 

any price forecasting routines because he holds a system of beliefs 

that give body to his forecasts. However it is not usually thought 

necessary to explain the meaning of the random element Introduced in a 

mathematical equation although a little consideration shows that the 

same problem would be faced if an explanation were attempted.

7,6.2 Intangible Influences on the Forecaster

one approach to an explanation of the meaning of -intangible influences- 

night he hy way of a simile. For example coneider a sailing boat as it 

travels along a lake surrounded by hills. Normally the helmsman can 

see the wind ruffling the water surface before it reaches his craft's 

sails. '.Vith experience of the locality too he might have some advance 

warning of sudden gusts or squalls due to the configuration of the 

surrounding hills. Yet when visibility is poor due to rain or approach

ing ni^tfall none of these indicators is available and the first thing 

he knows about the wind direction is when it reaches his craft. Our 

forecaster might be compared to the hel»mm.n. The movement of price, 

is indicated in some measure to him by hi. perception of current 

event, linked with hi. past experience akin to the surface of the lake

rippled by the wind. With experience the forecaster develops a feel
j -a A-rt>erlenced helmsman acquires a for the sudden changes in price as ths experience

. V Vto aa-f and the sudden changes of•feel* for the locality in which he sails ana vn
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wind caused ty the surrounds. Yet with no amount oi experience can 

that helmsman obtain warning of the wind when the light alters and 

fades. The strength of the light is the controlling factor in the case 

of the helmsman. That which affects the forecaster's perception and 

•feel* is the corresponding influence. It is an 'intangible' factor.

By definition something that is intangible neither can be touched by

the finger ns.  l>y t»»«
uate as «result eyen though they are the only means of exposition 

avallalslo«

Nor are these intangible factors solely something outside the fore

caster for they are both within and without. Within the individual 

reside the memories that make up experience which will to some extent 

affeot his future expectations. Again these memories, even though 

identical to those shared by another individual, will be filtered 

through the one's psychologioal make-up, together with the inspiration 

that reaches him via his Intuition, to produce a different set of 

expectations than another's. The shades of light and dark are 'within' 

in the psychologioal make-up and 'without' amidst the inspiration.

The experienced forecaster is only representable by some meohanistlo 

foreoasting prooess when the forecast to be made is not open to the 

influences of either inspiration or such intangible factors. An 

example of the type of process that lends itself to this type of fore

casting would be the application of heat at a known rate to a known 

volume of water. The temperatures at various times can 1« accurately

forecast*
7.6.5 '-ff Knowledj
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type described i.e. mechanistic forecasts. Lachmann® goes further in 

saying that prediction in economics is impossible.

*We are able to imagine a world in which 
tastes do not change but unable to imagine 
one in which knowledge does not spread 
from some minds to others. Even continuity 
of ends does not entail an invariant means- 
ends pattern? men would still be eager to 
make better use of the means at their 
disposal. Time and Knowledge belong 
together. The creative acts of the mind need 
not be reflected in changing preferences, 
but they cannot but be reflected in acts 
grasping experience and constituting 
objects of knowledge and plans of action.
All such acts bear the stamp of the 
individuality of the actor.
The impossibility of prediction in economics 
follows from the facts that economic ctei^ 
is linked to change in knowledge, and future 
knowledge cannot be gained before its time.
As soon as we permit time to elapse we must 
permit knowledge to change, and 
cannot be regarded as a f'lnction of anything 
else. It is not the subjective nature of 
expectations, any more than that of 
individual preferences, which makes them 
such unsuitable elements of dynamic theories, 
it is the fact that time cannot pass without 
modifying knowledge which appears to destroy 
the possibility of treating expectations as 
data of a dynamic equilibrium system .

The key phrases 'future knowledge cannot be gained before its time' 

and 'knowledge cannot be regarded as a function of anything else' 

(other than time) are sound reasons for the impossibility of 

eoonomio forecasting if one aooepts them. There ie however still the 

possibility that future knowledge is created by the Inspired action of 

the decision maker. In this way he makes his forecast oome 

another possibility is that inspiration transcends time and hence 

breaks the time/knowledge bound mentioned above.

Whatever the explanation some people give the appearance of ga ng
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future knowledge before its timef these are the successful speculators 

(investors) in the various exchanges. Perhaps Lachmann is perfectly 

right and those giving the appearance of holding future knowledge in 

fact do not and are merely lucky. We are back again, full circle, to 

the painting by Erhard Jacoby described in Chapter One. Even though we 

look at the same phemomenon we all see it differently and we are 

surrounded by something completely unknown and unknowable.

7.7 SnmmArv

This chapter is oonoemed with the Inadequacies that have shown up in 

the tests of forecasting models. The economic structure of the market 

is reexamined in order to view the price formation process as system

atically as possible. The market is simplified into three stages but 

after careful consideration it is shown that the successful price 

forecaster has no need of such a detailed knowledge of the market.

Next we consider the possibility of using the prices of other essential 

oils as a guide to the price of peppermint oil. Even if all the prices 

were to move together this has the obvious drawback that one would 

still have to forecast the direction in which the generality of prices 

were about to move. As it is any theory of arbitrage applied to essent- 

ial oils should be treated with extreme caution.

The various components that make up the inventory decision are again 

examined this time with the aid of a block dl.gr«. to draw them all 

together. The importance of the director responsible for buying is 

emphasised since his removal makes many of the vital qualities for 

successful forecasting inaccessible.

some further comments are made on the Box-Jenkins method which has 

been she«, to be of little help in the forecasting of peppermint oil
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prices. These oomnents ere extended to a more general discussion on 
the validity of attempting to produce forecasts by data based methods.
This discussion shows that the failure of such data based methods is not 

due to the more obvious factors such as the large price fluctuations in 
1975/74 and 1976. Rather it is due to their inability to cater for the 
subtler influences that can act on the price forecaster. This leads to 
a final discussion about the price forecaster and those subtle influen
ces. intuition is seen to be a vital quality but not sufficient on its 
own for the successful forecasts produced by people with an indefinable

»feel* for their market.

Successful forecasters are merely lucky if those writers, who hold that 
accurate and effective forecasts are impossible, are correct. There are 
many points of view and. as the painting by Jacoby so cleverly illustrates, 
each of us is a prisoner of our individuality and experience, each person 

necessarily attaches different significance to what is seen.

********************************
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II

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUCGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

8,1 Introduction

The purpose of this study has been to investigate the problems of 
inventory control in a medium sized firm at a time of fluctuating 
prices and interest rates. It soon became apparent that improvements 

in the stock control, whether to take advantage of opportunities for 
speculative gains cr simply to minimise the effects of changes in 
material costs, would depend on improvements in price forecasting. 
Initially methods of forecasting price were examined that operated 

independently of the firm’s buyer. Later it was decided that no method 
could match the present intuitively produced forecasts of the buyer.
It is clear, in the writer’s view, that the difficulties experienced 
in devising effective price forecasting methods lie at the heart of 
the problem being researched. In this chapter the research findings 
are summarised. There then follows a discussion on them and related 

matters which leads finally to suggestions for further research.

8 ,2 ReaepyQb Findings

1 . It has been possible to devise a relatively simple but effective 
model which takes account of changing prices and interest rates. The 

model is described in section 5-5 and is an extension of the basic 
eccnomlc order quantity model. The production of such a model, however,

is not the main problem.
2. At the level of the firm investigated very simple rule-of-thumb 
stock control methods existed which, together with intervention by the

X. 4.0 wft-rked with a minimum of cost and formalitybuyer for price forecasts, worKea wx-cn
in both stable and price-fluctuating situations.

I 'I

i i
f
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3. The model developed was not as effective as the method of controlled 

intervention by the buyer over the period examined (see Chapter VI), 
even when »perfect* price forecasting was embodied in the calculations.

4. It has not proved possible to develop an adequate method of 
forecasting price. This finding is discussed further in the following

section.
5. At all levels of the peppermint oil trade those involved have been 
found to display a preference for taking risks whenever alternatives 
existed. There does seem to be an increasing preference for taking 
risks the further the trader is from the farmer but this finding only 

can be stated with surety in the oases met by the writer.
8.3 Maoussion

The failure to devise an adequate system of price forecasting is not. 

as might at first be expected, due to fundamental features of the 

market process for peppermint oil. It is true that there is a complexity 

and lack of stability in the process of price formation caused by 

various factors which include
1) variations in supply in response to earlier price fluctuations and
2 ) speculation at all levels of the trade (which is Itself an indicat

ion of various expectations of future prices).
Nor is it due to the breaking of the clear supply-demand relationship 

which makes eoonometrlo modelling ineffective. To admit that the failure 

was due to such features would be to imply that if the theoretical 

analysis were improved a successful price forecasting model might 

possibly be devised. In attempts to produce purchasing formulas that 

approach the buyer-s performance it has become clear that accurate 

forecasts of change, in the direction of price movements and fairly 

accurate forecasts of the magnitude of the movement, are necessary.
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Various price forecasting methods have been tried with little success.

The conclusion has somewhat reluctantly been drawn that the many 
qualitative factors considered by the forecaster together with his 

faculty of intuition make vain the search for a peppermint oil price

forecasting formula#

It has been tentatively suggested too that the contradiction between 

Laohmann's view that economic forecasting is impossible and the 
activities of successful investors is due to that faculty of intuition 

transcending time in some way to break the logical barrier of 

Lachmann’s dictum#

The aim of the risk-averse buyer should be to cut out the middleman 
and make a direct approach to the farmer. Although many farmers are 
risk-lovers and prefer to sell their oil at the best price prevailing 
at the end of the season not all are so. There are those who contract 
with the middlemen, before the season starts, to sell their oil at a 
fired price. These are the farmers who should be located and approached 

for there can be bargains struck satisfactory to both parties which 
will avoid the uncertainties involved in the present methods. There is 

no reason w,^ even the smallest user should not do this though he will 

have to weigh his costs carefully against the possible advantages.
Part of the user-s costs in such a search are usually included in the 

price of the oil from the dealer one of whose functions is to save 
this search. The contracts would be made on a year-to-year basis and 
should not affect the farmer's relations with his other customers.

Finally a comment should be made on a recent paper presented at the 
Royal Statistical Society. It was an empirical study on accuracy of 
forecasting by Makridakis and Ribbon^ (1979) and stimulated a lively
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discussion al)Out the various forecasting méthode. The fact that
2

foreonstine procedures work best on repetitive data when they can 

often better human performance again emerges. The authors feel that 

ASMA models are beat suited to engineering applications and exponential 

smoothing methods to business and economic data. The discussion follow

ing the paper demonstrated a lively difference in views on the merits 

of the various methods. It is apt to close this discussion with the

comment hy Hogarth.« « F i n a l l y ,  a n  i s s u e  t h a t  n e e d s  t o  he f a c e d  s q u a r e l y  i s  w h e th e r  f o r e c a s t i n g  b a s e d  on m e c h a n is t ic  • i s  p o s s i b l e  b e y o n d  s h o r t  t im e  h o r i z o n s .  nS s t a - e .x  a b o v e ,  r e l a t i v e  i n e r t i a  o f  phenom ena a c r o s s  t im e  o e r m i t s  s h o r t - t e r m  f o r e c a s t i n g .  H o w ever, w h ere a r e  t h e  l i m i t s ?  I n t e r e s t  i n  f o r e c a s t i n g  m e th o a o lo g y  a U e s L  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  we n e e d  t c  b e l i e v e  we « n  m ake m o d e l-b a s e d  f o r e c a s t s .  H o w e v e r, c a n  we l e a r n  t o  l i v e  w it h  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  o f t e n  we o a m o t ?  T h e^ f u t u r e  i s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  ’ o u r s  t o  s e e  .

! I;

It is logical in consequence of the foregoing that more should .be done 

to understand the process of intuitive forecasting. It is not suggested 

that intuition should be examined with a view to attempting to turn it 

in some way into « quantifiable factor. Rather with the aim of under

standing the circumstances under which the quality flowers and hence 

perhaps to develop methods of training potential price forecasters.

It is not only the peppermint oil market that displays the character 

istics described here. Risk-preference and speculation are frequently 

found among commodity dealers end on the stock and share exchanges, 

perhaps dealings in the less -ell known commodities such as peppermins 

oil should be more organised to eliminate some of the unfair practices 

that exist today. The activities of the peppermint oil middlemen 

are s case in point and their operations could well bear further . 

investigation in the public interest. The development.of an orderly

n - «>>1« b-ivers in the HK to se?» rate thoir -futures market would enable bojera in x.
... . 1. Speculative r is k #oommercias risk .rrom. t.--r





APPEKDIX I

with Bat and Jenkine* Method

1. The Data
In addition to the fi^e years of price data tabulated in Chapter IV a 

further three years of data were available for this applioation nakin«, 

with the extra month, 97 observations in total. Box and Jenkins (1970, 
p.10) recommend that,at least 50 and preferably 100 observations or 

more should bo used. The additional data is shown together with the

2. Differencing and Identification

Th. first stsge in ths Box-Jenkins procedure is to differenos the 

series until . stationery series is obtained, ^ e  senpl.
autocorrelation functions for the series and^Vs^J are
given in Table 2. The autocorrelation function for decays in an
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Autocorrelations

La^s

-.018 
-.078 -.0̂ 6 .008 -.081 - . 1 2 5

1-5 .2 4 8 .0 1 4 ,001 - . 0 4 1 - . 0 3 2

6-10 - . 0 2 7 -.028 .0 0 5 .012 -.128

1 1 - 1 5 .001 .080 - . 1 4 4 .06 6 .028

16-20 -.021 - . 0 1 3 - . 0 2 4 - . 0 2 7 .0 7 2

approximtion to an exponential fashion approaching zero after the 
19th value. Hxanination of the partial autocorrelations shoTO in Table 
’ reveals that for the series ^z^,| only the first lag is non-zero to 
any significant extent. In order to preliminarily identify the model 
re'fcro^oe was made to Box and Jenkins (1970, p.17«) »here a process of
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order (l,d,0) exhibits the ohareoteristios shorn by our series for the 
d*** difference. Namely the autocorrelations decay exponentially and 
only the first partial autocorrelation is non-sero. The series would 

appear to be best described by a model of order (1,0,0). It is 
suggested that a good preliminary estimate for the autoregressive 
parameter is the value of the first autocorrelation. Thus a possible

model Is
(1 - 0.960B)s^ - a^ (!)•

The program used to estimate the model parameters is based on Box and 
Jenkins (1970, pp.251-242) which uses a non-linear estimation procedure 

similar to hill-climbing which finds the least squares estimates by 
numerical iteration. This program made no improvement on the initial

value of ̂ 3̂ - 0.960 offered.

3. agnostic o^ Uodel

The overall adequacy of the model is tested by the method described in 
BOX and Jenkins (1970, section 8.2.2). If the fitted model is appropriate

« - approximately distributed asj(f(k - P - l).

where n ^  - d is the number of w's used to fit the model, k is the 

„umber of autocorrelations r,(S) of the residuals and K is the number 

of observations, m  our case H - 97, P - df 1 “ ° \
Q -  97 X ^ (-.0 1 4 )^  + (-008)^ + (-.0 0 8 ) + + (-♦583) )

A  97 X 0.262

NOW degrees of freedom the and 2.55« point. are 50.1 and

52.9. The valu. of is within the rang, which suggest, the ad^iuaoy
- J.V,* leAHiduals are shown in Table of the model. The autocorrelations of t

4 4-  oTsa fairly small but the coefficients4 below. Most of the coefficients are fairly
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n =

at lags 14 and 20 are greater than twice their standard-error
Overall it is not unaooeptahle to find 2 'significant 

values in 20 ooeffioients. The checks suggest that the (1,0,0) model 

appears to give a reasonable fit to the data.

Our series also displays some of the characteristics of a process of 

order (l,d,l) for the second difference. With suitable starting 

values for and the model obtained is

- -.01 + 2.O0*(t-l) l’°°®(t-l)
The same diagnostic checking procedure is used as before except the
values of the coefficients are different (see Table 5) and K - 97, 

p = 1, d = 1. Thus for k = 24 n

Cl = 95 X {(-.055)^ + (.063)^ + .............+ (-.073) J

1^95 X *505
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and 3 6.8. The value of Q is within the range which again suggests the 
adequacy of the model. The only ooeffioients greater than twice their 
standard error are at lags 15 and 20 which is acceptable over 24 

coefficients. The checks suggest therefore that the (l,2,l) model also 

appears to give a reasonable fit to the data.

4, The Forecasts and Discussion

The (1,0,0) model ie eimple to make forecasta with since the forecaet 
value one month ahead is the current value multiplied hy 0.960. The 
model is equivalent to the series being represented by a straight line 

sloping gradually down to the right (i.e. with gradient - 0.960). A 
gUnce at Pig. 1 showe that forecasts made with such a model will be 
largely meanlnglees and oould in no oiroumstanoes foresee anything 

other than a gradual decrease in the price of oil.

The (l,2,l) model can also be used fairly easily. The a s are the on 

step ahead forecast errors already computed, that is, â _Q̂  •

The forecasting equation can be written
- -.01 + 2.08S(̂ ,ĵ ) + 1.00a(̂ _i)
. -.01 + 5.08e(t.i) - ■®(t-2)(̂ >*

unknown a ie taken to be sero. The forecast value is then roughly 
double the previous value. Again referring to figure 1 it is only in 
September 1976 that such a forecast would have been anywhere near

oorrwot.
It i. ourlou. that both models should have satisfied Box and Jenkins' 
diagnostlo test, yet so clearly provide totally unsatisfactory

forecasts.
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APPENDIX II '' Jl
1, Listing of subroutine MDLTR

STD

RX

RY

SUBROUTINE MUI/PR 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS

N -NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS.
K -NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN THIS REGRESSION. 
XBAR -INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M COHTAINING MEANS OF ALL

VARIABLES. M IS NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN OBSERVATIONS. 
•INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M CONTAINING STANDARD DEVI
ATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES.
-INPUT VECTOR OP LENGTH M CONTAINING THE DIAGONAL OF 
THE MATRIX OP SUMS OF CROSS-PRODUCTS OF DEVIATIONS 
FROM MEANS FOR ALL VARIABLES.
-INPUT MATRIX (K x K) CONTAINING THE INVERSE OF 
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
-INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTAINING INTERCORRELA
TIONS OP INDEPENDENT VARIABLES WITH DEPENDENT
VARIABLE.

ISAVE -INPUT VECTOR OP LENGTH K+1 CONTAINING SUBSCRIPTS OF 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN ASCENDING ORDER. THE 
SUBSCRIPT OP THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS STORED IN 
THE LAST, K+1, POSITION.
-OOTPDT VECTOR OP lENGTH K OomiHIlIG REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENTS.
-OOTPDT VECTOR OP LENGTH K COHTAINIHG STANDARD 
deviations of regression coepficieots.
-OOTPOT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTAINING T-VALDES. 
-OOTPOT VECTOR OP LENGTH l6 OONTAINIHG THE POLLONING
information. • •
ANS(l) INTERCEPT
a n s(2) mui/tiple correlation coefficient
ANS(3) STANDARD ERROR OP ESTIMATE 
ANS(4) SOM OF SCARES ATTRIBOTABLE TO REGRESSION

(ss a r)
ANS(5) DEGREES OP FREEDOM ASSOCIATED WITH SSAR 
ANS(6) MEAN SQUARE OP SSAR

B

SB
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ANS(7) Oi* SQUARES OF DEVIATIONS FROM REGRES
SION (SSDR)

ANS(8) DEGREES OF FREEDOM ASSOCIATED WITH SSDR 
ANS(9) MEAN SQUARE OF SSDR 
ANS(IO) F-VALUE
ANS(11)-ANS(16) FIRST SIX REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

R m R K S
N MUST BE GREATER THAN K+1.

SUBROUTINE MUITR(N,K,XBAR,STD,D,RX,RY,ISAVE,B,SB,T,ANS)
dimension XBAR(10),STD(10).D(10).RX(100).RY(10),ISAVE(10),B(10),SB(10),
1 T(10),ANS(20)
MM-K+1

BETA WEIGHTS
I

DO 100 J-1,K 
100 B(j)-0.0

DO 110 J-1,K 
L1-K*(J-1)
DO 110 I-1,K 
L-Ll+I

no b (j )-b (j )+r y (i)*r x (l )
RM-0.0
li-i s a v e(m m )

C
c COEFFICIENT OF DETEEIMINATION

DO 120 I-1,K 
r m-r m+b (i )*r y (i )

regression coefficients

l-isa ve(i )
b (i )-b (i )*(s t d(u )/s t d(l ))

I

lOTERCEPr
I

120 bo-b o+b (i )*x b a r(l )
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c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

bo-x b a r(l i )-bo

SUM OP SQUARES ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 

SSAR-RM*D(L1)

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

RM-SQRT(ABS(RM))

SUM OP SQUARES OF DEVIATIONS FROM REGRESSION

ssdr-d (l i )-ssar

VARIANCE OP ESTIMATE

FN-N-K-1
sy-ssdr/f n

C
C
C

C
C
C

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

DO 130 J-lfK 
L1-K*(J-1)+J 
L-ISAVE(J)
s b (j ) - sq r t(a b s ((r x(l i )/d (l ))* s y ))

STANDARD ERROR OP ESTIMATE

sy-s q r t(a b s(s y ))

p-VALUE

PK-K
ssahm-ssar/f k
ssdrm-ssdr/p n
p-ssarm/ssd rm
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ans( i ) - boANS(2)-RMa n s( 3 ) -s yi\NS(4)»SSARAN3(5)-FKANS(6)-SSAR!.!
ANS(7 )“SSDRANS(8)-FN
AN3 (9 )**SSDRjllANS(10)-FANS(11)-B(1)
AiiS(l2)»B(2)ANS(13)-B(3)AN3(14)-B(4)a n s(1 5 )-b (5)
AU3 (1 6 )-B(6 )
HCTURN
END

2. M a t i n g  of main routine MNTOIL

PROGRAM MMPOIL

1 FORMAT(A4,A2,13f212)
2 F0RMATfef6.0,F12.0,F24.0,P6.0)
3 FORMAT (52H1NDMBER OP SBLECTIOHS HOT SPECIFIED. JOB TERHIHATED.)
4 FORMAT(25HlMaiSIPU: REGRESSIOK-----A4,A2//6X,14H SELECTION

\I5//)
5 FORMAT( 1014) V6 FORMAT(52HOTHE MATRIX IS SINGULAR. THIS SELECTION IS SKI
7 FORMAT(25HIPROGRAM STILL LOOPING C-,F4.0/5BH THE SIX (OR M) VALU
lES OF J FOLLOI----^1014) // n w8 FORMAT(39H1REGRESSION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R2-,F13.5/A3 
lERCEPT A-.F10.5/69 H REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS B1.B,H,4H ARE//9F8.5)
DIMENSION x (6O.1O).Y(10O.1O),XBAR(1O),STD(1O),RX(1OO),R(55),G(1O1 ),D(10),T(10),ISAVE(10),RY(10),SB(10),ANS(20),J(10),F(10)

'9 roR:iAT(5oi2) .
lb F0P:-.AT(17HOT!IE v a l u e  o f  0 .,F4.0,2X,13H THAT OP R2 -.1^.5)
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60 READ
Q PR____ — PROBLEM liT,JI'.'BER (MAY BE A LFH A iiER IC )
^ PRl_______PROBLH.i FJl̂ iBER (CONTINUED)
Q N------------- NUIvIBER 0?  OBSERVATIONS
Q M_________ NUI4BER OF VARIABLES
C NS________ NUiffiER OF SEIJCCTIONS

DO 9 0  I» l* k l
ica=i+6o
R- :AD(8 , 2 ) ( Y (K A , J A ) , JA =1 ,M )
DO no JA=^l,M
IF(l.liE.l)COrO Co
U.,' {5O iiB=lj60  ■ j)0 I ( uLIuA )-Y ( ivA j JA )

60 lF ( l . IT E . I l) G 0r 0 80 
DO 7 0  KC=1,60 
K-D-IX+156

70  Y (iO ),JA )= Y (lC A ,JA )
BO X ( l,J A ) = Y ( liA ,J A )

90 CONTINUE
C TEST NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 
C

IF(NS)9 5,9 5 ,9 8  

95 TYPE 3 
GO TO 280

C
98 DO 270 IB»1 ,NS 

TYPE 4 ,PR,ER1 ,IB
C
C READ SUBSET SELECTION CARD
C

READ (5 ,5 )NRES1 ,NDEP,K,(ISAVE(JJJ),JJJ-1 .K)
C NRESl— — OPTION CODE FOR TABLE OF RESIDUAI5
C 0 IF IT IS NOT DESIRED
C 1 IF IT IS DESIRED
C NDEP- — NUMBER OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
0 K.___— NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES INCLUDED
c isaVE___ A VECTOR OOmlMING THE INDEPEIIBEHT VARIABLES IHCLOTED
c

Rl-0 .0
B-0 .0
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C=0 ,0
D1»0 .0

99 DO 100 JJ-1 , 1 0  f ( j j )»o 
100 J(JJ)— 1  

M1«M- 1  

Nl-N+1
105 DO 210 1=1 ,Ml 

DO 200 L=1 ,N1
i f(b .e q .i .o )go t o  no 
j(l)=j(l)+l

c
C THIS LEADS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
0

GO TO 120
no j( i) - j( i) - i  

c
C THIS LAGS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
C

IF(IABS(J(I)).OT.N)G0 t o 205

120 if(j (i ).e q .o )g o t o 140
DO 150 IA-1 ,N 
KA=IA+6 0-J(I)

130 x (i a ,i )-y (k a ,i )
140 CALL C0RRE(N,M,1,X,XBAR,STD,RX,R,G,D,T)

c
CALL 0RDER(M ,R,NDEP,K,ISAVE,RX,RY)

C
CALL M INV(RX,K,D ET,G,T)

C
C TEST SINGULARITY OF THE MATRIX INVERTED
C

rP(DET)l5 2,15 0 ,15 2  

150 TYPE 6 
GO TO 60  

C
152 CALL M UIiTR(N,K,XBAR,STD,D,RX,RY,ISAVE,G,SB,T,ANS)

R2-(ANS(2))**2
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■lIM

> '■ V , i
JL ‘ V

I i ’ ( L . m . l ) G O  TO 160  
GO TO 170  

16C ni^up.
pp mp 200

c T̂EOTIl'ÎG TO SEE IF R2 IS OBTTING BIGGER
Q
170 ir(R2.GS.Rl)go to 190
C R2 IS FALLING SO WE TEST TO SEE IF BOTH TEJE DIRECTIONS HAVE
C BEE3T TRIED
 ̂ n ’(B.Er¿.1 .0 )G0 TO 180J( T ) = J( I ) -1  

IF(L.E0 .2 )G0 t o  195 
;:o TO 1Ö1

!■ Rgr̂ JF-tl Î.UTRIX COmilOTG DATA TO UST POSITION WHEEE R2 WAS BIGGER

180 J ( I ) = J ( I ) + 1  
101 DO 185 IB = 1 ,N  

ta3=lB+60-j(l)
185 X(TD,l)-Y(KB,l)

GO TO 205 
190  R1=R2

GO TO 200
195 IP(L.EJ.2 )3=1 . 0  
200 COIJTINUE 
205 B = 0 .0  
210 COIÎTERTE

DO 220 K I» 1 ,M 1rF’(lFIX(F(Kl)).EQ,j(Kl))GO TO 220

C TESTING TO SEE I F  THERE HAS BEEN ANY CHANGE IN THE LAGS OR LEADS
C FROE LAST COMPLETE CYCLE
C

D l= 1 .0
F ( K I ) - J ( K I )

220 CONTINUE
IF ( D 1 ,E Q .1 .0 )G 0  TO 250 
00 TO 250 

250 D 1= 0 .0
TYPE 10,C,R2
TYPE i i,(d (k;i ),ki=i ,m i )11 yOK:L\T(ieUO^'u\TRIX D C 0 m iN S ,3 F 1 2 .5 ;
C-C+1
I? ( G .E ¿ .1 0 0 ) G 0  TO 240
0.'̂  TO 105

2/;C T'lTE 7,C,(J(KI),ÎCI=1,M1 )
’0 TO 260

250 TTPE 5 ,  ; j ( K l ) , K I = l , i . a )  •
260  TITE 8 ,R 2 , A N S ( l ) , ( A N S ( l ) , I » l l f l D ;
270 CGOTINUE 

GO TO 60 
280 C O ÎÎTIirjE  

END

,r j. AI3
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This m ap shows the Y a k im a  K lv e r  b a s in  and  th e  irrigation districts

DISTRIBUTION OF 1976 MINT ACREAGE  
AMONG EASTERN WASHINGTON IRRIGATION DISTRICTS

rri^ation District

Capato
^unnysidc
loza
Columbia Basin 

fötal

Spearmint
Scotch

Spearmint
Native

Acres % Acres %

40 1 5,150 70
866 16 318 . 4

4 , 142 80 708 10
150 3 1,2C1 16

5 , 1 9 8 100 7,377 100

peppermint

Acres

8,383 100
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